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Blood drive: ■Send more-· · bodiesTaskforce
to examine

Trinidad Gonules
Sta.fl

United Blood Services (UBS) and Student Health Services (SHS)
continues their blood drive today at the LRC lobby from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"We are trying to increase participation from all organizations that have
more bodies," Ruby Gutierrez, director of community relations at UBS,
said. "We have to do that here in the Valley because we deal with so many
small businesses.
"When we go to Pan American
we would like to see 50 (units) a
The UBS and SHS
day."
blood drlve continues
People wishing to donate should
from 9 a.m. to 4
today
be in good health, weigh at least
p.m. at the I.RC lobby.
110 pound, and not be at high risk
of getting AIDS. Prospective donors are also asked to eat a good meal sometime before donating.
"The donation process is a total safe process," Gutierrez said. "The
needle that is used for each donor is used once and then it is discarded
into a Biohazard bag... You are not at risk of contracting anything."
Gutierrez said in 45 minutes a student can affect the lives of three
people.
Dora Castillo, coordinator of SHS, said: "There is no substitute for
blood. They do have quite a number of uses for the blood. In other words
they just don't use it for one component which is a (blood) transfusion
they use it for different things."
A nursing major said, "It just makes me feel good. You also get cookies.•
UBS is no longer using incentives to attract donors because of fears of
tempting people who should not be there.
Last November UBS collected 86 units, and their goal this time is 150.
As of Tuesday 33 units were collected.

decrease
in dorms
Andres Esquivel Jr.
C,opy Editor
With the drastic decrease of dorm
occupancy, a task force has been
formed to decide the future of the
residence halls.
This spring semester a little Jess
than half of the total dorm rooms
are occupied, Santiago Villanueva,
assistant dean of students, said.
"We've got approximately 200
students in there and you can occupy about 390, • Villanueva said.
Dean of Students Judy Vinson,
who chairs the task force, said at
this point the committee is not lookThe Pan American/Jay Lewis ing for solutions.
"Rightnow, we'relookingatprobVeronica Rivas, freshman, was among several students donating blood Tuesday at the LRC lobby. lems,
• Vinson said. "The dorms
As of presstlme, UBS and SHS, had collected half of their 100 pint blood drive goal. need a lot of work: roof repairs,
replace the plumbing; we need to
add some amenities: telephones,
cable TV in the the rooms, things
like that.·
Vinson appointed committe memmight assist her in getting a bit
Lipps would not comment any courtesy to give us the informabers tasks which they will be retighter control of what was happen- further on her decision.
tion... ."
porting on through the coming
ing," Davis said.
•Tanya Nervaez was elected to weeks.
·
When they returned Angulo said
In other action:
fill the sergeant-at-arms position.
"The first week the chair apshe would acknowledge all sena• Lipps and Attorney General
"I am going to try to fulfill my
pointed people to do preliminary
tors first and then outside partici- Robert Martinez questioned duties to the best of my knowledge
investigations into the financial stapants.
Berlanga's responsibilities concern- and keep a good relationship with
tus of the dorms for the past five
ing a State Leadership Conference the senators,• Nervaez said
years,• Villanueva said. "1be UPB
During the recess,Michelle Lipps, some senators will be attending at
• Senator-at-large Frank Cantu was will be in charge of that."
acting sergeant-at-arms, threw her Texas A&M Feb. 21-25.
elected as senior senator.
Villanueva said he will be reportpapers on the table and said she
Lipps and Martinez said they were
"Being a senator-at-large last se- ing on staffing, programming and
quit after several senators debated never notified as to when they would mester, I was able to learn how the organizational charts of the resiwhether or not she was acting ser- be returning from the trip to make system works and now, as senior dence halls.
geant-in-arms.
arrangements with their professors. senator, I can be more involved,"
The committee also wants to con"I quit SGA as a whole, and there
Cantu said.
duct an informal survey that identi"Everybody knew the time exis more to my resignation than what
The next meeting is at 3:30 p.m.
fies reasons why people are leaving
happened at the meeting," Lipps cept for Robert and I,• Lipps said. "I tomorrow on the third floor of the
or not coming back or why they left
thought (Berlanga) would have the UC.
said.
m the first place. Vinson said the
two students on the task force are
going to informally survey students
who live . there and students who
don't live there anymore and find
out why.
Spring1991
"The survey should reveal what
Spring1992
students like and dislike about JivAndres EsquivelJr.
ing in the dorms,• she said.
C,opyFAltor'
Vinson said the committee will
Creative writing students here won top awards in the Texas Association look at options after they have
of Creative Writing Teachers annual contest. One student won first place looked at all the problems concernand will read his entry at the annual conference on campus Feb. 13-15. ing the dorms.
Timothy A. Kikos of Mission won $100 and first place in the graduate "We're going to try to come up
poetry division, while Javier Martinez of Mercedes won honorable with some ideas and brainstorm,•
mention in the graduate fiction division. Cody Gregg of McAllen won Vinson said.
honorable mention in the undergraduate poetry division.
"We're going to look at every
Dr. Dorothy S. Schmidt, professor of English, said the conference aspect: whether or not they should
mostly consists of active writers who also teach creative writing. About be single or double rooms, whether
60 writing teachers are expected to attend.
or not they should be dorms or
"The purpose ofthe conference is to provide a forum for creative writers apartments, whether or not we
to share their work and to have papers and seminars on the teaching of should have a meal plan or no meal
creative writing,• Schmidt said.
plan."
The top student winner of each category is invited to read his winning Villanueva said a variety of differentry at the conference. Kikos will read his group of poems: "Carolina ent things could happen to the
Dreams,• "Ripe Melons" and "Jaguar.•
dorms.
Schmidt said the conference is also open to students interested in "We could shut down only one,
keep both intact as halls, or it could
writing or just listening to the readings.
"Students
are
invited
to
participate
in
the
conference
by
registering,•
be
shutting both down and turning
<m
'· • · : p=,:•<•:-=s·
she said. Registration for the whole conference is $10; the banquet is $16. th~m into office space,• Villanueva
. -: ___ _ _.
said.
For more information on preregistering, call 381-3638.
The
conference
is
very
informal
so
there
is
good
opportunity
for
single
Vinson said that although the
The nu~b~;
s~~~l~i ?
interaction with any writer whose works a student might admire, Schmidt dorms are currently at SO percent
graduates, sfodents wrth i >
said
I
occupancy, it is not a trend.
_master's degree
a graduate ·
"I think we have a really growing group of student writers," she said. "We haven't had 100 percent oc. prograni; also declined a:((
"Just i~ the last two or three years there has been a minor explosion of cupancy for quite a long time;" she
percent from 1_9 8 to 182, while
writing talent on campus. I'm very excited about it."
said. "But we've been hovering
· graduates increased 4.5 percerif .
The conference begins Thursday night with a reception/reading at the around 80 or 90 percent over the
from646to675'.Specialstudents; ..
University Inn, across campus. There will be readings by several past few years.•
those who have a degree and
professors.
She said it was not until some
taking undergraduate courses, ::
Friday morning there are readings and a panel titled, "Students on time last year that occupancy
increased 10.6 percent from 479/
Creative Writing Workshops.• A special event in the afternoon, "Write dropped to around SO to 6o perto 530 and special · freshmen
and Run (or Walk),• is a three-mile course around campus in which cent.
.
,
numbers fell 8ipercent from54 ..
participants
will
create
poems
to
commemorate
the
experience.
The
"We
want
to
look
at
it and see
to 7.
winning effort will be read at the banquet at 7 p.m. Speaking at the what we can do to attract more
Zuniga said c.ontributing factors
banquet is Dr. Carmen Tafolla, poet and fiction writer.
students," she said. We want to see
are increased retainment and an
Saturday, following readings by professors, student winners will read what would be best for the Univerincrease in new students.
sity and for students all around."
their works at 10:15 - 11:30 a.m. in the University Ballroom.

President tries to oust committee members
Diana R. Ybanez
Sta.ff

At Friday's Senate meeting, the
SGA president's attempt to dissolve
memberships in the campus life
committees resulted in a shouting
match between senators, a reccess
to regain control and the resignation of the acting sergeant-at-arms.
Carlos Berlanga said he wanted
to dissolve the committee memberships, except the SGA constitution
revision, because several senators
were not happy with their appointments and to give entering senators
a chance to join a committee.

Elvie Davis, SGA advisor said. "I
suggested to him, unofficially, at
the end of the meeting that the
easier way would be to contact the
student members on those committees and give them the option of
staying in or leaving a committee."
As tension grew, Olga Angulo,
SGA vice president, failed to acknowledge Ross Villagran, an active student in SGA, when he raised
his hand to speak.
Davis asked Angulo to call a recess to discuss proper procedures.
"I did ask (Angulo) to recess for
some few minutes and I made some
suggestions to her about parliamentary procedures and how that

Writers conference
scheduled for next week

SPRING 1991 AND 1992 ENROLLMENT FIGURES
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Preliminary registration figures
for spring 1992 show a three
percent increase from a year ago,
according to the Office of
Admissions and Records.
David Zuniga, director of
admissions, said unofficial
estimates show enrollment rose
from 12,113 last Spring to 12,474
this semester.
"Normally there is a... decline
(from fall to spring) but in this
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particul:fr c~se. a~ain;
(figures) are preliminary,• he
•wemaywindupoverlastyea8as
well as over last semestef's
(enrollment)whichisveryunusual."
Entering freshmen enrollment rose
from 608 spring 91 to 648 this year
showing a 6.6 percent increase. .
Freshmen increased 9.3 percent
from 3,983 to 4,352, while the
number of sophomores rose 48.9
percent from 1642 Jastyearto 2445
this year. Juniors jumped 91.3
percent from 892 to 1706, however,
senior enrollment figures dropped
46.6 percent from 3,611 to 1,929.
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Editorial

Controversy enhances
intellectual development

T

I

Cultural prejudice takes on many forms
hen I was in grade school,
Tyrone moved to town. The
population of my little Minnesota town in the 60s was
about 500. Everyone was white; Tyrone
was black. He and his family only lived in
town for a couple of years. The relationship between his family and the town was
cordial and polite, but there was a lack of
complete acceptance by the town for
Tyrone's family and by his family for the
town. Nevertheless, in those two years,
Tyrone and I became good friends. Even
after he moved away I continued to listen
to Motown.
In the 70s I spent my entire fortune on
40 acres of oak and birch and moved onto
the land in a tipi (teepee). This was
unusual behavior for a white SwedishAmerican in central Minnesota, but by
that time I had rejected many of my
cultural roots in favor of the hippie subculture. I was therefore, if not entirely,
rejected; I was certainly considered crazy
and weird by my hometown.
I was not concerned with what they
thought, since living in a tipi is compatible
with the norms of the hippie culture. My
identification with the Plains Indians was
acceptable behavior for a normal hippie.
While living in the tipi, I worked for the
Department of Natural Resources as a
firefighter. Because of my job I spent a lot
of time on the Indian reservation chasing
smoke and fighting fire. Though I lived
in a tipi, identified with the Indian and
knew even more about the Plains Indian

W

he controversy surrounding Rio magazine continues full
force this week with some faculty members criticizing coverage in The Pan American and some students praising Rio
editor David Gonzalez (see Letters to the Editor). Meanwhile, this
editorial staff thought it necessary to make a few observations and a
few clarifications.
We are pleasantly surprised to discover that Rio magazine has
been the topic of many discussions on and off campus. Nothing
can be more intellectually stimulating than to have this healthy
exchange of ideas, something we consider to be one of the major
goals of a university.
When Rio magazine first hit the stands, the Student Publications
office heard little response from the university community. But after
a few days, some people called in to negatively criticize Rio and
many of them questioned the funding of the magazine. The first
letters to pour in were clearly on the side of the criticizers.
However, after the Jan. 30 issue, we have seen more letters in
support of Rio than against. It is encouraging to see students writing letters and voicing their opinions. At any rate, we are pleased
with the tremendous response (for and against) on this issue. We
can scarcely remember when this many letters came in on one
specific topic.
Also, we understand that the fall issue of Rio magazine and the
Jan. 30 issue of The Pan American are being used in classes on
campus. Dr. Sam Freeman, political science professor, plans to use
the publications in his classes when they discuss the role of the
media and First Amendment rights. Craig James, English teaching
assistant, is having his rhetoric students read the publications, formulate their opinions and write an essay supporting their stance.
Clearly, these are positive educational occurrences resulting from
this controversy.
In addition to these observations, there are a few clarifications
which must be made. The questions we've heard around campus
and on letters to the editor are too important to go unanswered.
First, The Pan American recognizes and fully supports Arlene
Silva's right to petition against Rio because of the magazine's content. However, as we made clear last week, threatening to cut
funds to Rio, a student publication, is in direct violation of First
Amendment rights. According to the American Society of Newspaper Editors, we as journalists must defend the freedom of the press
"agai,nst encroa_g u;n~nt gr ~s~ault frpIJl].,U.Y-Q.'J.q..!!f.(, pqblic.or'pri- Ir,,, r
vate." In addition, f:fie courts have"aue.aoyfu1ed're.pearedly that ')'{, '
funds cannot be cut because of content.
Second, if we are "trampling the people's right - freedom of
speech" as one letter states, then how is it that the readers saw two
letters last week criticizing Rio? Also, why are we publishing letters
in this issue which are in disagreement with the opinion of this
editorial staffl We always endeavor to print all letters. We only
hold letters if they do not meet our letters policy - never because of
content.
Based on our goals as a student publication and as a forum for
student expression on campus, we do not consider last week's
editorial as an overreaction nor do we think that we have a "warped
view of the Constitution."
In fact, if we did not defend our First Amendment rights, who
would?

to blame for most of the evils in the world

Voice in the Wilderness
Bruce Peterson
culture than the people of the reservation,
I was certainly not accepted by the people
of the reservation. I was just another
white guy - the enemy.
My tipi was erected on private property
after all. Nevertheless, I do love the Native-American culture.
I moved to the Valley in the 80s and
married a Mexican-Americ;an who claims
some Cuban roots. I am now the father of
four Irish-Mexican-Spanish-American children and a Swedish hippie daughter who
came from the North with me. My wife
has helped me assimilate into the Mexican-American culture ... to the point of
preferring corn tortillas to white flour or
even whole wheat (I think the attempt at
whole wheat tortillas came from my hippie roots). Though my cultural direction
has moved toward Hispanic, my younger,
six-foot tall Swede sister and an even
taller Ethiopian have given me an AfricanSwedish-American niece who has graced
our family with even more color than my
children have.
I think that all of us in the Americas are
truly becoming "La Raza Cosmica."
Now that the 90s have arrived, I have
reestablished a lost link with the culture of
academia. Here in the halls of this elite
ethnic group, I have learned that my
"Pale, Patriarchal Penis People" roots are

It seems that I must now pay for the sins

of the "DWM" (Dead White Male). It is not
that I mind paying for the sins of my
fathers. They did come to the ends o~ the
Earth forcing the peoples to eat with a
knife and fork and taking their best from
them in retur~ for beads and trinkets.
Nonetheless the "DWMs" did bring something else with them that is not all b tl.
They brought the story of a Jew who was
rejected by his people.
Now I know that many will shout that
the Judeo-Christian ethic is not a blessing
to mankind, but I'm not referring to a set
of rules that bind the lawless. I'm talking
about the man who claimed to be all truth.
I know that belief in miracles - especially the ·miracle of the resurrection of
Jesus of Nazareth-is abnormal behavior
in the academic culture. If not rejected, I'll
be labeled a gullible fool by most academicians. Nevertheless, I am convinced
that Jesus rose from the dead and chose
me to become a member of His culturally
rich kingdom.
e claimed that because He
was rejected by His own culture, people of all cultures
could be accepted by Him.
He paid the price for the sins of my dead
white fathers, those of Africa, Asia,
America, and for my failures also. Even
though I haven't been accepted by all of
the cultures I have identified with over the
years, I'm glad I have been accepted by
the one who matters most. Shalom.

H

"Hmmm... Lr. What can I tear down
next?

Letters to the Editor
~ - 'Rio'bashers
misguided

,

Letters Policy

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must
be signed and include the writer's major, classification at lITPA and be typed. An address and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than three pages, double spaced
and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and guest columns can be edited for
style fength, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be
changed. Letters can be b_roug~t to ~milia Schunior Ra~irez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

After all of the bashing David Gonzalez
has taken for his articles in the recent issue
of Rio magazine, I felt it was time to come
to his defense. David and I sat next to
each other in Communications last
semester and through the duration of the
course, I got to know him. Through these
articles, David attempted to raise the
awareness of people as to what is going
on in the outside world, and for this, I
salute him.
The logical argument at this point would
be, "What awareness does an article about
strippers raise?" Well , although it does
not make anyone aspire to undertake
topless dancing as a career option, it does
force people-whether they like it or
not-to see the price that some people
must pay for an education. I am in no way
idealizing these women or what they do.
I am merely playing the Devil's advocate
by trying to bring a different perspective
to David's work. These dancers take the
chance, night after night, of being thought
of as sluts or sex objects in order to get an
education here at UTPA. No matter what
you may think of them or their occupation,
this is a tremendous sacrifice on their part.
A sacrifice far greater than most people
(myself included) are willing to make.
As far as the drug dealer is concerned,
David is accused of being "sympathetic"
to the dealer by not printing his name.
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution
protects people from self-incrimination
and the Sixth provides for a trial by jury.
The dealer is not in a court of law, and
until he is in one he has the right to not
have his name printed. Until a jury finds

him guilty of drug trafficking he is,
according to Constitutional law, innocent
until proven otherwise. The idea that
David is sympathetic by not printing the
dealer's name or that drug dealing is
glamorized by the tone of the piece is
ludicrous.
Finally, the assumption that these articles
do not represent the interest of the •general
population" of students here at UTPA is
misguided. Furthermore, the assumption
that the article about strippers is of no
interest to me because I am female is an
insult to me and to women in general. I
would like to see articles that make people
talk, that ignite controversy. Controversy
raises awareness, and in this day and age
people need to be ware of everything
taking place in modern American society.
I paid $115.50 in student service fees,
and if my money goes to support David
and the staff of Rio in what they do, then
I say itis worth the expense. To paraphrase
Rolling Stone columnist P.J. O'Rourke,
"Hysteria is stupid, censorship is wrong
and both are useless.•

a

Lettc1a Gutterrez
Speech Communtcatton Freshman

Editor defended
I recently spotted David Gonzalez, Rio
editor, and some of the Rio staff at a local
restaurant. I have known David for three
years and consider him a friend and a
good journalist. I approached them and
asked if they all were on the Rio staff.
They said yes then asked me what my
complaint was. Well, I had no complaint.
I told them that this was the best Rio issue
they have had so far. Their faces lit up,
their eyes popped out and their jaws

dropped. I guess they couldn't believe
that a woman would actually compliment
them over stories ofa couple of strippers
and a drug dealer.
Those students (the strippers and the
drug dealer) are out in the real world.
Their stories are hard gripping reality. I
don't feel David Gonzalez is glamorizing
or promoting sex and drugs, he's just
bringing the facts and the hard truth about
some college students who are struggling
out there in the cruel world so they can
come to school and get an education.
I don't think the two strippers are sluts
because of what they do. They are
dancers, or performers if you will. That's
all. But because they perform in a topless
bar, society labels them as sluts. They are
just trying to make a living. I think they
are pretty brave to perform topless and
still attend school knowing all the public
and private ridicule they are going to
receive. And yet they still come to school.
They have feelings too, they are human
beings, not machines.
The magazine represents students--all
students. If you don't like the cover or the
stories inside, don't read it. It's plain and
simple. But don't ruin it by petitioning
people who are just doing their job. Don't
forget the magazine had other stories on
a man who works at a clock museum in
Pharr, and a student bullfighter. What
about them? Why not petition those
stories? What does a story about a man
who works with clocks have to do with
getting an education? Why is this student
fighting with bulls when he knows he
could be killed? Why not petition that?
Why doesn't someone make a petition
complaining about how close to 50 per-

See Letters p. 3
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Mac computer users can join 'La MUG' club
A newly formed campus organization devoted to Apple Macintosh
computer users will meet twice in February to accommodate interested
students, faculty and community members.
La Manzana Macintosh Users Group, Inc. (La MuG), will meet at noon
Feb. 18, in BA 110 and at 7 p.m. Feb. 19, at the cafeteria overflow (between
the snack bar and the ballroom).
"La MUG was formed because there are many Macintosh users on
campus,• T. J. Singh, club president and graduate business student, said.
"We thought collectively we would benefit from sharing knowledge."
The group plans to undertake a variety of activities during the semester
including operating an electronic bulletin board, providing a public
domain software library and conducting seminars for its members. Plans
for tours, newsletters and field trips are also in the works.

Membership for the club will be divided into three categories: University Members, made up of students, faculty and staff; Associate Members,
made up of anyone interested in Macintosh computers; and Sponsoring
Members, comprised of organizations wanting to help sponsor La MUG.
There will be a one time initiation fee of $10 which "will go to the
maintenance of the organization and for supplies," according to Dr.
Carolina Slaughter, chair of La MUG public relations.
In addition, all new members who join and pay by March 31 will be
designated as Charter Members, who will receive a Charter Disk
containing shareware.
Trimester dues for students are $12 and $20 for othe~s. Annual dues
are S30 for students and $50 for others.

Letters cont. trom p. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cent of our student fees go to
funding the athletic department so
they can be on the road for the
majority of the semester? Think
about that.
All the stories in the magazine
were excellent. The pictures were
well done too. I didn't see any of
the stripper's private parts exposed,
so why complain. Pictures like
that, or worse, are printed in national magazines like Glamour,
Rolling Stone, even GQ, and people
subscribe to those. I think everything was tastefully done and it
didn't offend me a bit.
I applaud David and his staff for
their gutsy journalism and still publishing the magazine knowing full
well the kind of criticism they would
receive. Congratulations guys!
Keep up the good work!

Newspaper
overreacts

My, my ... touchy, aren't we?
Don't you think The Pan American overreacted SLIGHTLY to the
reaction of students concerning the
latest issue of Rio magazine?
Managing Editor Melissa
Downey's article reported a student •... soliciting petitions from
students who protest the contents
of the magazine.• The petition, as
noted by Downey, • ... does not
include a call for action."
But, oh, how the editorial staff
went into action!
An editorial cartoon depicts protesters on a soap box treading all
over freedom of the press.
An editorial, "Protesters attack
freedom of press,• cites landmark
cases involving freedom of the
MeUnda Marroqul11 press, and arrives at this concluCommunications Senior sion:
"Indeed, we find it ironic that the
current protesters are exercising
·. ·
the First Amendment right - the
right to petition- apparently while
.,__ _ _ _ _ _...;;,....;;,....;;;;.
_ __. trampling the editor's
right '
Cheap! FBI/U.S. SeJzed:
freedom of the press - also guar89 Mercedes............ $200
anteed under the First Amendment."
86 VW....................... $50
These protesters were not advo87 Mercedes............ $100
cating censorship or any form of
65 Mustang...............$50
prior restraint, merely asking othOtoose from thousands starting $25.
ers
to join in their protest.
Free 24 hour recording reveals deIndeed,
I find it ironic that curtall s 801-379-2929 copyright
if'Xl9KJC.
rent members of the editorial staff
are exercising the First AmendAddressen wanted immediately. No
ment
right - freedom of the press
experience necessary. Process FHA
apparently
while trampling the
mortgage refunds. Work at home.
people's right- freedom of speech
Call 1-405-321-3<>64.
' ..._, ,_
- also guaranteed under the First
Typing Service: Research papers,
Amendment.
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. Over 10
'Bob Rollins
years experience. Call 585-2838.
professor ofJournalism
Wt'lting Servlces: Essays, research
composition, mechanics, grammar.
Call after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.
The topless dancers and the drug
Alaska summer Employment:
dealer
stories in the recent Rio
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
magazine
are examples of "dog
trans!X)rt.ation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openingss. No experience bites man" stories - they were
necessary. Male or female. For different, arresting and news woremployment program call Student
Employmnet Services at 1-206-545- thy. None of the comments I've
4155 ext. 315.

seen have suggested that either
story was untrue. Unfortunately
they do fall into a gray area where
taste becomes the operable criteria; being true doesn't mean everybody wants to know about it.
I applaud the editors, writers and
photographers for being willing to
take the risk they took with their
controversial edition. The fact that
there are people who will do whatever it takes to get an education is
both profound and frightening. In
a world where women are generally paid less in every job, Rio
magazine found two young women
who found work where they were
highly paid. The drug dealer is a
young man who obviously feels
that doing evil will be justified by
the good he hopes to do in the
future; such. is the argument of the
terrorist in every country and every
age.
The issue h~s stirred the campus
and that can be good. People are
thinking and talking about a subject they might not otherwise have
occasion to confront. But "Rio" is
a student publication and student
publications, by their very nature
will, from time to time, be controversial, upsetting and even dead
wrong. Can there be a better place
for journalists to make mistakes
before they hit the "real world"?
People should lighten up and see
this journal for what it is.
The only factor which I find
disturbing is how much money
was spent on the issue (no advertising at all) when student publications has a paid, full-time ad manager.

CLASSIF1EOS

'Rio' Applauded

Fast Fundl'aising Program.

Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus for yourself.
And a free watch just for calling 1800-932-0328 Ext. 65.
Earn lOO's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Extra Income! P.O. Box 811699
Oticago, II 60681-1699.
Fast Easy Incomer

Need help with research papers?

Jack R. Stanley, Pb.D.
Cbalr of communication
dept.
P.S.
I understand that one of
the young women in the topless
dancing story has dropped out of
school because of all the criticism
she has gotten. This is nothing
short of tragedy. Who among us
has the right to cast the first stone?

DON'T BE LOCKED OUT!
MIKE'S SAFE & LOCK
381-9335
SAFE WORK • CAR OPENING
LOCKSETS•DEADBOLTS

Y &SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
A TIENTION HEALTH

CAREER STUDENTS
I'm here to serve you In aJI your neem.
We will come to your place or business
for group sales.

10% Discount (with UTPA ID)
522 N. Closner • Edinburg, Tx

(512) 381-6954

Rio: big hit
with males
I am a female staff member at
UT-Pan Am and was surprised when
many of the male staffers began
asking for the latest copy of Rio
m!lgazine. I thought this request
was strange until I heard that a
topless dancer was on the cover.
Unfortunately, all they were interested in were the pictures and not
the articles. I feel this did a great
disservice to the magazine and the
University as a whole. Freedom of
speech is fine but give the students
something they can use to further
their education and future careers.
I don't think we need to tell them
where to party this weekendthey already know that!.
Name wltbbeld by request

Editorial, cartoon
called misleading

Bulletin Board
February
6 Student Association for a Viable Ecology for the Earth
(or SAVE the Earth) meets at noon in PSB Rm. 103. For more
information, contact Nick Morales, 381-2570.
•
University Theatre presents "A Walk in the Woods," 8
p.m., CAS 107.
•
Student Health Services and United Blood Services
continue their blood drive, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the LRC.
•
The El Sol club presents "The Milagro Beanfield War"
movie at noon, LA 101. Food and beverages will be sold.
•
Gallery, the student literary magazine, is now accepting
art, prose, poetry, and photograpl)y from students. Deadline is
March 30. Submit works to CAS 266.
Harold Swander, Valley artist, will exhibit through Feb.
•
14, in the Fine Arts Center Gallery.
•
Second tuition installment payment is due by Feb. 19,
8 a.m.- 4:30 p .m., Monday through Friday, SSB 115.
7 Deadline to drop classes for 50 percent refund.
•
University Theatre presents "A Walk in the Woods," 8
p.m., CAS 107.
•
UI'PA Triangular Track Meet, 3 p.m. Friday and 9 p.m.
Saturday, at the track field and at the Summit Sports Club in McAllen.
UTPA, Texas A&I, and Southwest Texas will compete.
Delta Zeta Sorority Kush opens to all college women, 7
•
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the cafeteria faculty lounge.
•
TASP Workshop for reading, 1:45 p.m. to 4:45 p.m.,
Student Services Building. Fee is $10 each workshop or $25 for
reading, math and writing. For information, go by Counseling/
Advisement Center, SSB 510.
8
Delta Zeta Sorority will hold a rush for all college women,
7 p.m. to 9:30 p .m. in the cafeteria faculty lounge.
•
University Theatre presents "A Walk in the Woods," 8
p .m., CAS 107.
•
Lady Bronc Basketball v. Western Kentucky, 7 p.m. Field
House.
•
Men's and women's tennis teams v. Laredo Junior College, Cox Stadium.
9 University Theatre presents "A Walk in the Woods," 2
p .m., CAS 107.
10 The Women's Residence Hall will host a garage sale, 6:30
•
p .m., on the third floor.
•
University Program Board sponsors free self-defense
classes, 8 p .m., Monday nights, Women's Residence Hall third floor.
For more information, contact Jose Luis Villagomez, 381-2266.
11 Student Association for a Viable Ecology for the Earth
(or SAVE the Earth) will meet at noon in LA building, rm. 121. For
more information, contact Nick Morales, 381-2570.
•
Lady Bronc Basketball v. Arkansas State, 7 p.m. Field
House.
•
Lecture on wrhe Charisma of Theodore Roosevelt" by
Dr. Andrew Yox, 7 p.m., Edinburg Public Library.
•
REHAB, a student club to reach, educate, help, advocate,
and broaden (minds), meets at noon in NE building, rm. 214. For
more information contact Tom Shefcil, 381-2291.
12 Entries for lntramurals "Three Point Shot" due at UC
320.
13 Financial Aid disbursement scheduled. Checks can be
picked up at Payments and Collections, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m., by students with social security numbers beginning with
000-458. Photo identification is required. Call 381-2715 for more
information.
•
NeddngDance, 8 p.m. at the ~ C Snack Bar, sponsored by
the Residence Hall Association.
14 Deadline to drop classes for 25 percent refund.

According to the editorial in the
January 30 issue of The Pan American, any criticism of Rio magazine
somehow tramples freedom of the
press. This is strange. Arlene Silva
did not demand that the administration censor David Gonzalez. In
fact, the editorial (and the equally
misleading cartoon) are themselves
attempts to discourage freedom of
expression.
Freedom of the press is not freedom from criticism. Every person
has the right to speak up when
they find something offensive. The
editors of The Pan American and
Rio should drop the claim of censorship and respond directly to Ms.
Silva. Do students have a right to
expectaccountabilityforhowtheir
at F.miHa
funds are spent or not? Do they L....--------------------------'
have a right to petition for an end
to sexual exploitation and its glori- fre~dom from censorship is not a should defend his poor taste withfication in the media?
pedestal putting him or her above out hiding behind a warped view
Fortunately, the article on Page criticism. No one is proposing that of the Constitution.
One was more balanced. The the administration play watchdog
editorial staff of The Pan American over student publications. Mr.
Dr. Cbad Richardson
should take note and be more Gonzalez does have a right to print
professor of sodology
responsible in how they character- graphic articles about topless dancize honest criticism. An editor's ers and drug pushers. But he

Deadline for submission is 3 p.m.
l OO
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~ys? English Lit? Qualified Tutor.
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Magazine wants your cute,
artistic, or scenic photos for its Spring '92
issue. Cash and prizes will be awarded to
contestant's winning photos.
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Thursday, February 6, 1992 • 12:00 to 1:30 p.m.
U.C. Circle across from Ballroom
Students, Faculty & Staff Invited
Pd. by Juan "Chuf Hinojosa Campa9"1 Treasurer Janie Cortez Campa9"1 Manager Dr. Bill Bieker 5921 N. 231d McAllen, TX 78504
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Ifyoufeelyourpicturesofanysubjectmatter
could give an added flavor to our magazine,
come by Emilia Hall Room 100 and let us see
your stuff.
Deadline: March 2, 1992
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'A Walk in the Woods' offers good laughs, anti-war message
"

Omar I. Rodriguez
Entertainment Editor

"A Walk in the Woods" written by Lee Blessing, directed byJames
A. Hawley, Designed by Tom Grabowski; featuring Dan Donahue
and Doug C.nmmlos; Feb. 6-8 at 8,Feb. 9 at 2; 1 person free with
validated ID. University Theatre seats are $6.
·
"A Walk in the Woods" makes for an entertaining evening filled with
witty dialogue overshadowed by the prospect of nuclear annihilation. The
play consists of candid discussions between two arms negotiators, one
American and the other Russian.
Played out in Geneva, 1982, the two men take a walk in the woods to
settle the political differences in their countries all the while developing
a close relationship.
With the demise of the Soviet Union, the play's impact does not strike
as hard as it did back in the 80s. This play does not deal heavily on the
question: will the two super-powers agree to arms reduction? rather, it
deals
with: are these two negotiators going to cut the chatter and work
courtesy The University Theatre,
together
or must we sit through it, helplessly? Some dialogue is
Doug Cummins and Dan Donahue prepare to sign an arms proposal
surprisingly humorous, yet the comical climate fades mid-play.
In the UT studio series play, "A Walk in the Woods", now playing till
Dan (Amadeus) Donahue plays the "frivolous" Russian, Andrey

February 9.

Botvinnik, whose enthusiasm for all things American often gets m the
way of negotiations. Donahue works his Russian accent well so th at he
rubs off as credibly. Donahue's character adds enough spice to make the
night worthwhile.
Doug (dir. The Skin of Our Teeth) Cummins steps out of his director's
role with the theatre to play the American, John Honeyman. Althou~h
stiff at first, Cummins explodes into a emotional plea for global peace m
Act 2. Cummins' wardrobe makes him look American; his constant
frowning and whining makes him look like a Democrat It's a bit irritating
to see Cummins frown for two hours, but a smile finally breaks his
strained face in the last scene.
Together, Donahue and Cummins work well. Donahue, who seems
comfortable in his role, dominates the first act with his leisure attitude and
remarks like, "have you ever slept with a red-head?" Their banter touches
on world peace, favorite colors, botany, and, yes, tedious politics. The
plot atmosphere gets somber with political quagmires and talk of nuclear
apocalypse in Act 1, scene 2 and drag.s along to Act 2.
The Monday night audience, which filled about a third of the house,
generally enjoyed Donahue's character as opposed to Cummins' grey,
cardboard presence. All in all, the audience enjoyed the show.
The play will continue tonight through February at 8 p.m. and
February 9 at 2 p.m. Staff, faculty, and students may enter free of
admission with a validated ID. Call 381-3581 for more information.

David Hinojosa
Staff
Willie Dixon, the influential blues
songwriter, died last Wednesday of
heart failure in Burbank, Calif. He

was 76.
Dixon, considered by many as the
bridge between blues and rock-nroll, had been in deteriorating health
and in and out of the hospital since
June.
Born on July 1, 1915 in Vicksburg,
Miss., Dixon moved to Chicago when
he was a teenager and eventually
onto the blues scene there as a
songwriter.
Although his recording career
never took off, Dixon played bass
on the Chess Records' house band.
He backed such legends as Chuck
Berry and Bo Diddley.
It was Dixon who penned the
blues standard, "I'm Your Hoochie
Coochie Man," which was made

• "Spoonful" by Cream.
• "I Just Wanna Make Love to
You" by ZZ Top.
• "I.et Me Love You Baby" by
Stevie Ray Vaughan.
In the Rolling Stone Encyclopedia of Rock and Roll, Dixon said:
"Time makes everything change,
but the blues are basically about the
facts of life. This is why they hang
around so long, because everybody
practically faces the same things in
life sooner or later anyway.•
Unlike many of his predessors,
Dixon died a wealthy man with
much of his income coming from
royalties from his songs.
During the latter part of his life,
Dixon channeled most of his energy to the Blues Heaven Foundation, a non-profit organization he
founded in 1981. It's purpose is to
help educate children about music.
Dixon is survived by Marie, his
wife of 35 years, 11 children and 35

famous by Muddy Waters, and then
later by Jimi Hendrix.
Many critics consider Dixon an
important part of the development
of rock, as hundreds of musicians
have recorded Dixon songs. Songs
from the Dixon portfolio which
artists recorded include:
• "I Can't Quit You Baby" and
"You Shook Me" by led Zeppelin.
• "Little Red Rooster" by the
Rolling Stones and The Doors.
grandchildren.

Find Out How
TIAA-CREF
Can Help
You Protect
Your Retirement
Nest Egg ...

These are tough economic times. Banks are
going bankrupt, and businesses are failing. So
it's more important than ever that your retirement
savings are working for you. You'll want to be
sure you' ve entrusted your future to a financially
strong, stable company - one that knows how to
weather any storms that may be ahead.
That's why now is the right time to take a new
look at TIAA-CREF - the retirement system for
higher education.

Make a sound choice.
TIAA has the stability. sound investments. and
overall financial strength you need from a
retirement company. Three independent ratings
agencies - A.M. Best, Standard & Poor's, and
Moody's Investors Service - have given us their
highest ratings for financial strength and ability
to pay claims.

Additional opportunities with CREF.
CREF is the largest
variable annuity in the
world. with some S40
billion in assets. It
offers you four distinct
investment accounts so
you can further
diversify your
retirement savings.

A winning combination.
Combine this with all the other advantages. Such
as our wide variety of retirement income options,
featuring lifetime annuities, fixed-period payments,
and cash withdrawals. Our extensive services,
including an Automated Telephone Service to
find out information and make transactions. Oneon-one counseling from our professional
retirement specialists. Free booklets, reports and
information. Personalized retirement income
illustrations. And our remarkably low expenses.

Compare for yourself.
If you're currently with another retirement
carrier, we invite you to make your own
comparison. Call for our FREE KIT, including
the booklet "Selecting a Retirement Company,"
and the "Retirement Company Comparison
Chart" so you can add up the differences. If
you 're already a TIAA-CREF participant, call
for our FREE Retirement Investing Kit, with
information about how TIAA-CREF can help
you achieve your retirement goals.

Call us today.
1 800 842-2733, ext. 8014.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M

JC)S1"ENS
Date: February 10 & 11, 1992
Time: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Deposit Required: $50
Place: Library
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Animated movies: the future of Hollywood?
With the success of 'Beauty and the Beast,'
cartoons may replace live-action films
Phillip Lozano
Sta.ff

Everybody seems to love "Beauty and the Beast,• the recent Disney
animated film that opened to almost unanimously positive reviews. A
musical romance with a time-tested theme the movie has achieved the
' children and adults. Rare
rare crossover success of appealing to both
indeed for animated films in general, which in this country have been
consigned to the rubbish heap of Saturday morning cartoons and cereal
commercials.
As the film passes the $100 million mark in box office grosses, Disney
has been hammering away at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences membership to put it up for Best Picture consideration at this
year's Oscars. If it were so recognized, it would be a historical first...never
has an animated film been so rewarded by the mainstream film community in Hollywood. It is unlikely that the Academy...which membership
is one-third actors...is willing to reward performances by painted characters. Still, it's just pos.5ible...
What Disney hopes to achieve from this is unclear. An increase at the
box office is likely, but the studio's animateds have always had pre-sold
audience appeal based on reputation for quality (deserved or not). Some
have speculated that it would mark a new era in adult animated filmmaking. At long last, the United States would join the rest of the world
in regarding animation as a legitimate medium for adult drama.
And why not' Animation, a process unimpeded by limitations of the
physical world in depicting the dramatic landscape, is surely the purest
formoffilm-making. Spielberghascraftedaflesh-and-blood "PeterPan"
in the form of Robin Williams, but only in the 50's animated version could
he fly without wires and bluescreen. Superman first leapt tall buildings
in the Paramount animated shorts from the 40s; the most recent live-action
"Superman" films,benefiting from the latest special effects technology,
cannot cross the skies with as much ease or abandon (or as small a
budget).
When one considers the built-in appeal and budget-saving potential of
a regular series of animated dramas, one would think the choice obvious.
After all, Europe and Japan produce a steady stream of quality adultoriented animation. The recent succes.5ful domestic releases of foreign
animated films such as •Akira• and "Robot Carnival" and Disney features
such as "Fantasia• and "The Little Mermaid" have proven the marketability
of such product to an American adult audience. A recent feature
compilation of•simpsons• 1V shorts was extremely successful in a limited
release. "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" and the upcoming Bakshi feature
•cool World" point to a continuing series oflive-action/animation hybrids
with mass appeal.

e 1991 The Walt Disney Company
Walt Disney's "Beauty and the Beast" may win the Best Picture
Oscar and may change Hollywood's mind about low-grossing
animated films.
So what's the problem? Why won't the studios commit to adult
animated features?
Part of the problem lies is the way animation has, well, devolved in the
past thirty years. While previous decades saw the production of
animation shorts and 1V shows geared to adult sensibilities as well as
children, the 1960s saw the creation of the Saturday morning cartoon
wasteland we know today. When parents' groups forced traditional liveaction kiddie fare (such as the old Flash Gordon serials) off the air
because of the violent content, cheaply-made limited-animation shows
were churned out to fill the void. Thus began the perception in this
country that cartoons were for the consumption of the very young only.
The other major problem was the decline of the Disney studio. Walt's
great experiment in artistic animation, "Fantasia,• had been a resounding
failure at the box office in the 1940's, so he turned his back on making
anything other than commercial, "family-oriented" fare. While the Disney
studio did tum out some of its most outstanding work in subsequent years
("Cinderella" and "101 Dalmations" immediately come to mind), its
financial eye was ever cast primarily on the family crowd, and no attempts
were made to appeal solely to adults.
After Walt's death, the animation department went completely downhill, churning out inferior fare such as "Robin Hood,• "The Jungle Book,•

UTPA gets wind of Crystal Lane
'ft¾.

Mario Garcia

,:

•

Staff
The McAllen rock band Crystal
Lane started out with a good set
Tuesday afterenoon until strong
winds started to damper their performance - mother nature is a
tough critic.
Perhaps the band should have
started off with a cover of the Scorpions, "The Winds of Change.•
Crystal Lane members are:
David Olivarez on vocals; Lupe Salinas, guitar; Martin Hernandez, guitar; Paz Elizondo, bass guitar and
Gabriel Gutierrez on drums.
Even though the 20-plus mph
winds turned up the drummer's
nonslippage carpet under the
drumset and contributed in unplugging Salinas's guitar cord a
couple of times, the band pulled off
a good set.
Their covers of Motley Criie's
"Looks that Kill,• Poison's "Cry
Tough," Bon Jovi's "Living on a
Prayer,• and Guns & Rose's "Don't
Cry" had some favorable quality but
sounded muffied due to the winds.
The crowd was abundant, but
as the hour passed they began to
trickle away (classes, you know).
What compounded the wind
problem was the lack of monitors

and "The Sword In The Stone." Occasional bright spots such as The
Rescuers could not hide the fact that the studio was floundering in an
artistic hell of its own making. It's ironic that "Fantasia" finally began
turning a hefty profit during this period.
The real creative work was being done by independents such as former
Mighty Mouse animator Ralph Bakshi, whose X-rated "Fritz The Cat"
horrified an audience that believed animation synonymous with Disney
pap. He followed up with controversial films such as "Coonskin"
(renamed "Street Fight" in this P.C. era), and "Wizards," finally blowing
his wad on the glorious failure "The Lord Of The Rings.• After one last
gasp in the sometimes brilliant dramatic saga "American Pop,• Bakshi
gave up theatrical films for music videos and 1V, returning to animating
Mighty Mouse in its BO's incarnation (which was run off the air for being
too "adult" for a cartoon).
,
Commercial projects such as Ivan Reitrnan's "Heavy Metal" and
Nelvana's "Rock And Rule,• which had the benefit of brilliant artists and
hot rock soundtracks, failed nonetheles.5. The inherent cheapness of the
animation, the result ofstingy budgets, was hard for audiences to get past
Meanwhile, kids clamored for the He-Man and G.I. Joe program-length
commercials on weekday television, resulting from Reagan-era deregulation that allowed toy and cereal companies to produce kid's programming.
Many of these shows were produced on the cheap by outfits in Japan,
who were contracted by American companies. However, examination of
their home product-shows such as "Macross• and features such as
Nausicca - betrayed a thriving adult audience for animation overseas.
Many of these films and shows made their way to America via videocassette, leading to a large "Japanimation" subculture that made the recent
SF drama Akira such a hit in its limited theatrical release and on video.
Meanwhile, "Roger Rabbit" proved that "toons" could be a hot property
again. The success of Matt Groening's "The Simpsons,• the first prime
time animated show since "The Jetsons" in the 6os, has solidified that
perception.
Buoyed by the success of its animation rereleases and videocassettes,
Disney finally made a comeback in 1989 with "The Little Mermaid,• a
wonderful, colorful musical fantasy with crossover appeal. This led
directly to the production of "Beauty And The Beast,• done by the same
creative team. Adminedly more adult-themed than "Mermaid,• "Beast•
nevertheless hedged its bets with kiddie slapstick, a tack taken by the
early promotional trailers. Only when adult critics began to fall over
themselves proclaiming "Beast" best picture of the year did Disney gear
its marketing strategy toward adults and the Academy.
There still may be hope for adult animation, however. While an
examination of coming releases such as "FemGully: The Last Rainforest•
and Don Bluth's "Rock-A-Doodle" betray the lingering kiddie-bias in the
domestic animation community, "Cool World" is dearly geared for adults.
"Beauty And The Beast" may just get that Best Picture Oscar. After that,
who knows? Jack Nicholson did a live-action Joker. Maybe an animated
Martin Scorsese film isn't too much to hope for.

New music from different worlds
A. R. Kane disappoints while
Hampton shines
(backing vocals).
A.R. Kane is reminiscent of (what's-their-names?)
Milli Vanilli, and yet A.R. Kane strikes as a darker and
somewhat realistic duo.

Omar I. Rodriguez
Entertainment Editor

A.R. Kane

Luaka Bop; Alex Ayull and Rudy Tambala:
Words and vocaJs, Sharon Shehon and Anne
Slavonic: Backing vocals, Walter Sell: Piano, and
Hugues Chevalier: Tenor Saxophone

The Pan American/Mari<> Garcia

David Olivarez braved the wind to entertain students Tuesday.
which would have helped the band
members hear each other and possibly get a better sound. At the
same time, the lead singer's microphone could have also been turned
up to so he could be heard clearly.
Some of their originals sets
sounded promising.
_
Their originals, "Crystal Lane,•
the power rock ballad "Love will
Come Again," and "In Your Eyes•

showed this band's raw talent 1bese
songs sounded stronger than the
cover tunes. They played more like
a tight unit on these tunes.
1bey were more passoinate with
their own sets than with the covers,
something common with young
bands. Overall, Crystal Lane was a
fair start for this semester's entertainment that will be sponsored by
UPB.

Phi Kappa Phi
ls offering Graduate Fellowships for
upto $7000
to graduadng seniors with
outstanding achievement records.
Applications [)eadline: Friday, February 14
For Information and appllcadon materials, contact
the secretary of Phi Kappa Phi Chapter #239,
Dr. Wendy James - Aldridge, Psychology Dept.

381-3329

A.R. Kane must be the next big thing in music this
year. Why? A.R. Kane's music sounds like top forty
bubble-gum music - it loses its flavor after a few
minutes. One critic compared the London duo, Alex
Ayuli (the A in A.R. Kane) and Rudy Tambala (the R
in A.R. Kane), to "U2 on LSD.•
Actually, A.R. Kane sound like two guys on LSD.
No, two guys with drum machines on LSD.
About the only thing comparable to U2 is A.R.
Kane's lyrics. "Snow Joke,• a surreal track, can be
interpreted as a song of cocaine addiction. The lyrics
are short and repetitive, somewhat hesitant and
unsure. Mid-song the loose vocals are interrupted by
a sampling of Hal-9000 from "2001: A Space Odyssey,• the mix is aggravating.
For about three years AR. Kane has had an
explosive impact in the U.K. Around 1987, Kane
joined D.J. David Dorrell and the production duo
Colourbox to create that dance tune, "Pump Up The
Volume,• under the banner M.A.R.R.S.
"Americana" is a compilation of 15 tracks taken
from two previous A.R. Kane albums, •69• and "i"
(whose first title, "Supercolourfragilelipsticksexyallahdosehush" was refused by Disney) under Rough Trade Records, and from the "Up Home!"
and "Love-sick.• Featured in the album are musicians
Walter Sell (piano), Hugues Cavalier (tenor saxo- phone), and Sharon Shelton and Anne Slavonic

Col Bruce Hampton & The Aquarium Rescue
Unit

Capricorn Records; Col Bruce Hampton (ret.):
Lead vocaJs, and guitar, Apt. Q2,8: Drums, and

vocals, Oteil Burbridge: Bass guitar and vocals,
Matt Mundy: Electric mandolin and vocals,Jimmy
Herring: Guitar, Count Mbutu: Conga drums, and
Chuck Leavell: Plano and organs
Ever buy that cereal variety pack with all those
different cereals like corn flakes, and popping snap
crackle thingys? If you were normal, you'd eat one box
at a time. If you were some kind ofwierdo you'd put
'em all in one bowl and munch out like Mikey.
Col. Bruce Hampton & The Aquarium Rescue Unit
is the latter. This band has the blues, heavy metal,
Sunday gospel music, and a good New Orleans state of
mind all mixed up in some crazed and humorous
mosaic.
The seven man band delivers big with their first
track "Fixin' to Die.• What sounds like jazzy music
suddenly turns bluesy and then head-bangerish. The
lyrics add to the fun beat with words like "I'm walking
funny, I guess I'm fixin' to die.•
Col. Bruce Hampton (ret.) has been toting his
brash, husky voice for over three decades and has had
a fair amount of success with the R&B crowd. His
colaboration with the Unit may very well make him big
all around.
Featured on the album is Chuck (Eric Clapton,
Rolling Stones) Leavell an accomplished keyboardist
who adds to the already perfect mix no one in their
right mind would want to miss. Right, Mikey?

Reproductive
Services

613 Sesame Dr. West
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:

428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME~
NOW!
~
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$800 every week -

Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc•
P .0. Box 6880605

Orlando, FL 32868

•JGll 111UltES "rHE sALoN

FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER

Student
Haircut
$5.00
OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 8-5
Walk-ins are welcome!
1406 W. University• Edinburg•

318-3572
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Men's tennis gains
first SBC victory

Lady Broncs win first conference contest
Christine Diaz
Reporter

The men's tennis team captured they came home over The Univerthe first conference dual match in sity of Texas-El Paso, 5-2.
"There was a lot of history bethe history of the Bronc program
last weekend, when they defeated hind that match,• Cross said.
The University of Arkansas-Little "UTEP dominated us two years
Rock, a new Sun Belt Conference ago, and several of our current
rival, 5-1 at the Texas Tech players were part of that team.•
Bronc play
Quadangular in
over the weekLubbock.
Even when By defeating Arkansas-- end was highUTPA was a Little Rock, I can say that lighted by
freshman
charter member
of the American we are probably in the top Freddy Taino
South Confer- three school in the confer- at the No. 6
singles spot.
ence the past ence.
Taino won all
four
years,
David Cross three of his
men's tennis
was never inHead Tennis Coach matches, including the
cluded as a conference sport, as women's tennis lone win against Texas Tech.
Cross was pleased with Taino
was. Now in the first year as a Sun
Belt member, the men can finally as well as his whole squad's perplay for a conference champion- formance.
•Ability-wise, in stoke producship.
"By defeating UALR, I can say tion we didn't play as well as we
that we are probably in the top could have," Cross said. "But in
three schools in the conference,• mental toughness and executing
David Cross, Bronc head coach, strategies, they were top-notch.•
Tennis fans can see the Broncs
said.
Although the Broncs lost the in action against Laredo Junior
. dual match to host Texas Tech 1-5, College, 1:30 p.m. Friday at Cox
they posted another victory before Tennis Stadium.

Not one Lady Bronc hit double figures, but they played well enough
for their first Sun Belt Conference victory of the season. UTPA (8-9 overall
and 1-6 in conference) won 52-45 over Southwestern Louisiana Saturday
at the Field House.
"After we beat USL, the team's attitude changed entirely,• Lady Bronc
forward Belinda Bonhomme said. •At practice we are concentrating on
rebounding, which is our weakest point. Also, we are putting alot of
work into our shooting and plays.•
With the win, UTPA keeps its hopes of participating in a conference
tournament for the first time as an NCAA Division I Women's program.
The SBC Tournament is scheduled for March 12-14 at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green, Ky.
"We are excited about the conference tournament, but right now the
team's attitude is not, 'this is going to be easy,'" Bonhomme said.
Bonhomme netted nine points to lead a balanced Lady Bronc scoring
attack. Alyya Abdur-Rahman andJarlene Martin each tallied eight, and
Iris Garza added seven, all of which were free throws.
The Lady Cajuns (0-17, 0-1) had three double-figure scorers. Trenella
Sonnier scored a game-high 16. Alyson Habetz and Jennifer Autry
followed with 12 and 10 points, respectively.
In other Lady Bronc action:
Central Florida's Yolanda Rhodes burned the nets as she scored 32
points as the Lady Knights edged the Lady Broncs' 72-70 last Thursday
at the Field House. The Lady Knight guard hit 11-of-18 from the field
and canned 8-of-8 free throws.
After falling behind 17 points with 9:33 in the second half, the Lady
Broncs fought to the final seconds to capture a win.
With 7:01 left, Iris Garza's lay up closed the gap to nine. UTPA took
a time out with 1:06 left on the clock as UCF led 65-68. With 50 seconds
leftJarlene Martin's driving shot brought the Lady Broncs to within one
point.
However, the Lady Knights pulled through as Rhodes hit two free
throws to extend the lead to three.
In the dosing seconds of the game, Kala Loomis hit both ends of a
one-and-one to ice the game away. With the clock counting down,
Monique Cook added a last second three pointer for the final points of
the game.
Loomis joined Rhodes in double-figure scoring for UCF with 12 points.
Debby Batz pulled in nine rebounds.

TASP workshops offered
By law, entering freshman are
required to take the TASP test For
those who need help preparing for
the TASP, workshops could offer
assistance.
The TASP must be taken by all
students in a public institution of
higher learning before they have
accumulated 15 semester credit
hours or they will not be allowed to
take anymore courses.
The workshops have three sections: Reading, Math and Writing.

Students can sign up for one section
at $10 or all three workshop sections for $25.
Workshops are scheduled Friday
afternoons from 1:45 to 4:45 p.m.at
the Student Services building. For
more information, stop by room
510.
Mary Herrera, coordinador of
TASP workshops,said she believes
there is an advantage to the workshops, but she said, "I wish we had
more students.•

Students are first informed about
the workshops during freshman
orientation. Lack of publicity is a
problem.
Currently 20 students have signed
up for the February workshops.

ELECTRONIC TAX FILING

&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO-GO

:For :Faster !RJ,funa $ $ $

VALLEY-WIDE

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

DIRECT DEPOSIT
REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS
(As Little As 24 Hrs!!*)

PATO PLATE
2 BEEF or CHICKEN PATOS,
SPANISH RICE,

l...n-=====~

..iE WHITE FLOUR

RANCHERO BEANS AND
A 16 OZ. COKE

~~ PATOS

ONLY $2.99

•• _ _ _ _ ____.
TRV'EM; YOU'LL

Mffl

Students who continue to fail the
TASP test by (i() college level hours
will not be allowed to enroll in
upper division courses.
But the law does allow the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating
Board to consider certain cases for
alternate assessment. The TASP Alternate Assessment is another way
to determine whether a student
meets the basic skills required by
TASP. .
Students interested in alternate

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
IPecan) ....................................

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
')

•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mission • 585-45 75 (1201 Conway)

(512) 687-7225

McALLEN
682-3176
McALLEN Bue. 83) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 687-8269

682·1576
383-0725
541-0241

assessment must first meet the following conditions before applying:
failure to pass at least one part of
the TASP; a grade of C or higher in
college coursework that counts toward a degree; must pass remedial
or developmental courses and attempt the failed part of the test at
least three times.
The process of a case takes 30 to
90 days. Applications are available
at the Student Services building in
rooms 618 and 513.

.,. Meed...
Do ..ad

5111 N. 10th Street
McAllen, TX 78504

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

McALLEN N. 10th)... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .
EDINBURG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BROWNSVILLE ..... .................................
MISSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ..........................................
HARLINGEN ..•....•.................................

Robin Sloan led the Lady Broncs with 15 points. Alyya Abdur-Rahman
scored 14, Ana Carroll netted 13 and Garza added 10.
The Lady Broncs take on Sun Belt foe Lamar tonight at the Montagne
Center in Beaumont before coming back for a home contest against
national power Western Kentucky. Tip off is scheduled for 7 p.m. at
the Field House.

WHY WAIT?

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILV

LOVE 'EM!

Workshops are scheduled for the
three weeks before the next test
date which is scheduled for Feb. 22.
Herrera said workshop fees help
pay for intructors and practice tests
and review material.

The Pan American/Tony Mercado

Lady Broncs Belinda Bonhomme (34) and Iris Garza defend
Southwestern Louisiana's Alyson Habetz Saturday night at the
Field House. UTPA won 52-45.

Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)

*From IRS Direct Deposit Acceptance

Administration - 686-0585 (101 7 Pecan)

585-4545
969-1414
428-6224
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Why settle for apatty
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azgy

when you can have aball?
Thisis the way

many people deal

withHN

The 6" Meatball Sub Only

Sl.69

0 ,380-2239
NIV

Caraveo

··~.

Hair Center

"A Great Cut at a Great Price!"

A lot of people don't think they have to worry about HIV.
But the truth is. you can grt HIV infrction if you sharr drug nredles
and sy1inges or have sex with an infected person. Call your State or
local AIDS hotline. or the ational AIDS Hotline ■1111191-1!!■•
ct~~~~~~:~;~_-AIDS. Call 1-800-2-13-7889 (TTY) for - · -

Haircuts

$3.00

Perms

HN is the virus that causes AIDS. MiiM■fiW

CDC
,

U .S. DEPARTME NT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVI CES
Pu b lic He al1 h Serv,cc
i:l?nters !or Oisei\se c,,.,1,:;,1

- U R ~~

STUDENTS HIC $4.
Mon. · Sat 8:30 1.m. to 6:30 p.m.

$9.99

/·4·· .

l

(long hair extra)

•.......

Mon -Sat

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Sponsored by UPB
Feb. 17-21

911 East University
(Across from Auto Zone)

Edinburg, Tx

Jacroaa from UTPA)
618 N. 10th McAllen 63()..4376

102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380·2625

383-7792

Appointments not necessary
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Rice takes three of four in season-opening series
David Hinojosa
Sports .Eattor

Despite scoring more runs last weekend, the baseball_tea~ was only able to take one of four games
against Rice. The Broncs 0-3) lost the season-opening
doubleheader, Friday, with identical 6-5 scores and
split Saturday's twinbill 0-1 and 9-2.
'
Because of lack of practice time, the games were
marred with numerous errors. There were a total of 25
miscues for both teams in the series--UTPA had 11
while Rice had 14.
'
Highlighting the series was Darrell Richardson's
complete-game pitching gem during Saturday's first
game. The sophomore , who also suits up as a
placekicke r for the Owls during the football season,
struck out 11, gave u p three hits and allowed one run
enroute to holding off the Broncs, 1-0.
The Owls (3-1) scored the only run of the contest on
DonaldAslaksen's sacrifice fly, which broughtinJason
Ogden in the fifth.
The Broncs blew a chance to tie and possibly take
the lead in the sixth. With one out and two runners in
scoring position, Ogletree signaled for a suicide squee:ze
to batter Chris Rios. However, the junior from Austin
apparently misread the sign and swung away instead
ofsquaring around and making contact Ramon Moreno,
the runner on third, was tagged out by catcher John
Rodgers. Rios then struck out to end the inning.
Michael Edwards had two of the hits offofRichardson.
Tim Jones (0-1), who pitched 3 1/3 innings in relief
of starter Mike Eiffert, allowed one hit and the game's
only run for the loss.
UTPA salvaged the final game of the series with a 9-

'
..,,
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Pan Am's Mark Beene snags the ball as Rice's Jason Ogden (20) Is thrown out during the first game
of Saturday's doubleheader against UTPA at Jody Stadium. The Owls won 1-0.
2 win late Saturday afternoon.
After the Broncs fell behind 1-0 in the first inning on
a 360-foot shot by Rice's Harry Duffey, the Broncs
answered with four runs with the aid of three wild
pitches and two passed balls.
Travis Stolle scored on a wild pitch and Rios crossed

home after a passed ball before Clint Morrison scored
on Jim Eby's single up the middle. Eby scored on Owl
shortstop Joe Racina's error.
The Broncs added another run in the fourth on Rios'
hit, which brought inJ. T. Blair.
Rice scored its final run in the fifth with a run scoring

Baseball travels to San Antonio

Pan Am loses 10th straight to Cardinals
David Hunter
Stqff
Before Monday night's game
against Lamar, Head Coach Kevin
Wall was optimistic about the possibility of a second conference
win, but after 40 minutes of play
the score was 79-55 in the Cardinals' favor, and the light at the end
of the Broncs tunnel still seems
miles away.
Against Lamar the Cardinals used
an intense defensive set-up caus-

ing ten turnovers. Both teams ended
the game with double-digit turnovers; UTPA with 15, Lamar with
12. Through the first half it seemed
that the Broncs could do nothing
right.
Chris Jones led the Broncs and all
players with 21 points and
ninerebounds. Demetrius Hughes
and Maurice Green pitched in 18
and eight points. For the Cardinals,
Derrick Daniels, Shawn Copes and
George Butler delivered 19, 15 and
11 points respectively.
Of the change from winning to

hit by Jason Choate , which brought in Ogden.
Pan Am chased Owl starter Mike Wilson (0-1), who
was making his collegiate debut, after 3 1/ 3 innings.
The freshman allowed four h its and five runs, while
uncorking four wild pitches for the loss.
Mike Dear (1-0) struck out four and allowed four hits
through 4 2/ 3 innings for the win. Bert Reyes was
credited with a save.
In the first game on Friday, Aslaksen's home run off
of losing pitcher Marc Ottmers (0-1) in the top of the
ninth turned out to be the game winner. The Owl
centerfielder drove a 0-1 pitch just beyond the glove of
Edwards, the Bronc rightfielder.
The Owls seemingly had the game won earlier after
breaking a 2-2 tie with a three-run seventh. However,
after Rios scored in the bottom of the seventh, Morrison
drove in two with a single to tie the ball game, and send
the contest into extra innings.
Jim Miller (1-0) hurled for 2 1/3 innings, while
allowing one hit and no runs for the win.
The Owls held off a furious Bronc comeback to
capture Friday nightcap 6-5.
Holding a 5-0 lead going into the bottom ofthe sixth,
the Broncs notched four to put them to within a run,
mostly on the strength of a three-error inning by the
Owls.
After the Owls added an important insurance run
from Donald Allen, the Broncs' Stolle drove ip. Keith
Martin to make the score 6-5. The Bronc rally ended
there.
Bo Johnson pitched a complete-game victory for
Rice. The sophomore from Dallas struck out nine and
walked five.
Rod Kurtz (0-1) pitched two in.rungs, and allowed
three hits and three runs for the loss.

losing all junior center Chris Jones an 89-62 rout.
said he doesn't like the losing.
The loss was prophecied with a
"The team is under a lot of stress turnover in the first minute of the
and were facing a lot of adversity in game. Midway through the half
these times," Jones said. "But we'll Alvin Langley missed one of the
be a lot better team next year. Time best jams of the year and the rest of
will heal a lot of wounds."
the game was no different. After
The Broncs had trouble getting 20 minutes of play the Broncs
anything to sink through the course were down 49-18.
of the game shooting 39.6 percent
UTPA drops to 2-19 for the year
from the field, while Lamar scorched and 1-8 in conference.
the nets with 53.2 percent.
The defeats extend the Broncs'
Last Thursday the Broncs found losing streak to 10 games. UTPA's
that the Bulldogs ofLouisiana Tech last victory was on Dec. 28 against
had a worse bite than their bark in Arkansas--Little Rock, 55-54.

It may be a week late, but UT-San Antonio finally opens its inaugural
baseball season with at least seven freshman starters against UTPA this
weekend at Boerne, which is about 10 miles outside of San Antonio.
A doubleheader is slated for Saturday with a single game Sunday. All
games start at 1 p.m.
UTSA's doubleheader against Southwest Texas State was rained out
Sunday.
Roadrunner head coach Jimmy Shankle, who was the 19')1 NAIAArea
Two Coach of the Year at Lubbock Christian, looks forward to building
the program.
Shankle will likely send two freshmen on the mound for the threegame series.
Jeff Hutzler, 10-2 last year for San Antonio Clark, and JeffJohnston, 123 for Midland Lee, will likely draw starts for the Roadrunners.
Among the starters UTPA head coach Al Ogletree might counter with
are Sean Hickman, Bart Bickerton and Mike Eiffert, who all had nodecisions last weekend's games against Rice. Mike Dear who was
1
credited with UTPA's ohly victory over the Owls.
,
·

It can't do laun__ or fmd you adate,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
The new Apple*Macintosh*Classic*II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
..
exchange information easily with
~
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.
almost any other kind of computer.
_ ·
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
,,
It'll be time well spent.
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
Technology Resources at LRC-116
Ask for Arnold Gonzalez
Ask
about
the
Apple
Computer
loan!
-

I

©1991 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple. the Apple logo. and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS.DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic is a registered trademark used under liceose by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad w.; ,r"ated using Macintosh computers.
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Hapless Broncs struggle through tough season
amidst player departures, NCAA inveStigation
We lack talent and we lack depth.... As much as I hate to admit it, we
have only one player who would be among the top 10 on South
Alabama.
Kevin Wall
Bronc Head Coach

David Hinojosa
Sports E"'tor

J

ust two years ago the men's basketball team was
four points away from an invitation to postseason play.
A 46-42 loss to New Orleans in the American
South Conference Tournament ended a 21-7 season
for the Broncs, but optimism abounded the intimate
confines of the Field House because three of the
Broncs' top scorers, Britt Andricks, Fred Young and
Gabriel Valdez, would be back. Only Valdez returned.
Andricks, three-point bomber, and All-Conference
selection Young decided to skip their last year of
eligibility, while Valdez enjoyed the best season of his
collegiate career.
Because of the key losses, the Broncs muddled
through a 7-21 season last year.
The loss of seven players within the last two years
coupled with an NCAA probe has left the program
scrambling to find respectability.
The names of the departees include: Derrick Wright,
Ruben Fatheree, Hank Thomas, Derrick Groce, William Paige and Oliver Harrison. Would-be junior
college transfer Patrick White never made it to Edinburg
after failing a math course, which he needed to
graduate from State Fair Junior College in Missouri.
White was expected to provide backcourt help for
Paco Siller.
The biggest blow this season to the team, in addition
to the investigation, has been the loss of Jerome
Chambers. The senior power forward was suspended
for seven weeks from the team by the school. The
reason has not been officially disclosed.
With Chambers off the team, the Broncs are left with
eight scholarship players and two walk-ons--leaving a
very shallow bench.
The Pan Americanrrony Mercado
The result is perhaps the worst season in Bronc
UTPA Head Coach Kevin Wall and his Broncs have endured a hard road through the year. In addition basketball history. At 2-19 so far, the Broncs are
to player fleeings and an investigation by the NCAA, the Broncs are muddling through one of the worse suffering through their worst season since the 1981-82
·campaign w hen UTPA finished the year 5-20. The most
seasons in club history. This year's version of the Broncs are 2-19 thus far.

losses a Bronc team has endured is 22, and that
occurred twice.The 1954-55 team went 2-22, while the
1972-73 edition of the Broncs was 4-22. Breaking that
record seems very rea1istic with seven regular season
games and an appearance in the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament left on the schedule.
"We're just getting by on a wing and a prayer. I don't
know how many more things this program can take,"
Wall said. "Talk about a tough stretch of luck."
Junior center Chris Jones has provided the breadth
of the offensive output. The Chicago native leads the
team with 16.6 points a contest, despite recurring back
problems. Wall said Jones shouldn't even be playing,
but needs him in there because he seems to be the only
one scoring.
"He's literally taking a beating in there," Wall said.
WithoutJones the Broncs are shooting 39.1 percent
from the field, which would easily be good enough for
the conference cellar.
"We just have players right now who aren't confident, which is understandable,• Wall said. "They've
been thrust in a situation they aren't ready for. They're
trying. They want to do good, but it comes down to
confidence."
Opponents are feasting on the Broncs' inability to hit
the outside shot by packing it in inside with a variety
of zone defenses, all with the sole purpose of stopping
Jones.
"We lack talent, we lack depth and we're playing
talented teams,• Wall said. •As much as I hate to admit
it, we have only one player Qones) who would be
among the top 10 players on South Alabama.•
The Broncs' game against Jacksonville two weeks
ago defined the whole season. UTPA had an eight
point lead early in the second half. The Dolphins
outscored the Broncs 20-3 for the last 8:57 to post a 5845 victory.
"We had them and then we let them off the hook,•
Wall said after the game. "When we let them back in
it floored our guys. You could see it in their eyes. I've
never been this disappointed or disgusted as a basketball player or coach.•

.11~ ma1,1a1 IT'S VALENTINE'S DAY.--~
Friday, February 14

Valentine's Day is Friday,
February 14, 1992.
We deliver. We accept all major credit cards.

Vi'Pi .n's Flower ·Shop
116 N. 12th Street • Edinburg
( east side of Courthouse on the square)
383-0871

University Bookstore
Main Store 7:30-5:30 M
-TH 7:30-5 :00 Fri
UC 103 7:30-3: 00 M-TH
7:30 - 11:30 Fri

381-2251
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Swee 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches /,
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates
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$3

Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

5500 N. McCoD • McADen, Tx. • 512-630·0307

381-5661

Open: Mon. • Fri. 11 ·& • Sat. 11·5

BUSY CORNER

SPRING BREAK
COUNT DOWN PARTY

MEETINGS CATERED

DELI TRAYS• PRICfS VARY

Hair & Make Up by DEE DEE
$1 BAR DRINK TILL 1
21+ NO COVER
$1 SCHNAPPS ALL NIGHT
TILL 10:30

Dine In• Take Out• We Deliver

~

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9: a.m.-1:30 p.m.
1212 S. Closner •Edinburg• 381-9136
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123 E. McIntyre on the Square
TAXES INCLUDED IN OUR PRICES

Phone: 380-1474
For Fut Delivery, Coll Early

Summer '92
class schedule enclosed

'Shining Through' does,
Melanie Griffith does not

Lady Broncs drop
two conference games
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Coach Wall denies wrong-doing

NCAA alleges willful neglect
by Bronc basketball coach
David lllnojosa
Sports Editor

Men's basketball head coach Kevin Wall knowingly
broke National Collegiate Athletic Association rules
and Athletic Director Sam Odstrcil failed to police the
program once rule violations were reported by staff
members, the NCAA alleges in its official inquiry of the
men's basketball program.
The 10-page inquiry, received by The Pan American
Tuesday, states that Wall •acted contrary to the principles of ethical conduct• and he "demonstrates a
knowing effort on his part to operate the institution's
intercollegiate basketball program contrary to NCAA
legislation.•
Despite the charge, Wall insists he hasn't broken any
rules.
"I've done nothing wrong and remain confident that
this mess will be cleared up and resolved favorable
towards me, the basketball program and the univer,sity, • the seventh-year coach told the Monitor Saturday.
Efforts by The Pan American to reach Wall were
unsuccessful.
Odstrcil, according to the inquiry, "failed to control
· and monitor the men's basketball program by not
adequately reviewing alleged violations as reported to
· him by institutional staff members... •
The letter, delivered to the athletic departmentJan.
23, itemizes six allegations of rule violauons, including
illegal practices, illegal car rentals and illegal loans.
, NCAA Compliance Coordinator Reid Harter, according to the inquiry, informed Odstrcil of an illegal
practice through a memorandum dated April 16, 1990.
In a Nov. 21, 1990 memo, Odstrcil was informed by
Harter of rule infractions concerning a rental car and
illegal practices.
When interviewed by the NCAA during its preliminary investigation last summer Odstrcil did not look
into the matter further because, according to the
inquiry, he did not consider the Nov. 21 memorandum
submitted by Harter official because it was not in
writing.
"I'm going to reserve my comments to the President
(Nevarez) and to the (NCAA Infractions) Committee,
and let them judge whether I followed proper procedure or not,• Odstrcil said. "If I didn't, and (my
comments) don't concur, I should be reprimanded.
We're all human, we all have our ideas of what's the
right way and the wrong way.
"At this point I feel confident once I present my case,
we'll get a fair shake.•
There were several apparent inconsistencies between statements made by Wall three weeks ago about

some of the violations and the specific allegations in
the inquiry.
The inquiry states that several practices were videotaped and reviewed by Wall and several assistants and
players during the off-season. Supervised practice
cannot begin until Oct 15 of each year.
However, Wall previously said he was simply in the
Field House during pick-up games involving several of
the players. There was no mention of videotaping
involved. In the inquiry there are at least eight alleged
instances of illegal practices mentioned.
Furthermore, lodging was made available at no cost
to four recruits and the mother and mother's friend of
one of the prospective players at University Inn when
the dormitories were not available. Three weeks ago
Wall said lodging was offered to only one player.
Contrary to statements made by Wall that the allegations are minor, NCAA Enforcement Director Robert
Minnix said in a telephone interview Tuesday from his
office in Overland Park, Kan. that this is a "major case."
Wall likened the violations to "getting a ticket for
going 44 in a 35 miles-an-hour zone.•
However, Minnix d id not see it that way.
"If a school is being asked to appear before the
Infractions Committee and answer to allegations, we
consider it a major case,• he said.
The school has until March 2 to reply to 12 questions
posed in the inquiry. However Odstrcil doesn't believe
all material can be gathered by the deadline.
"I don't see how (the response) can possibly be
ready," he said. "There's massive stuff that we have to
collect Kevin's been on the road, and it's been hard to
get everything toge ther.
President Miguel Nevarez has asked the NCAA to
extend the deadline about two weeks. At press time,
he didn't know if or whe n the extension would be
granted.
"We have to give an opportunity for Coach Wall to
respond to the allegations,• Nevarez said. "We've
asked for a 45-day extension.•
It is not unusual for a school to request an extension,
Minnix said.
"When a school gets an official inquiry,• he said, "it's
very difficult to put cases together because of all the
documents you have to provide, all the people you
have to interview, etc. The coordination of the whole
thing is difficult.•
If the response from the University does meet the
March 2 deadline, the Infractions Committee will
review UTPA's response during its April meeting in
Charleston, S.C. The NCAA has requeste d the presence
of Odstrcil, Wall, Harter and Faculty Athletics Representative Jerry Pulley at this meeting.
The infractions committee meets in June and August
in Kansas City, Mo. and Tucson, Ariz, respectively.

Groups post-pone 'AIDS Awareness Week'
Trinidad Gonzales
Staff

received that (permission) yet.•
Eidson said other reasons the
play had to be post-poned were
because they had just received permission to put on the English ve rsion last Friday and also they felt
they did not have enough time to
advertise.
UPB decided to post-pone the
activities to March or April when
they plan to have a month of health
relate d activities.
Sandy Rodriguez, coordinator of
campus activities, was unavailable
for comment.
Health Labs of South Texas, which
will be providing testing for the HN
virus, is still coming to campus on
Ff;!b .18-19 according to Alicia Ramos,
RN. at the Stude nt Health Services
(SHS). The test costs about $45.
The mobile testing center will be

Activities for AIDS Awareness
Week, Feb. 17-21, have been postponed but Student Health Services
will distribute about 500 condoms,
free, to students today at the CAS
first floor.
Carl Flowers, president of UniversifY Progam Board, said UPB
and the Valle y AIDS Council have
postponed their activities for AIDS
Awareness Week because they need
more time to pre pare.
"We are not ready for AIDS Awareness Week,• Flowers said. "The
people that contacte d us outside
wanted us to do some things that
they were not p repared to do. They
wanted to do a play four days in a
row with a student audie nce of ove r
500 people and the y we re not prepared .... Whe n you do some thing
like this, it's hard to get the crowd
out"
Ted Eidson, executive director of
the Valley AIDS Center, said the Diana R. Ybanez
center had to post-pone because it Sta.fl
did not have authorization to do
their version of the p lay.
Students may have access to
"We are trying to ge t the OK from condoms at campus facilities as
New York for the Spanish version soon as bidding is completed for a
of the p lay,• he said . "We haven't contractor, according to James

at the CAS circle drive and SHS will
be passing out pamphlets, as well
as helping any stude nts that have
any questions about the testing process.
Students can get free condoms
and pamphle ts from the SHS or the
fust floor of the CAS today as w ell as
on Feb. 18-19 a t the CAS circle
drive.
"A lot of students h ave bee n requesting condoms," Ramos said,
"and right now we don 't have the
condom machines." Another reason she said was that they are
closed after 5 p. m. The administration has approve d placing condom
machines on campus, according to
James I..angabeer, vice-p resident for
business affairs, but it is going
through a bidding process.
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Susy Samano, bilingual English senior from Hidalgo, searches the University Bookstore for JusUhe
right greeti,g card. This will be an Increasingly familiar sight today and tomorrow, Edinburg
merchants say, as most shoppers seem to wait until the last minute to purchase Valentine glftt.

Local shops offer Valentine's Day gift ideas
Melissa Downey
Mm,aglng Editor
Valentine's Day is not only for
lovers, it's for procrastinators, according to some Edinburg merchants.
•Everybody waits until the bst
minute,• Vivian Riojas, owner of
Vivian's Flower Shop, said. As of
Monday afternoon she had received about 50 orders for Valentine rose arrangements and wu
expecting a harried week.
•Thursday and Friday will be
our busiest days,• she predicted.
R06CS top the list of traditional
Valentine gifts, theownerofAllen
Flower by Betty, Inc., said.
•rt symbolizes romance,• she
said. "It's a sign oflovc and tradition."
However, roses can be an expensive investment, depending
on the type of rose and arrange-

heart• roses in a variety of colors
costs about $9.9') at local grocery
stores.
A single rose costs about $3 at a
florist's shop and $1.9') at a local
grocery store.
Twelve carnations in an arrangement range fJbm $,.9') to $~. A
single carnation costs about $1.SO,
but at local grocery s~.$.69
and a bouquet of assort.ed flpwers
will cost about $7.9').
However, a drawback to shopping at a supei,narket Is the gamble
one takes on the freshness of the
Oowers. One student who did not
want to be identified said he picks
flowers around campus.
"My wife thinks it's romantic that
I personally pick flowers for her.•
These are not the only hot-selling
items, though.
Shirley Bixenstine of Sincerely
Yows Hallmark, suggested other
possible gift ideas.
•(Customers) are buying a lot of

Hey, wanna neck?
To celebrate that special lover's day, tonight and tomorrow
night campus organb.ations sponsor Valentine's Day dances.
The Residence Hall Association Is sponsoring the traditional
Necking Dance tonight at 8 p.m. in the Snack Bar. Cover charge
will be determined by the measurement ofthe person's neck10 cents per inch. Music will be provided by 2 live. The Food
Committee donated $200 for the food that will be served.
TheSnackBarwillbe adorned with traditional red, white and
silver decorations. Dress will be semi-casual
"From Russia with Love" is the theme of the Valentine's Day
Dance hosted by the University Program Board, at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Snack Bar. Adm.lMion is free, and music will
provided by UPB members. Dress is casual
Pictures, for a romantic recollection of you and your sweetheart, will be taken at both events. Price for RHA Dance
pictures are $5 for two 4x6 prints, and they will only be taken
from 8:30-10:30 p.m.
ment and where they are purchased.
A stylized arrangement of a
dozen average-sized roses can
cost between $32 and $53 if
bought from a florist, but under
$20 if bought at a lo cal grocery
store.
A bundle of miniature or •sweet-

plush teddy bears with messages,
little trinket boxes, music boxes,
candy, jewelry....Anything will do/
she said -Any nice gift.•
Those pressed for time can visit
the Unive rsity Bookstore. Valentine
cards, as we ll as mugs, keychains
a nd t-shirts are available.
One stude nt planned to give his

v aJentine a little bit of
"I was thinking or siv.ina
girlfriend a dozen roses, a
lace and bracelet, a card aod
ofthosebearswitha
"
Manuel Diaz, freshman - tary education
McAllen, said.
Another stndent
ferred to give am
•If I couid give
family anything it would
health," he said, "be~
body has been sick since

Jan. 2.•
Those looking for othet
untraditional ideas whichcanallo
be low on budget and ~
lion-and high on romana,. mi8hf
want to consider the followint
suggestions from other scudenl'$
• homemade •coupons• good
for a kiss or a home-cooked~
ner or massage after a Iona day;
• a cassette of love sonp com
piled and deejayed by you,
• a midnight picnic ata favorite
spot under the stars (if on C!Uffi,
pus, include a bottle of non,.a.'kx>
holic champagne);
• a small booklet of Jove poems· copied from the like, of
Elizabeth Barret Browning or Roy
Croft, set in different computer
fonts and bound with a ribbon, or
placed in a •magnetic• photo af.
bum;
• a paper Valentine with a
special message and a photo of
yourself;
• picnicataparknearllfPAor
in a sunny spot on campus
(weather permitting);
• picnic within viewing distance o f the double~header game
tomorrow;
• sunset stroll on the beach at
South Padre Island;
• take out a classified-ad;
• fax a message;
• personally delive r a ~ or
recite a poem to your Valentine
(male or fe male) in class;
• serenade your Valentine under a bedroom window or outside a classroom.

Condom machines to be placed on campus
I..angabeer, vice president for business affairs.
I..angabeer said the problem right
now is finding a contractor who can
build the vending machines.
"I would like to commend students for the way they are handling
this situation," he said. "We are

going to do everything we can to
honor their request."
Frances Rios, director of purchasing, is in charge of searching for the
lowest bidder that will build the
vending machines with attached
baskets to provide students with
AIDS information.

In their proposal, SGA senators
suggested placing condom vending
machines with a basket for AIDS
pamphlets in nine buildings. They
said it was best to place the machines in the rest rooms to protect
the privacy of students. These
buildings include the LRC, IA, CAS,

UC, FA, HP II, Field House and the
Women's and Men's Residence Hall.
However, since many non-students use the Field House, Judy
Vinson, dean of students, recommended not to place the machines
in the restrooms because they might

See Condom machines p. 7
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Pregnancy spawns great expectations for child-to-be
No btrd soars too btgh, if he soars with
hts own wtngs.
William Blake,
"Proverbs of Hell"
'm pregnant.
'
Rather, my wife is pregnant with
my child. I'm merely pregnant with
expectation.It's a rough, crazy thing having a kid
these days, especially when you're working and trying to finish school at the same
time. Many of you know what I mean.
The first thing you think is: "Wow, I'm
going to have a kid!" The second thing is:
"Christ! How much is this gonna cost?"
After a while that warm, dizzy glow sets
in and you start anticipating the kid's
emergence. You go through all the things
you want to teach it, all the different
methods of molding it into a little reflection of the parents. A giddy fog sets in. It's
going to be great! It's going to be fun!

I

Then you remember that the kid will
crap in._its diapers a lot of times before
you'll be able to carry a decent conversation.
But that doesn't matter. I've already
begun compiling audio cassettes to play
to the kid while still inside the womb.
Doctors say this is a great way to stimulate
the child-to-he's sensory development
early on. You play tapes of whale songs,
Mozart, your voice reading aloud Einstein's
books on Relativity, popular music, penguin calls, etc. It's supposed to help later
on.
Aside from that, I've begun to assemble
other information to help my child grow
up less disillusioned. Here's a sample of
things I will tell him or her, in no particular order:
Honesty is the best policy, but it may be
superseded by tact; Integrity is more
satisfying than achievement; The book is
almost always better than the movie (movie

Conversation
Piece
Phillip Lozano
script novelizations excluded) ...
Don't believe everything you read, see,
hear, etc.; The President is not telling the
truth; The flag is not divine; Good friends
won't bullshit you; Family is more important than country; You get better mileage
with the windows rolled up; Patriotism is
a false religion...
ooked food is better than
microwaved; Mediocrity is
everywhere; Fidelity is next
to Godliness; Lee Harvey
Oswald did not act alone; TV will try to
sell you useless crap...
Representative government is a romantic fiction; Don't drink the water; Don't
pay someone to know what you already

C

think; Sports are much more fun in real
life than in video games; TV preachers
do not really have conversations with
Jesus; One person can make a difference; Credit cards are a poor substitute
for money; There is neither gold nor a
radioactive solution in the center of a
golf ball; The real Batman doesn't kill
criminals...
Batman can beat Superman; The best
director that ever lived is/was Akira
Kurosawa; The early bird is often caught
and killed by your pet cat; All the power
on earth cannot change destiny (from
1be Godfather, Part III poster); The
road of excess leads to the palace of
wisdom (Blake again); Security is a
poor exchange for your freedom ...
Broadcast journalists are really just
talking heads; Sesame Street is better
than DucleTates, Warner Bros. cartoons
are funnier than Disney's; Nikes don't
make you jump higher or run faster;

Dogs and cats are not natural enemies;
There are no goblins in the attic; War
always kills people; One lawyer with a
briefcase can steal more than a thousand
men with guns (Don Corleone from Mario
Puzo's 1be Godfather)...
o matter where you go, there
you are (Buckaroo Banzai
from Buckaroo Banza();
Imagination is more important than knowledge (Einstein, I think);
There's a million ways to get things done/
there's a million ways to make things
work out (David Byrne); Justice is not
vengeance; Don't pick that scab ... Life is
sacred... Be good...
Your father doesn't know everything,
but he knows more than you.
That's all I can think of in one sitting. I'm
sure my child will teach me more in due
time. There'll be plenty of lip to come
from the kid, if his/her parents are any
indication.
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Editorial
"We lack talent,

Wall's lack of support
disappoints, disgusts
0

ne fleeting instant at the zenith two years ago: a basketball
program at its highest point in recent years. The University
of Texas - Pan American Broncs ended a 21-7 season with
a loss at the American South Conference Tournament
championship. Today, the Broncs and Head Coach Kevin Wall find
themselves in one of the program's worst campaigns ever, especially
after the recent NCAA letter of inquiry arrived.
Through the rough times since that loss in the conference tournament, the Broncs have lost key players who either did not return as
expected or fled because of other circumstances. And to top it all,
this season has seen the suspension of a senior power forward who
provided vital leadership to a team lacking in that department.
Statistically, the Broncs have reflected their difficulties on the court,
sporting a 2-21 record with five regular season games and an appearance at the Sun Belt Tournament remaining.
It's easy to sympathize with Wall and his players. It's a year of
rebuilding. It's an off year. It's just a lull in the program. There's
always next year.
Such sympathy is easy and understanding, if it weren't for comments Wall said about the team recently. "We lack talent, we lack
depth ... ," Wall said. "I've never been this disappointed or disgusted
as a basketball player or coach," he said after the Broncs lost a game
which they could have won.
The sympathy and understanding fly right out the window after
comments like that. If Wall says things like this publicly about his
team, what does he say for motivation in the locker room? When
players who usually look up to the coach for guidance and inspiration find that their coach is "disgusted," how are they suppose to
respond?
The last thing the team needs is a reluctant coach who has no
confidence in his team or players. His comments make one wonder
what his immediate future in coaching looks like.
At a time when the men's basketball program is struggling, the
team needs a coach who will stand by his team through the lowest of
lows. The Bronc basketball team is at that point, but the coach is not
standing by his team.

The University ot Texas-Pan American
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/,/1 we lack depth..."

Current record: 2-21
We lack
motivation

I

Indifference is greatest form of prejudice

y

ou may know me or have
seen me and wondered,
Guest Column
"How? Why?" But I am a stuRebecca Vera
dent, nevertheless. Thanks
to a poem given to me by Professor
Katrena McCollum, entitled, "Anyway,• I architectural barriers. The cast: students
will continue to understand "How? Why?" with visible and nonvisible disabilities.
more and more as time moves on.
We are young and old and somewhere in
Anyway
between. We approach. We stop. We
People are unreasonable, illogical and step. We shuffie. We skip. We stumble.
self-centered.
Ours is a shared environment, like that
Love them anyway.
of the college campus, yet it hasn't been
If you do good, people will accuse you built for sharing. The campus is only one
of selfish ulterior motives.
symbol of a world designed and built for
the physically fit, excluding millions of
Do good anyway.
If you are successful, you will win false Americans who have temporary or permanent disabilities. But our environment
friends and true enemies.
Succeed anyway.
should not shut people out. It should
Honesty and frankness make you vul- instead accommodate everyone from the
parent pushing a child to a student pushnerable.
Be honest and frank anyway.
ing themselves in a wheelchair. It's not a
The good you do today will be forgot- new idea. When the Palace of Versailles
ten tomorrow.
was designed, Louis XIV of France insisted that in his old age he be able to
Do good anyway.
The biggest people with the biggest personally escort guests through its vast
ideas can be shot down by the smallest halls and gardens. Louis' architect may
have called it eccentric. Today we call it
people with the smallest minds.
"a barrier-free design.• A barrier-free
Think big anyway.
People favor underdogs but follow only design simply means that the environment is designed so that all persons, nontop dogs.
Fight for some underdogs any- disabled and disabled, young and old,
may move freely, independently, conveway.
What you spend years building may be niently and safely within it.
destroyed overnight.
Like people, barriers come in many
Build anyway.
shapes and sizes, from architectural to
Give the world the best you have and attitudinal. Attitudinal barriers are worst.
You can't see them, but they're there.
you'll get kicked in the teeth.
Give the world the best you've They may be pity or prejudice or just plain
indifference. You can't see an attitude but
got anyway.
The time: Now. The scene: Somewhere the results of attitudes are all around.
on a college campus confronting the They span all the other barriers and influ-

ence public policy and action. Physical
barriers are, in fact, visible evidence of
attitudinal barriers. By focusing on the
removal of the physical barriers the attitudinal barriers will also be decreased.
Media plays a major role in shaping
public attitudes toward disabled persons.
Although most of us know of someone
who is disabled, many of us have little
direct contact with disabled persons. It's
this very lack of contact that helps to
reinforce our stereotype of disabled people
as different.
veryone pays for barriers. You
do, I do. In 1980, of the estimated $45 billion spent on programs serving disabled citizens,
most went for income maintenance.
Rutgers University economi~t Monroe
Berkowitz has predicted that by 1990 the
cost of disability in government and industry spending and lost wages will soar
to $223 billion. Inaccessible transportation, schools and businesses combine to
keep millions undereducated, withholding millions of dollars in personal income
taxes from the U.S. Treasury and depriving millions of individuals of personal
dignity and self-worth. Rest assured that
citizen groups already have begun banding together from Dallas to Duluth demanding access for all citizens.
'
Just imagine that same college campus.
The cast is also the same disabled students using crutches, canes, carts strollers, guide dogs and wheelchai~. We
ap~roach. We are young, we're old,
we re somewhere in between. But we
neither stop, step, shuffie nor stumble.
We move easily through a barrier-free

E

campus.

Letters to the Editor
Student supports 'Rio'

Letters Policy
The Pan Ameri~an encourage~ and we\comes l<;t~ers Jo the editor and guest columns. They must
be signed and include the wnte r's maJOr, class1f1cat1on at tITPA and be typed . An address and
phone number should be included for verificatio n . Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced a nd typed. Gue st columns sho uld be no more than three pages, do uble spaced
and typed. Those that are too long will not. run. Letter~ and guest.columns~,
~dited for
111 not be
style, length , libel, grammar and punctuatio n, but wnter's meaning or op1
changed . Lette rs can be b!oug~t to ~milia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 Unive rsity Drive, ESRH 100, Ed inburg, TX 78539.

This letter is in support of David
Gonzalez' decision to run the article on or
about topless dancers and drug dealers.
First, I'd like to say, CONGRATULATIONS DAYID for your success in focusing on the deviant behaviors some students find they must engage in to finance
their way out of the rat hole in which the
MORAL MAJORI1Y seek to keep them in.

I want to know - what is AMERICA
supposed to be about if not FREEDOM?
Are we as 'concerned' citizens suppose to
ignore the plight of others? Are we
suppose to GLORIFY, APPLAUDE AND
SUPPORT ONLY what we as individuals
approve of? Are we suppose to IGNORE,
or CONDEMN that which society has
deemed as being negative, immoral or
repugnant simply because it goes against
'the norm'? Are we supposed to pretend
that situations like those Rio magazine

published don't exist? Is that how we
must cope with the realities oflife? Is that
w~at we are learning in our attempt to
gain even as members of society when we
cannot look that which we consider deviant in the eye and submit that it too has
a place to exist in and a right to be there?
To the Social Work Major-are you sure
you're in the right field of study? Do you
generally look at issues through "YOUR

See Letters p. 3
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Police Reports
January
24 A student reported an unattended purse stolen from the LRC fourth floor.
No suspects at this time.
27 Faculty member reported door and lock hasp damaged at Baseball Field
Storage room. Nothing was taken.
29 Two text books and a pair of shoes were stolen from the locker room at
Health and PE II building. No suspect at this time.
30 A text book, valued at $60 was stolen from the LRC fourth floor.
31 A female called in a bomb threat to the women's dorms. Building was
checked and no bomb was found.
• A 1984 Gold Mercury Cougar was stolen from Lot C. Vehicle was recovered.
A male subject was taken into custody. Bond set at $2,500.
• A wallet, valued at $38, was stolen from the LRC fourth floor.
• A purse, valued at $20, was stolen from the first floor LRC. The purse was
left unattended.
• A wallet, valued at $20, was re rted stolen from inside the UC, Rm 111.

February
2 A backpack with $19 was reported stolen from the LRC lobby, The
backpack is valued at $24.
3 A staff member reported an analytical balance stolen from a lab at the
science building.
• Rear license plate stolen from a 1985 Oldsmobile in Lot G.
• Wheel lock in use was stolen from Lot A--0. Lock was recovered and one
person was charged with theft.
4 Three text books, valued at $90, were stolen from the LA building.
SA student reported unknown person (s) entered women's dorm room E-108
and stole $50. A wallet and $10 was also taken. The room was unlocked.
• A 1991 Chevy pick-up tailgate, valued at $300, was stolen in Lot I.
• Six text books and a back pack were stolen from inside the snack bar. The
items are valued at $200. After a search Edinburg Police found the back pack
with no books.
• A backpack and three text books, valued at $100, were stolen from the LRC
fourth floor.

February
13 Financial AJd disbursement scheduled. Checks can be
picked up at Payments and Collections, Student Service Building,
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and 6 p.m. - 8 p.m., by students with social security
numbers beginning with 000-458. Photo identification is required.
Call 381-2715 for more information.
•
Have any art, prose, poetry or photography you would like
to publish? Gallery, the student literary magazine, is now accepting
submissions from students. Submit works to CAS 266 by March 30.
•
Necking Dance, 8 p.m. at the UC Snack Bar, sponsored by
the Residence Hall Association.
•
Political Science Association meeting, noon to 1 p.rn., in
LA 107.
•
El Sol will have elections, noon to 1 p.m., in LA 125.
Following the elections, the second part of "The Milagro Beanfield
War" will be shown in IA 101.
•
Solidarity, a student democratic socialist feminist organization, will meet noon to 1 p.m. in IA 121.
14 Bronc baseball team v. Prairie View A&M, 1 p.m., a
doubleheader, at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
•
TASP Workshop for math, 1:45 p.m. - 4:45 p.m., Student
Services Building. Fee is $10 each workshop or $25 for reading, math
and writing. For information, go by Counseling/Advisement Center,
SSB 510.
•
Financial Aid disbursement scheduled. See above (13).
•
Valley Symphony Orchestra will perform, 8 p.m. in Fine
Arts Auditorium. For information call 630-5355.
15 Broncs ~ball team v. Prairie View A&M, 1 p.m.,
doubleheader, at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
•
Men's basketball team v. FlorldaAtlantlc, 7:30 p.m. Field
House.
16 United Fann Workers will march, 1:30-4 p.m., from the
UFW headquarters in San Juan to the H.E.B. in Pharr. Students are
welcome to participate and help organize the march. For more
information call Juanita Valdez-Cox at787-2233.
•
Graduate Student Recital: Flautist Norma Minkler will
perform, 5 p.m. in Fine Arts Recital Hall.
17 Free vision screening for students and area residents, 10
a.rn. - 4 p.m. in the Overflow room near parking Lot B. Patients with
appointments will be given priority. Appointments can be made at
the biology department, 381-3537. Those without appointments will
be seen on space available, first come-first served basis.
18 Philosophy club, Dr. Al Nelson will speak during Activity
period in LA 111; topic: •A Bad Song in a Strange Land."
•
Pre Law Society meeting, noon to 1 p.m. in LA 207.
•
La.Man:iaoa Macintosh Users' Oub will meet at noon in
BA 110 for anyone interested in Macintosh computers.
19 Speaker to address "Do We Have the Right to Die?" issue,
4:30-6 p.m. in the University Ballroom conducted by Dr. Henry J.
Cavazos. For more information call 381-2145 or go by SSB 504.
•
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship's general meeting,
noon, BA 119. Focusing on healing dysfunctional family backgrounds.
•
La Maoz:ana Macintosh Users' Club will meet at noon in
BA 110 for anyone interested in Macintosh computers.

Letters cont.tromp. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EYES ONLY"? Do you and the oth- people on campus know of, have walls would they encounter? Makes closely instead of placating a stu-

ers like you see only bad in those
things you disagree or disapprove
of? Instead of ranting and raving
about what should have beenwhy haven't YOU made an attempt
to understand WHAT people who
find themselves cornered will do
and WHY.
As for the drug dealer-I have to
wonder-what percentange of

an immediate family member or an
extended family member, a friend
or a friend's friend who is in some
way aware of or related to people
who are in the drug "market"? Furthermore, I wonder if these CONSCIENTIOUS persons do, are doing, or would do anything to turn
over any information to the authorities? And if they tried, what
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Cheap! FBI/U.S. Sehed:
89 Mercedes............ $200
86 VW.......................$50
87 Mercedes............$100
65 Mustan~...............$50 $

Oloose from tfiousands starting 25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals details 801-379-2929 copyright
#TX19KJC.

AJa.,le svrorna Em,P]oymenb
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. For
employment program call Student
Employmnet Services at 1-~5454155 ext. 315.

Fut Fuadralslng Program.
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus for yourself.
And a free watch just for calling 1800-932-0328 Ext. 65.
Fast Easy Income! Earn lOO's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addres.sed stamped envelope to:
Extra Income! P.O. Box 811699
Oticago, II 60681-1699.
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. i:)i):;;;::{;i:ii.I.::.::.:.I.••.I.I.i.•.:.l.l.:
. .

Typing Service: Research papers, reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading&editing. Over l0years
experience. Call 585-2838.

Addressers wanted immediately. No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgagerefunds. Workathome. Call
1-405-321-3064.
Wridng Services: Essays, research
comp05ition.mechanics, grammar. Call
after 6 p.m. ~1563. Rush jobs.
Free Puppies: Part Doberman. 4 left.

call after 6 p.m. 262-2867.
Private tutoring: $2.00/hour. Kinder
through 4th grade. Any subject. ~
1563. After 6:00 p.m.
Wanted; Junior or Senior Accounting

student. 15-20 hours/week. Internal
audit work. 618-2200 for interview.

Colkgc rep wanted; To distribute
"Student Rate• subscription cards at
this campus. Good income. For information and application write to:
COLLEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1436 Mooresville, NC 28115.
Need help with research papers?
Essays? English Lit? Qualified Tutor.
B.S. M.A. 630-3492.

for an interesting survey!
dent organization. .
How idiotic can we ourselves
Rene De La Rosa
tum out to be when all we show is
graduate student
inability to empathize as well as
the inability to take any given situation and learn or attempt to learn
from it.
Some final questions. Must we
Everyone has their rights to read,
always do for the "general" popu- write or say anything as long as it
lation? Don't the lesser have rights doesn't endanger or consciously
too? Would it not be much better if slander anyone. I would like to
know just exactly what Ms. Silva
7a:e~::go:D:~~RSTAND be- intends on doing with her petition.
Thank you all for your attention. The petition will only abound to a
Angelita Reyna cry for decency, directed to Rio
social worll.fresbma11 Editor David "Geraldo" Gonzalez
and his future issues of Rio. Ms.
Silva, presently you have 1.5 percent of the student population sidIt was with much apprehension ing with you, this in itself is a grand
that I read about the University accomplishment considering the
Center wall coming.down because majority of the student bodies' inthe Student Government Associa- difference to the subject and lack
tion "alleged that a rape occurred of involvement of on-campus isbehind that wall in 1990" and "... sues. I am certain that as the
students were observed drinking semester progresses students will
alcoholic beverages behind the be more concerned on studying,
wall.• I consider this to be an insult grades and finals. The Rio's first
to the university community be- spring issue will be history but
cause as the elected representa- hopefully "Geraldo" will realize
tives of the student body they what is expected of his magazine.
should find ways to spend stu- In- the future I hope he concendents' money and tax dollars more trates on matters that will not make
wisely. Unfortunately, the univer- me feel embarrassed by taking
sity listened to a group who can home an issue for my folks to see.
only allege that these incidents
Personally I liked the issue, I
occurred. If hard proof could be judged it on quality and content,
found, maybe the $1,200 - $1,400 the girlies didn't look too bad eicost incurred can be justified. As it ther; but in the future I hope Rio
is, the cost cannot be justified. I will address issues more pertinent
hope in the future that the univer- to our University's better interest.
sity will look into the matter more
carlos Ramirez

Rio spurs
mixed opinion

'Wall-fall' criticized

senior

,.

It can't do laun or fmd you adate,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
The new Apple Macintosh Classic" II
computer makes it easier for.you to juggle
classes, activities, projects and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDriveM disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.
11

11

1

8

tifnDII Clas.lien

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
MacinLOsl1 :lassie 11, ask us .,lbout an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you 're in, be sure to ask us for details
ab.out the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
..
\ ~·,·

~~

-·~

~

.-.;:)

_,. .

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
Technology Resources at LRC-116
Ask for Arnold Gonzalez
Ask about the Apple Computer Loan!
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark or Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark or Microsoft Corporation.
Clas.sic is a registered trademark used under licen5e by Apple Computer, Inc This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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Griffith's performance obscures 'Shining Through'
look like Warren Beatty's Dick Tracy. Douglas doesn't seem to know what ,,,:,,,,.,,.,.,.,,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ,.,:,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,:,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. <-.·.:,;)•.·'·.,,.:........:.'...:._._....·'·'· .,:...,........-,.:..,.,..0::·-. ; :,:, ,,,, ,,,.,.,. ,-❖•·.:_'.'. ·.· ·_·;·.•·:: ..,., .......... ··.··· .·..·..._... ·.·:·.-_·.-, _.,_%:
to do. Half the time he's sitting around waiting for Griffith to do something
like
whisper sweet nothings in German (albeit she doesn't do that, but it
Entertainment Editor
would add some much needed comedy relief to the film).
As the movie progresses, Griffith discovers (through her master spy
"Shining Through;" written for the screen and directed by David talents) that Douglas is an American spy. They fall in love. They have a
Seltzer; based on the novel "Shining Through" by Susan Isaac; love scene. Then you are suppose to believe Douglas really cares for
starring Melanie Griffith, Michael Douglas, Liam Neeson, Joely Griffith. Sorry, their love for each other is about as credible as my third
Richardson, and John Gielgud; rated R; Twentieth Century Fox.
leg. There is no real affection between these two. At least none that
transgresses the screen.
What seems a legitimate anempt at creating a riveting and intellectual
Anyway, Griffith volunteers to infiltrate Berlin and uncover pla0$ for
World War II spy movie suddenly betrays its audience with old, washed- the yet to be completed V-2 buzz bombs. Before leaving, she and Douglas
up plot twists. There are no surprises in the movie plot-wise nor end their romantic affair at an ... airport. All Douglas needs to say is,
otherwise. Only the talent of supporting actors save this meager attempt "Here's looking at you, kid," to make the atmosphere complete. In Berlin,
at legitimacy.
Griffith treats the whole mission like a school girl away from home. The
"Shining Through" is a somewhat intellectual film (right up there with plot does liven up a bit in Berlin, thanks to an appearance by Sir John
the Bill and Ted films) but it stabs
("Arthur") Gielgud who plays
you in the back billing Melanie
Griffith's contact, Sunflower.
("Bonfire of the Vanities") Griffith
Gielgud adds a little humor to the
The cost~mes, sets, supporting cast, and a historic · dreary dialogue especially when he
as Linda Voss (now get this), a city
girl from Queens, N.Y., who is half
get's stuck with the inexperienced
flavor saves "Shining Through" from Griffith's weak
German, halflrish, halfJewish, and
Griffith. Gielgud locks Griffith inexecution.
who speaks fluent German like a
side a basement and comments,
"butcher's wife."
"you will stay here until I figure out
i:i1iii/:
The romantic adventure movie
what I'm going to do with you."
has Griffith playing an elderly woman recounting her WW II experiences Unfortunately, Griffith is set free by Joely ("King Ralph") Richardson who
on a BBC talk show. Running with actual 40s newsreels and settings in plays Margrete Von Eberstien, yup, another female spy.
unified Germany, the film takes on a documentary air. This atmosphere
Richardson does a fine job as a native Berliner and is adroit in offering
quickly dies as the documentary fades into the romantic adventure film stability to Griffith's character. Richardson can be utilized in a more threeit is suppose to be.
dimensional manner, but her performance at the movie's conclusion is
Griffith's character remembers when she worked as a mysteriously satisfying.
stupid secretary for Michael ("Fatal Attraction") Douglas who plays Ed
One other supporting actor is Liam ("Darkman ") Neeson who plays worthy of merit and the end is explosive and a bit suspenseful, but Griffith
Leland, an undercover American spy sans the trenchcoat. Why mysteri- Nazi officer Franre-Otto Dietrich and is spied on by Griffith. Neeson is makes the entire experience seem like a bad vacation.
ously stupid? The first couple of flashbacks depict Griffith as a sharp, ace- also believable as an officer, father, and a man of duty. His relationship
Adapted from the best-selling novel by Susan Isaacs, Shining does
in-the-hole lady, who can take care of herself, yet her presence on screen to Griffith's character slowly grows intimate yet the aspect of Griffith falling have potential to entertain. The sets are marvellously done, the costumes
totally destroys that facade. Griffith is not credible. With her girlish voice in love with him is not even considered. Its a bit surprising to expect this handsome, and Hollander, Jan De Bont's, cinematography does well to
and inconsistent common-sense to compound the problem, Griffith's lack considering the plot fulfills other film cliches (i.e. a maid spilling soup on chronicle Griffith's exploits. If Griffith's and Douglas' performances fail
of credibility makes this film appear mediocre.
a man during supper).
to please, the film's composition and historical flavor, along with a
Douglas does a good job as the oh-so-mysterious Leland but rends to
Finally, Douglas comes to Griffith's rescue. Yes, there are a few twists colorful supporting cast, will redeem itself.

Omar I. Rodriguez

~~~~l~
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Gallerywantsstudents'art, Orchestra and flautist to perform this weekend
stories, photographs
Omar I. Rodriguez

Enterlalnment Edttor

Omar I. Rodriguez
Entertainment Editor

There's a little Van Gogh in all of us. If not, well there should be a
little Shakespeare. If you write or draw don't get shy, expose your artistic
abilities.
Student Services and the English department are sponsoring the 11th
publication of Gallery and are asking for artwork, photographs, poems,
or short stories. Any topics or genres are welcome. Works are now being
accepted at CAS 266 at 8 a.m.-lp.m. and 2-5 p.m. from now till March 30.
Although color artwork will be accepted, black and white works and
photos are recommended for submission.
"Size, color, and medium are not critical as far as meeting the
aesthetics of the Gallery." Dr. Patricia De La Fuente, english professor and
Gallery adviser, said. Dr. De La Fuente continued, "We (Gallery) are just
concerned whether or not the submiued piece of an can be photographed
and printed for a black and white format."
"We're looking for good, quality material and an enormous amount
of it Me and my secretary (Terry Villareal) are sitting here waiting for
works to come in.•
Created in 1981, Gallery is an outlet for students' artistic and creative
energies and allows their work to be viewed and appreciated by fellow
students, staff, and faculty. Gallery is a special topics course offered every
spring semester in which students learn how to put together a magazine.
Last year, the Gallery adviser was Dr. Dorothy Schmidt. Concerning
the new task of compiling and editing material, Dr. De La Fuente said, "the
format will not be too different. (We) will do the best we can, but it is
the students who contribute who will be doing the real work."
Some grammar editing and revision will be done to certain materials
which are either too long or overly liberal with profanity. All students are
encouraged to submit their creations. For more information drop by CAS
266 or call 381-3638 between 8 a.m. and S p.m.
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Dr. Carl Seale will conduct the Valley Symphony Orchestra at 8
p.m. at the Fine Arts Auditorium on Sunday.

.,. Meed...
Do ,.ad
Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
'>

•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services

..
j

Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)

THE SALON

UNIFORM CENTER

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER

ATIENTION HEALTH
CAREER STIJDENTS

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)

f

Student
Haircut

•

$5.00

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 8-5
Walk-ins are welcome!

1406 W. University• Edinburg•

I'm here to serve you In all your needs.
We will come to your place or business

for croup sales.

522 N. Closner • Edinburg, Tx
(S12) 381-6954
_

DON'T BE LOCKED OUT!

NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME~
NOW!
~

SAFE WORK • CAR OPENING
LOCKSETS•DEADBOLTS

$25 TO STUDENTS W/UTPA I.I>-.

Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)

10% Discount (with Ul'PA ID)

318-3572

381-9335

I

Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

We honor Visa - MasterCard
Lavawavs Welcane

MIKE'S SAFE & LOCK

The Valley Symphony Orchestra and Choral will perform at 8
p.m. tomorrow at the Fine Arts
Auditorium. Dr. Carl Seale, music
department professor, will conduct
with Dr. Christopher Munn.
The concert will feature works
by 20th century composer, Carl
Orff. The night will also feature 3
guest soloists; Sopranos Kathy
McNeil, John Linford, and Tenor,
Richard Berry. Dr. Seale will conduct "Carmina Burana" after Dr.
Munn has conducted "Catulli

Carmina,• both composed by Carl
Orff.
Dr. Seale has been the permanent conductor of the Valley symphony for nearly 20 years. The 70
strong orchestra and the 80 member choral will prove to deliver a
night of fine entertainment.
Sunday night will feature flautist, Norma Minkler, in her graduate
student recital. Minkler will perform at S p.m. at the Fine Arts
Recital Hall.
General admission is $3 while
senior citizens and students. pay $2.
For more information call 381-3471
or the Valley Symphony Orchestra
at 630-5355.

ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$800 every week Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc.
P.O. Box 6880605
Orlando FL 32868

CA$H IN A FLA$H™
$$
$$
ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING SERVICE

~IM

Why settle for a patty

when you can have aball?
The 6" Meatball Sub Only

_~1.69

5111 N. 10th Street
McAllen, TX 78504
(512) 687-7225

c}--f--ai7..rna.1tE7...1
2002 W. University • Edinburg, Texas
Yvonne

383-9133

Marty

Diane

Walk-ins Welcome

Annabele

15% Discount tor UTPA Students & Faculty
with this coupon.

---------------------

QUICK TAX REFUND $ $ $
DIRECT DEPOSIT
REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS
(As Little As 24 Hrs!!*)
*From IRS Direct Deposit Acceptance

618 N. 10th McAllen 630-4376

JacroH from UTPA)
102 S.. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625
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Kikos wins $100, writing contest
graduate student from Mercedes explained that he
has several other versions of •A Butterfly in Amber"
Editor
and that the winning entry is still "not in the finished
stage."
Timothy A. Kikos sees the Tiananmen Square
The short story, told in the first person, is about
massacre as a field of crushed melons, as the death
how a crippled man comes to grip with his physical
of the students fostered the seeds for the pursuit of
affliction and finds that his spiritual strength has
freedom.
made all the difference in his life.
That_ vision was enough for Kikos to garner first
To Martinez, "writing is just plain, old hard work.•
place m the graduate poetry division in the Texas
For Gregg, he gained his inspiration after he read
Association of Creative Writing Teachers contest this
John Gamer's book "Grendel,• which retells the
year.
events in "Beowulf" from Grendel's (the monster's)
"It ("Ripe Melons") was inspired
point-of-view. He said his poem is
by the Tiananmen Square massabased on his reflections and reaccre,• Kikos said. "It deals with the
tions to Gamer's book.
students and their desire for freeRipe Melons
"(The poem) is a cycle of eight
dom. It (the move for democracy
poems,• Gregg said, explaining that
aodlo
in China) is crushed, yet it comes
some parts were written in free
the darkness
back."
verse and some were limericks.
tractors grate
Kiko.s, graduate student from Misplowing ripe meloos Into
Ironically, "Grendel and Me" is
sion, will read his poems along
among the first poems Gregg has
the fertile ground
with professors and other student
written.
and each time they pass
winners at 10:15 a.m. - 11:30 a.m .
Upon hearing the news of the
the autsy d1esel eogloe9 demand
Saturday in the University Ballremembrance of
TACWf contest, Gregg said, "I was
room for the TACWf conference
really honored. I liked the poem,
Tlanaomeo Square
today through Saturday.
.
but
I didn't know how it would go
and the
Kikos won $100 and first place in
over
on an audience."
9Courge of commuolst tanks
the graduate poetry division with
plowing heads ripe with the seed of
The three students have aspirahis three poems, "Ripe Melons,"
tions to do more creative writing
Imagination
"Carolina Dreams" and "Jaguar."
and
perhaps some teaching at the
Into the ground
Kikos' personal favorite and the
university level.
aodlo
shortest of the three, "Ripe Melthe morning llgbt
Last week, Schmidt said, "Just in
ons," is reprinted here with the
the last two or three years there has
they are gone
author's permission.
been a minor explosion of writing
without a
Other winners from UTPA intalent on campus."
trace
cludeJavier Martinez, graduate stuthe fallow p-ound
Kikos, Martinez and Gregg agreed
dent from Mercedes, and Cody
wholeheartedly with Schmidt.
broken
Gregg, December 1991 graduate
"Just looking at the results of the
but the seed germlnate9 In
with an English degree. Martinez
creative writing contest,• he said, "I
the cool darkness
won honorable mention in the
watered by the Oow of time
definitely agree with Dr. Schmidt.•
graduate fiction division with his
Martinez said he has noticed intaking rooc
short story, •A Butterfly in Amber,•
creased
interest in the English
In the fecund around and
while Gregg won honorable mendepartment's
creative writing
yieldJng ripe melons In
tion in the undergraduate poetry
thelf&bt
classes.
division with "Grendel and Me: A
Other events during the conferDirge for the Dead and the Dying.•
Timothy A. Kfkos
ence include: Friday morning, read(printed with author's permission)
The three winners each expressed
ings and a panel discussion, "Stusurprise and increased self-confidents on Creative Writing Workdence u pan hearing about the reshops"; Friday afternoon, "Write
sults from Dr. Dorothy Schmidt,
and Run (or Walk)", a three-mile
professor of English.
course around campus meant to inspire poetry from
"I didn't know there was money involved," Kikos
the participants; the winning poem will be read at the .
said, "It was just nice to win.•
conference banquet at 7 p.m.; Dr. Carmen Tafolla,
He explained that writing is not something that he
poet and fiction writer, will be speaking at the
does easily or quickly.
banquet.
"I don't really feel I have a great talent,• he said, "I
Registration for the conference as a whole is $10
have to work real hard at it- a lot of editing and
while the banquet is $16. For more information
revising.•
regarding dates and locals, call the English department at 381-3638.
In that respect, Martinez would have to agree. The

Gilbert D. Martinez

'EE Ticket' gives a wild guitar ride
Marlo Garcia
Sta.ff
Marc Bonilla

"EE Ticket;" Reprise Records;
Marc Bonilla: lead/synthguitar,Dave Moreno: bass.
Troy Luccketta: drums, Keith
Emerson: keyboards. Kevin Gilbert: organ, Ronnie Montrose:
slide guitar.
Oh no! Another guitar instrumental album. Step aside Joe
Satriani, Eric Johnson, Steve Vai...
Marc Bonilla's debut album "EE
Ticket" stands out in a class all by
itself. This instrumental achievement has both the heart of a singer
and the excitement of a feature film.
It evokes the images of a carnival
and the pace of a Hitchcock thriller.
The overall sound is a mixture of
melodic funk, R&B, rock and jazz.
It incorporates the help of the
likes of Keith Emerson of Emerson
Lake and Powell, Ronnie Montrose,
Don (Doobie Brothers) Frank and
Troy Luccketta, drummer for Tesla.
It is unique that each song on this
album contains an interesting intro;
the opening track, appropriately
titled "Entrance,• begins with the
sounds of a roller-coaster ride and
instructions from an attendant. It
then jum{l'i into "White Noise" which
hits your ears with some great piano work from Keith Emerson and
traded licks between Marc and bass
player Dave Moreno. The song
"Mannequin Highway" starts with a

@1991 Reprise Records

Marc Bonllla's debut album, "EE Ticket," Is a wild ride.
radio jingle called radar weather
eye along with the sounds of scanning through the California FM radiowaves. "Commotion," originally
done by Creedence Clearwater, is
well done as an instrumental.
Side Two has some interesting
songs like the jazzy/blues sounding
"Hurling Blues Skyward.• This one
opens up with a vintage recording
of Marc at the age of 10 with his first
guitar teacher. From the chords he
learned then, Marc jumps into a
present rendition of his guitar prowes.5. The rocking beat of "Razorback" commences with a computer
oriented synthesized voice that says:
"Oh yeah, dude! What a shredder!
Now let's really kick some ass,"
Marc e nds with the unusual tune,
"Exit," in which Marc plays an acoustic guitar outdoors with background

Reproductive
Services

Sweet '"Temptations

613 Sesame Dr. West

These are tough economic times. Banlcs are
going bankrupt, and businesses are failing. So
it's more important than ever that your retirement
savings are working for you. You'll want to be
sure you've entrusted your future to a financially
strong, stable company - one that knows how to
weather any storms that may be ahead.
That's why now is the right time to take a new
look at TIAA-CREF - the retirement system for
higher education.

• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 • 428-6243

Make a sound choice.

Compare for yourself.
If you're currently with another retirement
carrier, we invite you to make your own
comparison. Call for our FREE KIT, including
the booklet "Selecting a Retirement Company,"
and the "Retirement Company Comparison
Chart" so you can add up the differences. If
you're already a TIAA-CREF participant, call
for our FREE Retirement Investing Kit, with
information about how TIAA-CREF can help
you achieve your retirement goals.

Additional opportunities with CREF.
C REF is the largest
, ariable annuity in the
world. ,~ith ,ome S40
billion in assets. It
offers you four distinct
1mestment accounts so
) ou can further
J1,er,if) your
reuremt.'nt ,a\'ings.

Call us today.
1 800 842-2733, ext. 8014.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M

.
~~ 1
\·

5500 N. McCol • McADen, Tx. • 512-630·0307
Open: Mon. • Fri. 11 ·8 • Sat. 11-S

w

. ~
S mcerely Yours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

381-5661

1205 S. Closner
Edinburg, TX

A winning combination.
Combine this with all the other advantages. Such
as our wide variety of retirement income options,
featuring lifetime annuities, fixed-period payments,
and cash withdrawals. Our extensive services,
including an Automated Telephone Service to
find out information and make transactions. Oneon-one counseling from our professional
retirement specialists. Free booklets, reports and
information. Personalized retirement income
illustrations. And our remarkably low expenses.

Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches {
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

TIA A has the stability, sound investments, and
overall fi nancial stre ng th you need from a
retirement company. Three independent ratings
agenc ies - A.M. Best. Standard & Poor's, and .
Mood •s lnve5tors Service - have given us their
> ratings for fi nancial strength and abT
highest
1 lty
to pay claims.

Harlingen, Tx 78550

•..In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care

Find Out How
TIAA-CREF
Can Help
You Protect
Your Retirement
Nest Egg ...

noises of a barking dog and a noiseactivated burglar alarm.
Marc is not one of these Yngwie
Malmsteen-type players that throw
notes at ear screeching speeds. His
playing has a clean sound to it like
Tony McAlpine or Eric Johnson. He
puts much energy and emotion into
each song. He concentrates more
on creating his music with a high
visual content.
Sharing the Reprise label with the
likes of the late Jimi Hendrix has
brought about a self-imposed responsibility to measure up to the
demanding standards set forth by
one of rock guitar's most influential
founders. With an ever-increasing
population of "guitar gods," this
divergence from the all-too-predictable paths by Marc is a welcome
change.

512-383-5388

STARS

JR.BURGERS

49
16oz. drink

LARGE HAMBURGER
BANANA
SPLIT

EPery Tuesday
from 5:00 p. m.
to Close

LARGE HAMBURGER

SPORTS
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Lad,y_ Bronc basketball

Pan Am falls in tough SBC swing
David Hinojosa
Sports Editor

Following a 96-64 shellacking at
the hands of Western Kentucky
Saturday, the Lady Bronc basketball
team played better against Sun Belt
co-leader Arkansas State, but fell
short to the Lady Indians, 80-67
Tuesday at the Field House.
Lady Indian Nicole Wilken canned
28 points after making 10-16 from
the field and sinking 8-of-9 free
throws, in addition to grabbing eight
rebounds to lead Arkansas State's
victory.
The win ups ASU's record to 9-2
in Sun Belt play and 18-3 overall.
1be Lady Broncs fall to 1-9 and 812.
The Lady Broncs took a fivepointleadafteraKimStewartlayup
with 7:51 remaining in the first half
made the score 20-15. After the
score was knotted twice the Lady
Indians took the lead for good on a
Shyla Tucker hook to make the
score 28-26.
Afterholdingontoa32-28halftime
lead, the Lady Indians opened the
second half with an 8-3 run,
highlighted by Wilkett's six points

that broke open the game for ASU. of-9 free throws down the stretch to
The Lady Indians built their lead to stave off the late Lady Bronc
as big as 18 when Serenia Curtis hit comeback.
an 18-footer with just less than four
"We came back a little bit late,"
minutes left in the contest.
Sloan said. "It's been pretty tough.
"Our attitude has changed (since We've just been playing strong
theWestemKentuckygame),"UTPA teams. We have to learn how to
____________________

It's been pretty tough. We've just been playing
strong teams. We have to learn how to play
Smarter,
Robin Sloan
-------------------senior guard Iris Garza said. "I think
it's all in our mentality."
UTPA quickly cut its deficit in
half, less than two minutes after
Robin Sloan's 21-footer, to make
the score 70-61. Monique Cook
converted from 22 feet to pull the
Lady Broncs to within seven.
However, they could not get any
closer.
"We're not quite strong enough
mentallytosustainsolidplayagainst
ateamthisgood,"UTPAheadcoach
Tim Hicks said. "Teams like (ASU)
have a way of stepping up when
they fall behind."
The Lady Indians knocked in 8-

play smarter."
Tucker scored 18pointsandSonja
Tate added 13 to join Wilkett in the
double-figure scoring plateau for
the Lady Indians.
Carroll led the Lady Broncs with
15points.Garza,whohada29field
goalpercentagegoingintothegame,
added 14. Sloan and Belinda
Bonhommenetted12and10points,
respectively.
"(lrisGarza)foundhershotalittle
bit tonight," Hicks said. "I'd like to
see her find her shot, not only for
the team, but for her. She's been an
unbelieveable player for us for the
last four years. I'd like to see her go

out well."
Western Kentucky's Kim Pehlke
sizzled a season-high 25 points on
8-of-14 shooting including 5-9 from
the three-point area to lead the USA
Today's No. 12 Lady Toppers past
the Lady Broncs 96-64 Saturday at
the Field House.
Pehlke also dished out five assists
for game-high honors.
The Lady Toppers were able to
take advantage of cold shooting on
UTPA's part for the easy win. WKU
canned 32-63 or 51 percent of its
shots from the field, while UTPA
made 20-55 for 36 percent.
The Lady Broncs played half the
game without their leading scorer
Alyya Abdur-Rahman, who was
mired in foul trouble. The 6-0
senior center logged just21 minutes
ofplayenroutetoscoringl0points.
Paulette Monroe, Renee
Westmoreland, Veronica Cook and
TrihaLangalsotallieddouble-figures
in scoring for the Lady Toppers
with 13, 12, 11 and 11 points
respectively.
Sloan scored 16 to lead the way
for Pan Am. Carroll added 14.
The Lady Broncs travel to New
Orleans to take on the Buc-kettes
Saturday.

-

.
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Lady Bronc Ana carroll goes up strong against Arkansas State's A
,

Nicole Wilkett during UTPA S 80-67 loss Saturday at the Field
House.

Men's basketball team continues losing streak ;:;
David Hunter
St'«f

With a 2-21 record the men's
basketball team is on the verge of
tying its worst record ever. Last
Thursday, the team lost in a close
game against the Trojans of Arkansas-Little Rock, 74-64. Saturday, in
a contest against the Hilltoppers of
Western Kentucky UTPA was unable to keep up losing 83-51.
"We took two days off and I think
that will help us the most,• Head

.f2l{{en :f{ora{

6y 'Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

The Sun's out at our place!
10 % off any package with
UTPAI.D.

State of the Art Equipment

TAN EXPRESS, INC,
THE COURTYARD
5401 North Tenth, Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191

Phi Kappa Phi
Is offering Graduate Fellowships for

upto $7000
to graduating seniors with
outstanding achievement records.
Applications Deadline: Friday, February 14
For Information and application materials, contact
the secretary of Phi Kappa Phi Chapter #239,
Dr. Wendy James - Aldridge, Psychology Dept.

381-3329

Coach Kevin Wall said. "We just
have to keep plugging away at what
we're doing."
In the game against UALR, who
lost to the Broncs in the first match
up of the season UTPA played
I
perhaps one of the best games of
the season. Going into the end of
the first half the Broncs sported a
six-point lead, 33-27.
"We really should have won that
game," Wall said. "We shot 18-36
free throws. If we would have
made more we would have won
hands down. We did a good job of
getting to the line but we just

scratched."
The main key to the Bronc's suecess was keeping the Trojans' Tony
· who
Martin out o fthe game. Martin,
previously signed with UTPA after
two seasons at Odessa Junior College, became the ham between a
Paco Siller and Romeo De La Garza
sandwich. The Bronc guard tandem hel.d Martin, the Sun Belt
Conference's leading scorer, to five
first half points.
In the second half, however,
Martin found a way to get out of the
bread on onto the floor exploding
for 20 second half points helping

the Trojans to pull away from the >'Ju
Broncs for good. The Broncs ;.'ll'
showed what they were made of'
· the Troians
. get an easy ~ ,
never 1ettmg
moment.
,s~
Each team grabbed 45 rebounds.\
•
ID~
• For the Broncs, Demetnus Hughes ·
topped all scorers with 16 points. :1:rl
ChrisJonesmissedmatchingHughes
by one point with 15. De La Garza ~':))!
and Siller both tossed in nine points Jd,
a piece.
·•ct:
"We got 18pointsoutofourpoint>!
guard position,• Wall said. "That ' rtf'

See Broncs p. 7
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Golfers host tournament in Monterrey
Seventeen universities from the
United States and five collegiate
teams from Mexico are competing
in Monterrey, Mexico through Saturday for the honor of winning the
20th Annual
International
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament.
Golf head coach Tony Guerrero
of UTPA originated this tournament
in 1973 and still directs it.
He said his Broncs have never
won the event because he invites
many of the top programs in· the
United States to compete over the
Club Campestre course--one of
Mexico's finest
Teams as far away as Central
Connecticut State, Colorado, East
Tennessee State, Missouri, Ohio

University, South Alabama, Temple
of Pennsylvania, Tulsa and the U.S.
Air Force Academy will try to
outshoot golfers from Texas and
Mexico.
The Texas teams are Baylor,
Lamar, North Texas, Sam Houston
State, Southwest Texas State,
Stephen F. Austin, Texas Tech and
the host UTPA.
"We will also have teams from
Mexico City, Guadalajara, Monterrey
and the best junior golfers at
Campestre in Monterrey competing
here," Guerrero said.
The teams will dress in suits and
ties for an Olympic-style opening
ceremony Wednesday. Representatives of the Governor of Nuevo

Leon, the state's Director of Athletics, the mayors of Monterrey and
Garza Garcia (city where the event
is held), the American consul and
the president of El Club Campestre
will attend these ceremonies.
Ben Crenshaw led the Texas Longhorns to victory in the first tournament here. He set a course record,
65, that still stands for competitive
rounds here, pro or amateur.
Crenshaw and many other participants here have gone on to be big
winners on the pro tour.
"From the very beginning the
members of El Club Campestre have
always wanted our young people to
participate, and they literally turn
over the country club to us for one

Condom machines tromp. 1 - - - - - - get a bad impression of the university.
•1 feel that since so many visitors use the Field House
resttooms some would perhaps be offended by them
or get the wrong impression of the university," she
said.
Tania Narvaez, SGA sergeant-at-arms, said students
need to have convenient access to condoms.
"I think that it is important for the students at UTPA
to have access to condom vending machines because
it is no longer a sex issue, but rather a health issue,"
Narvaez said.
According to a memo sent to Vinson, SGA senators

Broncs

selected these "high traffic areas" according to the
hours when they are open and the amount of students
using them.
"Our job is to save lives and prevent the spread of
AIDS," Narvaez said. "The health center will provide
all of the AIDS pamphlets for free."
Vinson said the university needs to provide information on AIDS.
"I think we need to do whatever we can to provide
information on AIDS and help students protect their
health," Vinson said. "If we're making students more
aware then we're doing our job."

tramp. s - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

was good. Demetrius is really playing a lot better.
He's working at it S!) he deserves the points."
For the Trojans, after Martin's 25 points Robert
Green, Rod Wade and Fred Summers netted 16, 12
and 10 points respectively.
The loss was the Broncs' 20th but may have helped
the Broncs mentally being the most competitive
game since a Jan. 16 battle against Central Florida.
Against Western Kentucky, the Broncs were not as
competitive. The 14-7 (5-5 in conference) Hilltoppers
handed Pan Am its 12th straight loss.
"Fatigue was the main problem against Western
Kentucky,• Wall said. "After Thursday's game and all
the travel the team was just tired. In the first half of
the game we were right up with them."
Kentucky, whose opponents' average of 22.2
turnovers a game showed that UTPA was no different... the Broncs had 27.

Siller and De La Garza, who handled Tony Martin in
Little Rock, were not as effective.
In the middle of the first half a high point came when
a Desi Howard tip in pulled the Broncs within five
points. After that the full court press kept the Broncs
silent. In the first 10 1/2 minutes of the second half the
Broncs scored only four points. They never came
doser than 15 points after that. During the final 20
minutes of the game the Hilltoppers outscored the
Broncs 36-19.
Hughes topped the scoring for the Broncs with 18
points, shooting 5-5 free throws in the first half. Jones
also nabbed double-digit figures, despite being double
teamed every time he touched the ball. Jones also had
eight rebounds.
The Broncs will attempt to gain a third victory for the
season at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at the Field House against
Florida Atlantic.

week," Guerrero said. "They roll
out the red carpet
"Constantino Padilla, a former
president of El Club Campestre,
who still attends the tournament,
started a sportsmanship committee
which has never found a serious
example of bad conduct in this
event.
"He told us, 'We already know
how to say the bad words, throw
the clubs to the ground, throw the
golf bag to the ground-what we
want to learn is how to put the ball
close to the hole-and these collegiate golfers know how to do that,'"
Guerrero quoted Padilla as telling
the visitors from the United States.

Women's tennis

Lady Broncs win Sun Belt duel, drop 2 others
David Hinojosa
Sports Editor

After being blasted by Rice
Univeristy (9-0) Friday afternoon at
the Jake Hess Tennis Stadium in
Houston, the Lady Bronc tennis
team fought back the next morning
and crushed Sun Belt foe Louisiana
Tech before narrowly losing a close
dual match against Sam Houston
State Saturday afternoon in Huntsville.

Christel Laing and Tracy Tigner were
also close victors over the Lady
Bronc duo of Gigi Estacio and Rachel
Rodriguez 6-3, 4-6, 6-3. Kim Butler
and Michelle Hardiman scored the
lone doubles victory for UTPA, a 61, 6-3 win againstJennifer Hotz and
Linda Langlais.
In singles play, the first three
seeds for UTPA (Nelissen, Hardiman
and Butler) notched wins over
SHSU's Duncan, Cromwell and Laing
respectively.
Saturday morning the Lady Broncs
cruised to an easy 8-1 victory against
the Lady Techsters, which was highlighted by a thrilling two-set doubles
triumph from UTPA's Nelissen and
Gonzalez and a close singles win
courtesy of Estacio.

The Lady Broncs and the Lady
Jacks were tied after singles play
before the SHSU's double teams
took two of three from UTPA.
The Lady Jack teams of Becky
Duncan and Susan Cromwell were
slim winners over Ellen Nelisson
The Lady Bronc tandem recorded
and Laura Gonzalez 6-3, 5-7, 6-3. a 7-5, 7-6 (10-8) against Lady

Techsters Tracey Walters and
Deanna Hogan.
The No. 5 seeded Estacio was
extended three sets before putting
away Jody Orton·4-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Butler dropped the lone match
for UTPA-7-5, 6-0 against Jessica
Velasco.
Rice freshman tallied a 6-3, 6-0
win over Nelissen in number one
singles. Rachelle Mack and Abby
Daniels were victorious over
Nelissena and Gonzalez in number
one doubles 6-2, 6-2.
The Lady Broncs did not win a
single set from the Owls.
The Lady Broncs host three dual
meets Feb. 21-22 at the Cox Tennis
Stadium against Lamar, a SBC opponent, Texas Lutheran and
Monterrey Tech.

Corrections
In the Feb_ 6 editorial, Craig James of the English department was identified as a teaching
assistant; however, James is a part-time instructor.
An article titled, "Task force to examine decrease in dorms," stated that the University Program
Board would investigate the financial status of the dorms for the past five years. However, the
office of the vice president for business affairs will conduct the investigation.
The Pan American regrets any inconvenience which may have occurred.

START YOUR CLl■B
TO CIBBBB SUCCESS TBIS su■■BR.

&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You 'II develop the discipline, confidence, and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials while you 're completing your college studies.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
4221/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

araveo

Hair Center

"A Great Cut at a Great Price!"

TRY'EM,· YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

· Gary L · LaFevers' Southwick Hall, Room 204, (512) 381-3600.
Find out more. Contact M aJor

Hairc uts

$ 3.00

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

Perm s

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

(long hair extra)

McALLEN iPecan) . .. ... . .•• • •• . .. . .•• • . . . .....•.... . .
McALLEN Bus. 83) . . . . .. .. . . .•. . .. ... .. .. .. ..•. . . . ....
McALLEN N. 1oth).... . ... . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
EDINBURG ......•••.. . ... .•.... . ........ ... • •.•.... ,

682-3176
687-8269
682-1 576
383~ :~

BROWNSVILLE . . . . ....... .. . . . . . ... .. .. .. . ... ..... · ·
MISSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ............... . . ... · , , · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, , · · •
HARLINGEN . , ........ , , .. .. .. . · , , , , . • · · · · · , , , , · · , · · ·

541
585-4545
969-141:
428-622

$9.99

Mon - Sat
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
911 East Un iversity
( Across from Auto Zone)

Edinbu rg, Tx

383-7792
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Financial Aid

Students may win $50 in awareness week
Jaime D. Gana
Sta.ff
The Financial Aid Office, along
with the Texas Association ofStudent
Financial Aid Administrators, will
award 10 students $50 each during
"Financial Aid Awareness Week"
Feb. 17-23.
Monday through Wednesday,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., booths set at

TEST
DRIVE THE
ULTIMATE
OFF-ROAD
VEHICLE.
$25
~
- -,. ·.<·•-':. '\,'.~--~

various locations on campus will
have general financial aid information and offer assistance with the
ACT Family Financial Statement
(FFS) Packet A booth will be setup
at the Liberal Arts Building on Monday, in the Learning Resource Center lobby Tuesday, and at the University Center Wednesday.

Workshops are being offered this Stude nts are encouraged to mail
month for students who need help their forms by Feb. 18 to meet the
completing their ACT-FFS Packet. priority deadline.
Students can sign up at the Financial Aid Office, SSB 186.
The Vo lunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) offers assistance to
Students applying for the Guar- students and parents who need
anteed Student Loan have until Feb. help filling out their 1991 income
21 to return their application for tax forms . The assistance is free and
Spring 1992.
a completed income tax form is
Students may submit their names
Students who need to file an necessary to complete the ACTfor the "Financial Aid Awareness ACT-FFS packet for summer 1992 FFS. Assistance is available MonWeek Drawing." Ten names will be must do so by tomorrow. Financial day - Wednesday from 1 - 7 p .m.
drawn at 4 p.m. Wednesday and Aid available during the summer until April 3.
$50 awards will be applied to the sessions are loans and work-study:
students' tuition and fees for the fall no grants are available. Priority
A Financial Aid Hotline will be
1992 semester.
deadline for fall 1992 is April 15. available Feb. 22-23, from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. for students and parents who
have financial aid questions. The
toll free number is 1-800-253-8989.
For more information, go by SSB
to get financial aid for higher education.
186, or call 381-2502.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A GENIUS
You just have to be smart enough to try!

nNATIONALEDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE"
is a unique ne'Y computerized service designed to provide 6
to 25 sources of financial aid matched with the individual
needs, interests, and qualifications of virtually any student.
nNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSlflPSERVICE"
has researched thousands of sources of financial assistance,
and fed the results of that research into its vast data banks.

;r,' t.,~.--,· -'

Ready to move up to real
off-road action? Check out a
machine that leaves twowheelers, ATVs and four-byfours In the dust.
Getclosertonature, or get
away from it all. Move effortlessly through all three dimen. slons, not just one or two. Rediscover the earth below as
you discover the freedom of
flight.
It all starts with your first lesson, at the introductory price
of Just $25. You
might never want
to come down.

Complete a "NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SOiOLARSlflP
SERVICE" dataform and the computer provides you with the
sources of aid for which you are specifically qualified. All
you need do, is follow through.
Try "NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
SERVICE". Results are guaranteed.
BE SMART!
For free and complete information, fill out and mail this coupon.
Name of student: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:

- - - - - - - - - State: _ _ Zip: - - -

Telephone#: ( _ J _ _ _ _ __

Mail to: NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSlilP SERVICE
P.O. BOX 4541 • McALLEN, TX 78502 OR CALL: (512) 630-6975

MeCREERY AVIATION CO., INC.
McALLEN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(512) 4186-1774

Trying to go it alone?
Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest job in history, didn't try
to go it alone. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do.•
Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.
The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.
You're invited to explore this
community resource.
Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N.MainSt.•McAllen, Texas
686-4241

. . 6ElJll8RATE :RoMANGE\
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IT'S VALENTINE'S DAY ___
Friday, February 14

Jae-Lin

uf§

1r

University Bookstore

+I! !:1: :1: !: :M ttB:'.EI<ESH :Eu.i1fflt.s:: :
1

Valentine-'s Day is Friday,
February 14, 1992.

686-5252

4801 N. 10th• McAllen, TX

Main Store 7:30-S:30 M
-TH 7:~S:00 Fri
UC 103 7:30-3: 00 M-TH
7:30 -11:30 Fri

We deliver. We accept all major credit cards.

{/4/el(t/l(e'~ /veei

· Vi-vian-'s Flower Shop
ll6 N. 12th Street• Edinburg
(cast side of Courthouse on the square)

February 10th-14th

381-2251

383-0871

• RN« • 6rvKa~d • tlaKit,8u&t.r • ~Pw-1re,t8u&tr
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Something Wonderful & Special

~ Bar Drinks tlll 1
21+ NO COVER TILL 10:30

21+ NO COVER TILL 10:30

~

BUSY CORNER

DELI

for each and every one!
Come in NOW to make your selections
for your special Valentine.

X - citing Saturday

r.;;;;:;;:;;;J

SANDWICHES
CUSTOMER'S CHOICE

For Someone Special by Elaine is now a~ociated with Jae-Lin
offering the same top quality items•.
We Deliver• Accept All Major Credit Cards. • We Wire Order

Choose from fresh roast beef, ham or turkey on white,
wheat or rye bread with American Cheddar or Swiss cheese, lettuce,
tomato and mayonnaise. Includes pickle and mint. $3.00

SUBMARINE
A delicious combination of roast beef, turkey, ham, cotto salami,
"special dressing", tomato, lettuce, onion, American and Swiss
cheese. Includes chips, pepperocini and pickle. $3.50

BARRISTER
Sau teed ham, turkey, cotto salami and roast beef on a kaiser oronion
roll with melted Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnaise
and mustard. Includes chips, pepperocini and pickle. $3.50

ClllCKEN SANDWICH
Boneless chicken breast sandwich with melted Swiss cheese, tomato, lettuce, onion. Includes chips and pickle. $3.50

SALADS
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X • otic Friday
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February 14, 199'2
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VALENTINE'S

PARTY

C:
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An X-otic & Wild Night To Remember

><

Leather, Whips, Chains, Handcuffs

•

m

><
•
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TbSSED

::,::

Fresh garden salad with crackers. $1.50

rC:
m

DRINKS
(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite) .55

><

•
::,::

E
SEXY DRINK SPECIALS All NIGHT
m
FREE KISSES All NIGHT
~
><
• KLUB X • KLUB X • KLUB X • KLUB X • KLUB X •
a2

CHEF
Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey with two cheeses.
Choice of Frenc'h, Ranch, 1000 Island, Italian and Lite Italian, plus
~
crackers. $3.50

~0~\
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MEETINGS CATERED • DELI TRAYS • PRICES VARY
Take Out or We Deliver
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
PHONE: 380-1474

((

123 E. McIntyre on the Square
TAXES INCLUDED IN OUR PRICES

1212 S. Closner • Edinburg • 381 -9136

,,.

For Fast Delivery,
call Early

Fall'92
class schedule enclosed

Singing, jumping frogs
land Monday at Theatre

Golfer makes Bronc history,
wins Monterrey Invitational
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Proposed budget cuts may mean fewer classes
Tony Mercado
Staff

anything, especially if classes are going to-be cut.
•All the departments are submitting budgets (for next year) and they're
supposed to let us know," he said. "We need to look at those situations."
Nevarez said the university has cut back as much as it can in ways such
as larger class sizes, lowering general operating costs and by hiring as
many part-time employees as possible.
"We've been cutting since 1985," he said.
Some of the areas the university administration is looking at to cut costs
for next year are hiring freezes, student services and enrollment.
"We may be looking at limiting enrollment next September,• Nevarez
said.

Rumors that the university will not offer summer classes this year
because of a shortage of funds are not true. However, because of a statewide deficit, the university is looking at a seven percent cut, according to
President Miguel Nevarez.
The school budget for this year is set, Nevarez said, and summer classes
fall under that budget.
"We're short the second year of the biennium," he said.
The biennium, which started last September and lasts until August of
Nevarez said that option is a bit premature to make at this point, but
'93, will be short of funds during September of this year to August of next
if it comes to limiting enrollment it would have to be done by some type
year.
of admissions standard, such as using ACT scores.
The decision on limiting enrollment will fall to the admissions committee,
The shortage comes from a state-wide deficit and the university is
but
again, Nevarez said he feels it is too early for them to decide.
looking at a seven percent cut across the board which could lead to a
•we have to look at some figures first," he said.
shortage of classes next school year.
If a solution to the shortfall of funds is not found, Student Services could
Dr. Nevarez said he is looking into every option before he commits to

also be affected. Registrar David Zuniga said this may mean students will
receive less paperwork in the mail.
"We will no longer be able to mail grade reports," Zuniga said.
Zuniga said he is proposing that grade reports be handled in much the
same way as telephone registration. The student can call in and ask for
his/her grades at the end of the semester.
'
"We will not do away with the service," he said. "We will offer it in a
different manner."
Zuniga said he hopes this plan will cut down on the amount of notices
that have to be sent out, especially during registration time. Admissions
and Records sends out about three to four letters and notices. Zuniga said
he hopes this could be cut down to two.
"It will be the students responsibility to check with us," he said.
Though the budget cuts may have an effect on enrollment and student
services, they will not affect the new buildings the university is working
on.
See Budget Cuts p. 6

&~ercooose~r~h~d
substance abuse program
Jaime D. Garza
Stqff

through the counseling staff on the fifth floor of the
Student Services Building.
Sullivan said the program is primarily to educate
students about substance abuse. She stressed that
substance abuse is often associated with cases of rape,
acts of violence, AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases,
and many other situations.
Students here abuse dru~ and alcohol, Dean of
Students Judy Vinson said.
"We have a substance abuse problem," Vinson said.
Because of the abuse problem and federal laws, the
ADAP has been created for students, she said.
Workshops, seminars, and support groups are in the
making.
Sullivan said she also hopes to work in conjunction
with other organizations such as the University Program Board (UPB), the Residence Hall Association
(RHA) and any other interested group.
1be program is funded through student service fees
and is focused primarily at students.
Sullivan plans to expand the program to involve
faculty, staff, and perhaps even people from local
communities.
All students interested in learning about drug and
alcohol abuse and its effects on people and their
surroundin~ can receive information in UC 303 or call
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program office at 381-

A director has been appointed for a new Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Program created this semester to
comply with federal regulations.
Deborah J. Sullivan, formerly a counselor here, is
also a Certified Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselor,
Certified Trauma Resolution Therapist, and a licensed
professional counselor. Sullivan received her bachelor's
degree in psychology from the University of Kentucky
- Lexington and her master's from Pan American
University.
"I'm very excited," Sullivan said. "I know the need
is there."
Several students have already stopped by the ADAP
office for literature on substance abuse. Sullivan said
she believes the students will back the program.
Sullivan is currently planning activities for National
Collegiate Drug Awareness Week March 2 through
March 6 and for the Health Fair April 13. Sullivan also
plans to start other support groups such as Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics Anonymous (NA) on
campus.
Sullivan, who has been working with the program
since Feb. 1, said she hopes to do more as the semester
progresses. Individual counseling will still be done 3676.

At snackbar today

Country singer to strum requests
The Pan American/laura K. Kertesz

ROTC cadet Jose L. Mata, entering freshman from Weslaco, practices a mid-section punch during
a ROTC student lab recently. About 80 cadets learned self-defense technique from Master Bob
Davis, of McAllen, and five of his students.

~-------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -------'

face of journalism in the 1990s noon to 1 p.m. today in
CAS 107 (Studio Theatre).

Daniel Cavazos, an Edinburg native who graduated
from UT-Austin, was recently appointed editor of the
McAllen-based newspaper, but he has worked there
for about a year.
He will discuss newspaper changes in content and
design as well as changes at The Monitor during the
past year.
One of his contributions to The Monitor has been the
establishment of a community page, which focuses on
a different Rio Grande Valley community Monday
through Saturday and addresses issues concerning
local areas.
Also, he was instrumental in changing The Monitor
from an afternoon to a morning newspaper and
expanding circulation to accommodate the move
toward becoming a regional newspaper.
Cavazos has worked at several newspapers in Texas,
including The Dallas Times-Herald and The San Antonio Light
Cavazos will be addressing practicum students in the
communication department, but the public is invited.
A question and answer session will follow the presentation.

A country singer/songwriter who has shared the
stage with Bonnie Raitt, Huey Lewis and Dwight
Yoakam, will perform free during activity period today
at the snack bar.
Teresa, well known among college students across
the country, has performed at more than 60 universities. As her first performance here, her show consists

of original material and audience r~quests, Sandy
Rodriquez, UPB Coordinator said.
"The primary focus of my shows is my audience,"
Teresa said. "They are the ones who virtually make up
the set list for each show."
UPB, which is sponsoring the event, first heard of
Teresa at a national conference.
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VIEWPOINTS
Editorial

Where
do
we
go
from
here?
Volunteer Day inspires
A
salute to campus groups
e----------

semester or so ago, a girl in
my computer class recognized
me and started a conversation. I don't recall just how
our conversation turned to her family, but
she told me one of them had died recently
and asked if I would write a column. I
said I couldn't because I didn't know what
she was going through- about sadness,
happiness and mixed feelings. This weekend, however, that changed.
One of my uncles died.
Bertwasinhis30sandwhenl'dseehim
drive up to my grandmother's, the first
thing I always noticed was his graying
hair. I always pictured him with his black,
wavy hair, but seeing his gray made me
realize a lot of time had passed. I knew
him better when he and his wife owned
the white Mercedes, but that was some
time ago.
I was in high school, he was working at
Doug's Hair Shop in Weslaco and he'd
give me pointers on how to talk to girls.
I never used his advice because I didn't
have his delivery. Bert had a warm
personality that attracted people. He had
confidence. He also got the guy who used
to pick on me to leave me alone--the guy

The Other Side

Andres Esquivel Jr.

lliiiil•IL---------swept up hair cuttings at the shop. Later,
when I enrolled in college, every morning
as I drove to school I'd see Bert going into
his own shop. Sometimes I'd wave.
His two beautiful little girls adored him.
I especially remember one visit not long
after Chanel was born; she had the hiecups. I didn't really believe a piece of red
string on the forehead was going to make
them go away. I also didn't believe Bert
believed it, but he was a dad and willing
to do anything for his little girl. He was
smiling a lot and Diana, my aunt, looked
tired. That was only four years ago.
ut I have to be honest-Bert
was not my closest uncle and
I realize now that I took him
for granted. I can only describe what I sa:w in him, but there is no
way to verify this anymore. I realize now
that people rely more on memories than
actual contact with people. I want my

tudents involved in campus service groups add a great deal
of enrichment to this university and the surrounding area.
The Pan American salutes these organizations and encourages students who are not already involved in their community to do so.
After all, it is Student Volunteer Day.
Founded by the Student Life Office at Susquehanna University,
Selingsgrove, PA, Feb. 20 is set aside to honor students who donate
time to improve the lives of others and their communities.
The following are only a portion of campus groups whose main
purposes are to serve:
The University Program Board members insist they always need
volunteers. Members of this organization are responsible for such
activities as the fall Luau, the Great Pumpkin, Noon Nite Club and
many others. Currently they are working on a Mardi Gras to be held
March 10. Students who wish to get involved can help in everything
from planning and coordinating to passing out flyers, putting up
posters and decorating.
Student Government Association is designed to represent the interests of students. One does not have to be an elected official to conSometime in the near future?.
tribute. Students can give input on projects or proposals and help
with research.
Catholic Campus Ministry devotes much of its time to fighting
hunger. Members will participate in the annual Ecumenical Crop
··•EngJish
I•
' F
Walk next month in McAllen. Money raised from the event goes to
fight hunger nationwide-and 25 percent stays in the Valley. Also, at
, Drop/F. .
Thanksgiving they join with local organizations to provide a hot meal
Biology
a11•..
for needy families.
' lncomn,
The Baptist Student Union has a variety of outreach projects. The
organization sponsors world-wide summer mission trips for members;
works in Mexico over Christmas break; is responsible for the
children's ministry at University Baptist Church, Edinburg; and
spreads the Gospel on campus both through personal contact and by
sponsoring a book table at the science quad.
The United Methodist Campus Ministry conducts Bible studies and
helps with group counseling at the Texas Youth Commission at the
Evans Regional Juvenile Center.
Alpha Kappa Psi members conduct highway cleanups, help with
the MDA telethon and Special Olympics, sponsor a bowl-a-thon and
wrap the palm trees for graduation.
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship takes food and toys once a
semester to a Mexican orphanage.
Intercollegiate Knights and Little Sisters are completely service
oriented. They paint the trash cans around campus, work with the
Rio Grande Children's Home outside Mission, adopt families at
Thanksgiving and Christmas, and help with the March of Dimes
Walkathon and MDA telethon.
Although college students keep busy juggling responsibilities of
school, part-time or often full-time jobs and family, there are those
who also commit time to these and other campus service projects.
would have liked to be remembered as a
We recognize Student Volunteer Day to show appreciation to those
philosopher. Having enjoyed many in'
students who have helped create the campus environment we enjoy
vigorating philosophy classes with Chris,
and we hope to spark the spirit of cooperation in others, maybe even Your clumsy hatchet job on Coach Wall as well as his spirited defense of his
was unappreciated. You took one quote, arguments, I feel he would have appreciyou.

S

,v,ath

B

recollections to be truthful. I want to
laugh at the jokes and stand u Pin the jeep
as he drove us to our fishing trip. I want
to see the amazement on his face again
when the fishing rod he had jammed
between the boards of the pier doubled
over. This time I want to study his
features so I can hold onto his memory
better.
hat I do remember is too
faded and I think I'm trying too hard to make it
real. Thelasttimelspoke
to him was at a family barbeque when he
invited my girlfriend and me to dinner at
his house. I remember feeling shocked
that he invited us. I don't know why I felt
that way. I do remember he smiled
approvingly at me. Before he died I
occasionally reminded my wife that we
were invited, but we never went for that
dinner.
All I can say now is that I remember he
invited me and it felt good.
I wonder if •there is an afterlife. I
wonder if there is a God. Maybe Chanel
is right; Bert is up there somewhere. I
hope she's right. Because it hurts to look
around knowing he's not here.

w
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Letters to the Editor

Players defend coach

The University of Texas-Pan American

Edinburg, Texas 78539

made out of frustration, during a long and
difficult season, and attempted to make a
judgment regarding the competency of
the whole man. We had hoped for better
from you. Let us tell you something: You
don't know what you're talking about.
Coach Wall is a great motivator. A lot of
us have felt like quitting. Coach Wall kept
us going. If you had ever come to a game
you might have known that.
We've got plenty of trouble with track
coaches and S.I.D.'s (sports information
director) taking shots at all of us from
behind protected rocks. We're doing the
best we can. We're sorry our record isn't
better. We can tell you that there are
better times ahead; the people who stuck
with us will enjoy it best.

Members of the Bronc basketball
team:

ated the philosopher label.
I remember Chris Leka best, though, as
a person who was welcome company in
most any circumstance. I have countless
memories of time spent with him debating topical issues, tackling symbolic logic
problems or simply playing pool. It is
with real sorrow that I realize we will all
be deprived of Chris' gregarious personality.
I hope that those who knew Chris will
contribute to the fund. I further hope that
the administrators of the fund will provide
the eventual scholarship recipients with
the guidance so critically needed as students make their way through the university environment. If that goal can be
accomplished, then Chris' legacy as an
actor and his unfortunate death, will not
simply be part of our collective memories.
Rather, Chris' life will continue to yield
positive results, something I am sure Chris
himself would have wanted
Enclosed please find my contribution to
the Chris Leka Theatre Scholarship Fund.
Edwin E. Aguilar

UJ'PA class of 1989

Chris Leka
Remembered
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An open letter to the drama department:
I would like to applaud the efforts of the
drama department in establishing the Chris
Leka Theatre Scholarship Fund. Given
Chris' we ll known inte rest in the theatre,
it is only fitting that such a fund be
established in his memory.
.
..
.
Like many others, I was fanuhar with
Chris' acting ability. I agree with William
Downing's comment in the Jan. 23rd issue
f Th p Am .
th
h th t Ch .
o
e an
en can, oug , a
ns

[Editor's note: The above letter is a
copy of the letter Aguilar sent to the
dramadepartment earlier this month.]

'Rude service' disappoints
I'm writing this letter regarding the rude
service the staff in charge of selling "Panorama" gave me.
As I walked into the office which allegedly sold "Panorama,• I found that nobody was attending it. I then proceeded
to leave 55 cents (it sells for 50 cents but
I did not have any change) and took one
copy of the magazine. All this took place
while the secretaries and clerks across the

room watched me do it. Not one second
after I grabbed the magazine, I was stopped
by one of these people. She rudely
explained to me that the next time I
wanted the magazine to search for an
attendant across the room (referring to
themselves) and never to take the liberty
to purchase a magazine without their
acknowledgement.
As I walked away my anger built up and
I decided to walk back and complain to
them. I explained to them, in their cozy,
little office, that what I did is the way it
works in a magazine stand, that I caused
no harm and if they did not like it, to have
an employee ready to serve the customers. Another of the secretaries in rage
went on to explain to me that this was not
a newsstand and therefore I should have
done as was explained. By this time, I'm
screaming that as long as they have an ad
for the sale of the magazine, they have
automatically transformed their office into
a newsstand and should conduct business
in such a manner.
I was not about to walk around looking
for help when I can do it myself without
causing any harm to anybody. She then
proceeds to tell me to get out of 'her'
office, after which I screamed some obscenities of which I am not proud of but
will not apologize.
The only thing I am sorry is that I did not
take their names down. I would not like
to generalize the behavior of the entire
"Panorama" staff because of a few rude ,
individuals. Needless to say I will still
continue to buy this fine magazine and at
the same time take the liberty of helping
myself.if unattended.
I ask dearly for the "Panorama" staff to
fix this awkward situation and to remind
these secretaries and clerks that it is our
student fees that are used to pay their
salaries. We the students are their collective 'bosses' and are tired of being treated
rude ly as worthless customers who disrupt their 'busy' schedules.
Name withheld by request
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econd part of the fa/11991 Dean's List
J:ditors .'.'iote: [~ben The Pan American printed the first part of
L t fall 1991 Dean's List last week, the article did not make clear
the names on the list were those "111,ith a -i.O GPA. The Pan
American regret.S the error. The follo"'ing names are from the -i.O
<.:,PA list, followed by students who made the 3.50-3.99 GPA list.]
< i the 12.466 students enrolled here last semester, 130 (1 percent)
e.1rf"led a 4.0 GPA and another 420 (3 percent) earned a 3.50-3.99 GP.\.
p.J( ing them on the dean's list, according to Registrar David Zuniga.
7le students who a 4 0 GPA are:
RIO GRA.XDE CTfY- Auristela Rodriguez Lung.
ROMA- :'>larco ..\. Soto.
S..\....._ BE."\TIO- Israel Flores. Sulema Flores.
SA...,_}LA."'i- Esteban Bram, Raquel Garcia. Elizabeth Ramirez. :'>licheal
~ Juglas Shawn.
,A.' \1A ELE..'li'A- San Juanita Garcia.
S..\..YrA ROSA- Theresa .-\nn Castaneda. Juanita R. Elizondo.Janet Ellen
~ -i11 ams .
SCUJVA.'Ii OTY- Joel Garza.
WESIACO- Janice Susan Casciato, .\lyrna Cuellar, \"irginia Garces. Jose
Raul Gutierrez, \'eronica Lopez, ~elda ..\. :'>lontano.
Al:S1Di- Teresa Lainani Baird.
FAI.FCRRIAS- Priscilla Gutierrez
MO:",-ilOE, IA.- :'>!elissa J. Ha..xon.
REThOSA., Mexico- Sonia :'>lont.serrat Estrada. '.\orma Angelica Ruiz.

Students listed on t.lie 3.50 to 3.99 honor roll are:
AIAMO- Jose \'. Cancino, Jason Scoa Cerelli, Linda Gail Gonzales,
Bctzy .-\. Lara, William Charles .\lacDonald, Kelly Jean :'>loore, Jesus .\loya,
..\racelis Rendon, Ilsa Idela Trevino, .\largarita Cerda \'elasquez, Linda
\'illareal , Joel Isquierdo.
BRO~~SVIIJ..E- Jose Sergio Perez, Leticia Rendon.
COMBES- Pamela· Yveue Yillareal.
D01';',A- A.rsenio Alfaro Jr., .Myrna G. Cantu, Alfred Castillo Jr., Kenneth
James Foltz, Stephen Ellis Franklin, Gloria Guzman, Juan :'>lartinez, Jesus
.\1edeles, Rafael Perez, Rosalinda Rosalez, Elias Tre\'inO, .\lario Yanez,
r arlos Yerena, Tina .\lay Zapata.
EDCOt:OI- Paula Jean King, Ramon Rodriguez.
ED.c\'B~"RG- Ismael Aguilar, Rebeca Albarran , Da\·id Ian ..\.rmstrong,
Do ra Linda Arteaga, Kimberly Gayle Atv,ood, Roel Badillo, Zoraida
Barrera , Beth Anne Barton, Gloria Benavidez, Ch.ristopher P. Bingham,
!'(aren Theresa Calderon, Myrna Carrillo, Eric Ivan Chapa, Sean G.
Chapman, Laura Estella Chavana.
DaYid Chavez, Tech Hui Chia, Christopher John Clark, Hilda Cuellar,
:'>lartin Cuellar, Crystal Lanee Davila, Annabel Dominguez, Hesham
Elnahal, Ricardo E.stimbo, Elda Flores, :\'orma Linda Gamboa, Andres
Garcia, Cynthia Garcia, Humberto Garcia, Susana Garcia, Herlinda Garza,
Joel Ashley Garza, :--.-eil David Garza.
Peter A. Golleck, Rodolfo Gomez, Irma Gonzalez, Juan .\lartin Guerra,
Lcnsda Lynette Guerra, Gloria E. Guzman, Jamie R. Hernandez, ~·ee
K1eun Hoo, Eberardo Leal, Jose Angle Leal, Eduardo ..\nd.res Longoria,
Lisa Dolores Longoria, Lorraine Lopez, .\!aria D . Lopez, Elsa G. Lorenzo,
:'>lelissa Christine J\lacheska, Gilbert .\lart'.inez.
.'.laria .-\mparo :'>lartinez, Elizabeth .\lora, .\la!'lha ~elly Munoz, Donald
Domingo ~ega, Jaime A. Olivarez, :--.-orma Jean Olivarez, .\!aria Alicia
Ortiz, Sand.ra .\I. Paredes, Angela Perez, Bruce Allen Peterson, Jose Luis
Ramirez, ~orma L. Trevino Ramos, Keila Rod.riguez, .\lonica Rodriguez,
Rachel L. Rodriguez, Ruben E. Saenz, Richard Saldana, Ad.rian Salinas,
Betty Lou Talbott, Angela Christine ~ 'ade, Sean C. Wrinkle, .'.!aria
:'>lagdalena Zarate, Yesenia Zecca.
ELSA- Jose Alberto Acuna, Enrique Hinojosa, \ 'eronica Hinojosa, Eliza
.\loreno, Cynthia .\lunoz, Jose G. Ramos, Sonia Ri\'era, Isabel Garza
Salazar.
GARCL\SVIIJ..E- Heberto Garza, Zoila Martinez.
HARGilL- Rosa E. Cantu, A.rnolfo Lerma.
l-lARIL"'GEN- Juana Aide Almazan, Dionis Scott Amstutz, Claudia
Barcenas, Claudia L. Garza, ?\!aria S. Renteria Gonzalez, Deborah Haden,
..\nthony Joseph Hi.II, Cary J. Hudso n, Donald Shane Hurley, Rogelio
\laganaJr., Teresa Ann Mireles, Roberto .\lo raies, Sherry Lynn Payne, Irma
Leticia Perez, Sandra Rios, Laura C. Schell, Eric Paxton Warner.
HIDALGO- Yesenia Ayala, Claudia Caballero, .\!aria Elizabeth J\lille r.
IA BIANCA- Flor E. Martinez.
IA FERIA- Bonnie Sue Burbach , Arturo Reyes Jr., '.\ora Imelda Sanchez.
IA JOYA- Reuben Farias, Lisa Judith Flores, .'.larivel Eliza Gonzalez,
.\lonica A. Gonzalez.
IA VILIA- David H. Elizondo, Sergio A. San Martin.
1...11'\'N- Marleen M. Martinez, Enrique P. Molina.
LOS FRESNOS- Margaret Perez.
LYFORD- San Juana Yzaguirre Infante.
McA.I..LL'\1- Abigail Acevedo, lindbhe rg David Ake, Ricardo A. Alarcon,
Joseph Anthony Allen, Vicente Hi.II Alvarez, Cynthia Barre ra, Karen K.
Bennett, Lucy Annette Bily, Chaiyaporn J\-1. Boonmahanark, Robin L.
Je ffreys Bullard, Jerald Ralph Buller, Me lva Lidia Camacho, Mario Canales,
San Juanita Cantu, James A. Capp, Eusebio Castillo Jr., Selene Castillo,
Jo rge A. Cavazos, Jamie M. Chen, Teresa Mae Chiles.

.\lichelle Dav.n Claflin. Jose Cruz Jr .. :'>lichelle :'>larino Deering . .\la!'lha
.\!. de la Cruz, .\!iriam J. de! Bosque. Leticia :'>!arie de los Santos. Patricia

de los Santos, Gloria Dimas, Joseph Christopher Dizdar Jr .. Ste,·en Arthur
Dominguez, Brenda Day Dowell, GaY E. Dunlap, Julie Lmn Erps.
Rosema.rv June Faust, Ana E. Fuentes. Paula Flores. Edna I,·ect Ga.rcia.
Elizabeth Garcia, Gilda .\!arie Garza Garcia. Juan :'>!anuel Garcia Jr.. :'>!aria
Guadalupe Garcia.
Julian J. Garza, .\lelissa Garza, :--.-orma :'>la.rgoc Garza. :'>lagda Gomez.
:'>laritza Gonzalez, \'anessa .M. Guerra . .\lonique Y. James. Reynaldo Jasso
Jr .. Jean Hinz Johnson, Patricia Lynn Johnson. Debra Deann Key. Cindy
Lee Lawrence, .\!aria Teresa Liguez, Lucrecia Littlejohn. Cristobal Joel
Longoria. :'>!arcela Longoria, Ivette Lozano. Laura Ann :'>!acLaird.
Delia S. .\!agdaleno, Gladys L. Mariscal, .\!aria Tomasita .\!artinez, Steve
_\lien .\lcCaffiry, John .\Janning .\lcLeod, Enrique :'>!illan, :'>!artina Perez
:'>!ontano, Robert E. .\!oore, Sandra .\!orales, Todd D . \!organ. Robert Scott
:'>!ullis, Ana Cecilia '.\a varrece, Raquel :\'a varro, Tiffany L. Odom, Stephanie
Faith Ost.
Berta Oyervides, SylYia Oyervides, Eric Hayes Patkowski, .\lark Ricardo
Ramirez. Jose E. Rios, Homero Rivas II, Du fray Lerida Rodas, Claudia Edith
Rcxiriguez, Edwin .\!iguel Rodriguez, Xavier Saaved.ra, Siomara Saenz,
Jorge Gilberto Sainz, Raquel Salazar, .\!aria C. Sams, Stella Ann Sanchez,
Carla G. San .\!artin.
.\lindy Celene Sch.roeder, Tracy Lynn Slayton Self, .\lartha _.\, Sesin,
Todd \\'illiam Shampoe, Patricia Lynn SharkeY, Dorothy E. Shelton, Jose
Luis Sih·a, Kelly..\. Snyder, Shona L. Peterson Stephens, Lori C. Szucs, Cari
_.\nn Tanksley, Sheree Lisa Thomas, .-\my Sue Tobola, Isela Tre,·ino,
YYonne .\!. \'illegas l.:ribe, Olvia S. \'alladares, Gladys \'argas, Carlos
\'illalon Jr. , Sharon Lee Walker, Jeremy S. \\.illiams, Tomas C. Yanez,
Patricia Zamora.
MERCEDES- Paul E...\mold, Jimmie Elizabeth Carev, :'>la!'lha Sosa
Hinojosa, Rosalinda \ 'illalobos Lopez, Laura Lucio .\lartinez. :\"ancy
Rhodes, San Juanita Gonzalez Soto, '.\elda I. \'asquez, .\!aria Leticia
\ ·illarreal.
MISSIO~- Xa\·ier ..\cevedo, \'ictor ..\li, Jose Luis ..\.re,·alo, .\lanuel J.
Atilano, ..\.raceli Avila, Rachel A. Canales, Antonio Cano, Jose :'>!. Cantu,
Luis A Chaire , .\!ary Elizabeth Clark, Charlene Dee Coch.ren, Debora L.
H0)1 Crouch, Ana .\!aria Curtis, ..\nd.res '.\. de la Garza, Josephine de los
Santos, Dina Lee Esqueda.
.\!onica Flores, .\!aria G. Frias, .\!aria:\'. Garcia, Anna .\!aria Garza, Rene
Gonzalez, Ped.ro Guajardo, Rolando Guerrero, \'eronica Guzman, Timothy S. Holmsley, Paula K. Lange, Yesenia Laurel, ~orma Linda Longoria,
Beatriz Lopez, .\!ayra Lopez, Sylvia L. .\lartinez, Karleen A .\lathers,
~inette Ochoa.
Piedad Pena, Criselda Perez, Letha Joanne Ramirez.John Reed, Yvonne
Reyna, Isabel Salazar, .\laribel Salazar, Roxanna :'>!aria Salinas, .\lanuela
Sanchez, :'>laria Elena Sanchez, BerthaJilma Torres, .\laribel \'illareal,Jerry
Flores.
OL\IITO- Eddie Garcia.
PHARR- :'>!arc Alvarez, Jose L. Barberena, Barton B. Bickerton,
Ch.ristina E. Cano, Joe ::--.:oe Cavazos, Rosa .\!. Cruz, Claribel .\I. Garcia,
Jorge Augusto Garza, J\lartin Garza, Tony B. Garza, \\'ilma Jane Johnson,
Josue Ledezma,
_.\licia J\lartinez,
Raul .'.!artinez Jr., Saul ~lartinez, Jose
•
,__T_
',
..\ngel Mendoza, . eTita S. Mora.
Oliva Olivarez, Irma A..ida Perez, Linda Yvonne Tagle Perez, '.\orma A.
Puente, Fredy A. Sanguinetti Jr., John A. Spicer, Ricardo Tamez, .\laribel
Tovar, .'.laryanne Tovar, Pearline Willman, Diana R. 'tbanez.
PROGRESO- Jose Luis Gonzalez.
RAYMO"i>VILLE- Debra L. Bingham, Judy .\I. Kochert, Pe rry Lee
J\layall, Angelica Reyna, Jonathan Paul ~·ehrmeister.
RIO GR.AJ.',i>E OTY- Araceli Alaniz Andrade , J\!elba D. Cantu, Josie
Lopez, Yolanda .\!artinez, Cecilia E. Rodriguez, Efrain Carrera, Gilberto
Garcia, Beatriz Griego, .\largaret J. Labar :'>lolina, Aide J\lagdalena Perez.
ROMA- Jo-Ann Barrera, Vanessa .\I. Guerra, Laura Isela Infante, Eden
Ramirez, Jesus A. Saenz.
SA.'li BE..',TIO- Lisa Jane Bocaneg.ra, Ricardo Guzman, James Riley
Kilgore, Ped.ro Lopez, Patricia J\-1. Rodriguez, Jennifer Scogin, James D.
Sojak, Debra 1barra .
SA.~ JUAN- Adelaida E. Bravo, Don Gonzales, Jorge Antonio Gonzalez
Jr., Carlos R. Latin, Cynthia M. .\!ad.rigal, Ch.ristian L. Josefina Palacios, Eric
\'inson Perkins, Raul Humberto Yzaguirre.
SEBASTIA.."l- Dahlia Carranco.
SULLIVA."l OTY- Alvaro Garcia, Osiel Martinez.
WESIACO- Lisa Armendariz, Alicia Cardenas, .\!area Elva Delgado, Jose
Arturo de los Santos, .Maria Avila Galvan, A.raceli Garza, Heriberto Garza,
Sandra Garza.Jimmy Gonzalez, Selene Horta, DeborahJasso, Elisa Corina
Juarez, Jaime B. Lopez, Jaime Orlando Lopez, Marly .\lacedo J\-loran,
Gloria Ann Olivarez, Mona Luna Palmer, Elisa Pena, Marina Perez,
Ricardo Perez, Mathew F. Stephenson, Geneva Turrubiates, Leonardo
Zepeda Jr.
AUS~- Lucia Amparo Cantu-Woodley.
~

~
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20 The Accounting Society will sponsor '"Meet the Senator
Hour," Senator Eddie Ludo, from noon to 1 p.m. in B..\ 110. For
information call Delia Garza 381-3383 or 380-16-5 .
•
Dr. Bob Edwards, UI'PA Biology and noted Ichthyologist, will giYe a program on endangered fishes of Texas at - :30 p.m.,
for more information call 968-32-5.

21

TASP Workshop for writing. 1:45 p .m. to 4:45 p .m..

Student Services Building. Fee is S10 each workshop or S25 for
reading. math and writing. For information, go b,· Counseling
..\dnsement Center, SSB 510.
•
Bronc Baseball team v. Sam Houston, 4 p.m., at Jody
Ramse,· Stadium.

22 TASP test date. For information. go by the Counseling
..\d\'isement Center, SSB 510.
•
Bronc Baseball team v. Sam Houston, 4 p .m ., at Jody
Ramse:, Stadium.
•
Lady Bronc Basketball team v. South Alabama, 5 p.m.,
in the Fieldhouse.
•
Men's Basketball team v. Jacksonville, - :30, in the
Fieldhouse .

23

Catholic Communion service, nooninthecampuschapel.
Bronc Baseball team v. Illinois, noon, at Jody Ramsey

•

Stadium.

24

Lady Bronc Basketball v. Praireview A&M, - p .m., in the

Fieldhouse.
•
The L niversicy .\lainstage presents, "The Frogs," by
Aristophanes and adapted by Stephen Sondheim, 8 p .m ., Feb. 24
&25 are Pan .-\m nights. One validated student ID v.ill allow one
student and a visitor in free . Only valid on Pan Am nights, only in
the C..\S Theatre. For more information call 381-3581.

25

On .\lainstage "The Frogs" 8 p.m. Pan .-\m night in the C.-\S

Theatre.

26

"The Frogs" at 8 p .m . only one person allowed with one ID

in the C.-\S Theatre.

27

.\!ovie, "Focus on 1900-1909, " 7 p .m., Edinburg Public

Library.

•
Solidarity, a student democratic socialist feminist
o rganization, will have]. Quinn Brisben, Presidential candidate for
the Socialist Party L.S.A., speak noon to 1 p.m. in L-\ 101.
•
REHAB student club, (reach, educate, help, advocate and
broaden (minds), will meet at 5 p.m. in :\"ursing Bldg. 214. All are
welcomed to anend for more information contact Tom Shefci.l 381,
2291.
•
"The Frogs" at 8 p.m. Feb. 27, 28, 29 in the CAS Theatre
students will be seated as space permits.

March
3 SAVE the Earth Organization, (Students Association for a
\ 'iable Ecology for The Earlh), will meet noon to 1:00 p .m ., in PSB
103 .

Deadline for submission is 3 p.m.

Luesday at Emilia Hall
DALIAS- Windy A. Schmidt.
DENTON- Luis Chavez Jr.
LOCKHART- Loy Taylor Gillis.
PREMONT- Jimmy A. Garza.
SAN ANfONIO- .\lark S, Hudson.
VICTORIA- Jarlene Sherice Martin.
HOLIAND , Mich. - Maribel Carrizales.
MAYWOOD, NJ.- Eugene William Ruvere.
WARDEN, Wash. - :\"orma I. Martinez.
REYNOSA, Mexico- Katinka M. Evaristo.

i
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
PATO PLATE

g WHITE FLOUR

..
H
.. PATOS
..

_______

.._

_.

TRY'E M, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

RANCHERO BEANS AND
A 16 OZ. COKE

ONLY $2.99

when you can have aball?
The 6" Meatball Sub Only

A
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Summer Classic Clothing

~~a•

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

Silk • Cotton • Linen
presented by Au Natural
featuring HARLINGEN'S TOP FEMALE MODELS

·-..,

Hair by ALBERT

$1 BAR DRINK TILL 1

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

1

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) .............. .. . , ..... , ........ ,, ..
McALLEN (Bua. 83) . ..................................
McALLEN (N. 10th) ................. , ............ . ....
EDINBURG ........... . . ... . ..... . ... ... ... ....... .. .
BROWNSVILLE ....... .. .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... ..
MISSION . . .. ... .. ........................ ...........
WESLACO .. . . ... . . , ......................... . ... ...
HARLINGEN ............ . ........ , ......... , . .... , ...

682-3176
687-8269
682•1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

$3.00 Long Islands till 10:00
$1.50 Bar Drinks till 10:15
$1.00 Schnapps All Night

Why settle for apatty

2 BEEF or CHICKEN PATOS,
.........rT.,,.,·:,-:: :=-=
:=
: :=:_.,:,-:,.., ·:=-=:==-=-=-=err-.:~·
SP ANIS H RICE,
::

• citing Saturday

21+ NO COVER TILL 10:30

j

EtPATO

100.

. (ICfOU

618 N.10th McAllen 630,,4376

from UTPA)

102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625

HNAPP ALL NI

Make-Up by KAREN & SUE

21+ NO COVER
TILL

10:30

'Frogs' leap into theatre next week

Phillip Lo:r.ano

Omar I. Rodriguez

Sta.ff

Entertainment Editor

Lou Reed; "Magic and Loss;" produced by Lou
Reed and Maille Rathke ; Sire (9 26662-4).

TheFrop; adapted by Stephen
Sondheim and Burt Shevelove,
directedbyMarlanF.Monta, ~
reographed by Doria Davila, sets
by J. Paul Roberts, costumes by
IJnda Alexander, music direc•
tlon by Danna Skipping; starring Jeff Marquis, Cindy Ransom, Carter Robinson, Mark
Watson, Chavez Ransom, Sean
Roberts, Ruben RamJrez.
The croaking of frogs seems commonplace enough, but croaking amphibians on stage? The University
Theatre will retell Aristophanes',
• "The Frogs," as a musical next week.
The Stephen Sondheim and Burt
Shevelove adaptation runs Feb. 2429 at 8 p.m. and March 1 at 2 p.m.
Sondeim and Shevelove ("A Funny
1bing Happened on the Way to the
Forum") transform Aristophanes'
"Frogs" into a slap-stick smorgasbord. Director Marian F. Monta has
assembled .a cast of veterans and
newcomers to keep the play's reputation for gut-splitting humor alive.
The play begins with theatre veteranJeff ("Arnadeus") Marquis playing Dionysus, father of both drama
and wine, entering Hades to retrieve a dead playwright to revitalize Athenian drama. Dionysus then
has to chose between George Bernard Shaw and William Shakespeare.
Mark Watson, a returning actor,
plays Shaw while Chavez Ransom

courtesy of The University Theatre

M~linda Marroquin, Jeff Marquis, and Diane Salter are featured In
'Frogs,' playing Feb. 24-March 1 at the University Theatre.
plays Shakespeare.
Cindy ("Murder in Mind") Ransom plays the foolish slave xanthias.
Carter Robinson pulls double shifts
as he plays both Charon, the boatman of Hades, and Dionysus'
"Uncle," Pluto. Pluto's janitor,
Aeakos, is played by Sean Roberts.
Ruben Ramirez plays the hulking
Herakles.
Doria ("Kiss Me Kate") Avila
choreographs the dance numbers
for "Frogs." Avila, who prides the
Rio Grande Valley Ballet, will lead
the flipper-footed chorus line.
Following the Sunday matinee,
March 1, is a complimentary reception for friends of Ruth Owings
Blalock. The public is invited to
attend this celebration.
The Theatre's current season will

conclude in April with a musical
version of •wind in the Willows,"
sponsored by Whataburger.
"1be Frogs• begins Monday 24
and will continue through Saturday
29 at 8 p.m. and March 1 at 2 p.m at
the University Theatre. Monday
and Tuesday are Pan American
Nights. Any student with a validated ID may enter free of charge
and bring in a friend free of charge.
After Tuesday night, only one person can enter free with an ID.
Staff, students, and faculty are
welcome to attend. Starting Wednesday night, tickets are $8. No children under third grade are admitted.
For more information call the
University Theatre box office at
381-3581.

Folkloric group to perform
with professional artists
The UTPA Folkloric Dance Company along with guest artists Dahlia
Guerra, Gerardo Negrete, and
Enrique Iglesias, will present "Festival Dances of Spain" Feb. 29 at 8
p.m. andagainonMarch 1, at2p.m.
in the Fine Arts Auditorium. The
two performances will feature a
company of 24 university students
along with the three professional
artists.
Guest artist, Dahlia Guerra, a soloist with the Valley Symphony Orchestra, will make her seventh appearance with the UTPA Folkloric
Dance Company. Guerra, a Valley·
native, began piano study at age
seven with Yolanda Hinojosa of
Edinburg. As a student and scholarship recipient at Pan American
University, ·s he studied with Eugenia
McMullen, was a featured soloist
with the Valley Symphony Orchestra, and graduated with honors in
1976. Guerra continued her studies
with Alfred Mouledous at Southern
Methodist University, earning
Master's degrees with highest honors in Piano Pedagogy (teaching)
and Piano Performance. She then
returned to Pan Am for further study
with John Raimo of the department
of Music. Guerra recently founded
and is presently directing the University Mariachi group.
Also featured for the seventh year
will be Gerardo Negrete, a professional Flamenco guitarist from
Mexico City. Negrete, a native of
Mexico City, has studied extensively
in Spain and throughout Europe
with some of the best flamenco
guitarists. As a youngster, Negrete
was a bullfighte r.

Enrique Iglesias, a professional
vocal and dance artist from Mexico
City, will make his third appearance
with the dance company. Iglesias,
a world known Spanish "cantor• is
presently performing with the famous Spanish Pilar Riojas Company
of Mexico City. Iglesias has toured
Russia, Mexico, and the United States
extensively and has studied in Spain
with ·the famous "El Cojo."
The dance will offer a lively combination of live traditional music
and authentic dances. The first
section of the concert will feature
folk and classical Spanish numbers
such as "Jota Viva Navarro" and the
popular "Boda de Luis Alonzo."
Guerra will accompany the dancers
in "Alegria Las Salinas" and "Farruca."
1be second section of the concert
will include a suite of numbers
which emphasize the rhythmical
patterns characteristic of flamenco
dances of southern Spain. Other
pieces will be performed.
·
The dance company is under the
artistic direction ofFrancisco Alvarez
Munoz, Mary Garza Munoz, and
Amilda Thomas, founder/director.
The public is invited to the two
concerts. Adult tickets are on sale at
the Chambers of Commerce in
Edinburg, Pharr, McAllen, Mission,
Harlingen, Weslaco, Melharts Music Center in McAlle n, the Valley
Chamber of Commerce in Weslaco,
and the UTPA Box Office. Adult
tickets are $6 advance sale, and $7
at the door. Students, staff, faculty,
and children under 12 pay $2 at the
door.
For more information call 3813501.
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CASI II
ON GOOD GRADES.

alfff
1(11£
REGULAR H/C $6.

~

STUDENTS H/C $4.
Open Mon. · S.L 8:30 1.m. to 6:30 p.m.

0 .380-2239
·

NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME ~
NOW!
~

Brooks International, Inc.
P.O. Box 6880605
Orlando FL 32868

'WV

~, ours
Sincerely
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

The mystery of "death" has always been a source
of verse for the average art-rocker, like the poet
before him; witness Jim Morrison. He made an entire
career crafting pop songs out of his fascination with
the great unknown before his willful self-destruction.
Lou Reed prefers to witness from afar, however.
His previous LP, "Songs For 'Drella" (with John Cale),
served as a eulogy for his friend and patron Andy
Warhol. "Magic and Loss," another in the series of
story-albums he began with "New
York," examines, with unflinching grief, the deaths of two other
friends.
Opening with the dirge "What's
Good,• Reed weaves his careworn vocals through an energetic
guitar arrangement, bemoaning
life without a loved one. The next
two tracks examine the condition
of death by cancer, one by the
observer and the other by the
victim. In "Power And Glory,"
Reed marvels at the radiation treatments, singing "1be same power
that burned Hiroshima...shrunk
to the size of a nickel to help him
regain his breath.•
In "Magician" he takes on the persona of the cancer
victim, an unbeliever praying for a miracle. "I hate
this painful body that disease has slowly worn
away.. .inside I'm young and vital...Inside I'm alive,
please take me away."
In "Sword of Damocles" Reed again takes the
observer position, crafting a melody that is haunting
and heartfelt to accompany the description of his

powerlessness to help his friend. "Radiation kills
both good and bad, it cannot differentiate ... this
drawn out torture over which part of you lives is
very hard to take:
"Goodby Mass" and "Cremation" detail the
funeral and the denial of grief. He imagines his
friend joking at his own memorial, "Isn't this
something... tomorrow I'm smoke."
The bulk of the reaming songs deal with Reed's
emotional recovery from death. In "Dreaming"
he holds on to his friend's memory, running
images through his mind as if he fears forgetting.
"No Chance• details the regret and guilt of not
having said goodbye. "Warrior King" unleashes
his anger at the dead for dying and causing him
so much pain. "Harry's Circumcision•· digresses
into self-pity.
The healing begins in "Gassed
And Stoked," with Reed forgiving himself for not being there
at the end. He calls up his
friend's old phone number by
mistake repeatedly, until he realizes that "this is no longer a
working number, baby." He
lets go.
After a reprise of "Power And
Glory," Reed concludes with the
title cut "Magic and Loss," his
summation and absolution. He
comes to the resolution that , of
course, Death is a part of Life.
Lou Reed "There's a bit of magic in everything and then some loss to even
things out•
It would go without saying that this is Lou
Reed's most personal album. Rather than trying
to create a series of marketable singles, he has
opted to indulge in a kind of musical literature, a
sort of album-novel. 1bis suits his theme and his
catharsis. Magic And Loss is a rare document and
a compelling musical work.

Roadhouse. Texas Tornadoes perFor you country fans, Diamond form the same day at the Villa Real.

'1603 W. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F, EDINBURG

ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$800 every week Free Details: SASE to

Reed interprets death in 'Magic and Loss'

TELEPHONE REGISTRATION

SUMMER I, SUMMER II AND FALL 1992 SEMESTERS

If you 're a freshman or sophomore with good
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They
also pay off with leadershiP, experience and officer
credentials impre~ive to future employers.

ALL SUTUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND

MANDATORY ADVISEMENT
FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 6, 1992

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact your "MAJOR" Department
early for an appointment.
Find out more. Contact Major Gary L. LaFevers, Southwick Hall, Room 204, (512) 381-3600.
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SPORTS

Broncs sweep 2 doubleheaders from Panthers
David Hinojosa
Sports E"'tor
After winning two of three tough battles against l.:TSan Antonio two weeks ago, the Bronc baseball team
won with much more ease last weekend by sweeping
a four-game series against Prarie View A&M.
l.:TPA took a pair a doubleheaders-winning 9-0
and 10-7 on Friday and 15-4 and 9-0 on Saturday.
l.:TPA Head Coach Al Ogletree said he was pleased
with his team's play, particularly its defense on Saturday. The Broncs showed some unusual solid defensive play--committing just one error in the series' final
two games.
"It's always good to be on the top side of things," he
said. "On Saturday, we only had one error. That was
good to see.•
Sean Hickman struck out 11, matching a career-high,
and allowed only two hits to pace l.:TPA to a 9-0 win
in Friday's first game.
Offensively, the Broncs were carried by .Mike Eiffert's
2-for-4 performance. The senior designated hitter also
drove in four of the nine runs on a couple of two-hit
singles. Eiffert's first hit gave the Broncs a 3-0 lead in
the first inning. The second, which came in the sixth,,
brought in the final runs.
Clint Morrison batted in two hits, including one on
a triple in the fifth that brought in Travis Stolle.
Aaron Salsman allowed seven earned runs, seven
walks and six hits to notch the loss for the Panthers.
Whoever told Bronc Head Coach Al Ogletree he
·w ouldn't have any power this season, should've seen
Friday's second game.
The Broncs cracked four home runs, three of which
were consecutive in the bottom of the sixth. With the

The Pan American/Tony Mercado

Bronc centerfielder Clint Morrison slides safely into third after hitting a triple while Prairie View A&M's
Brandon Krushall awaits the throw during the fifth Inning of Friday's first game. UTPA won 9-0.
Broncs up 7-6, .Mark Reeves, Scott Pederson and Jimmy
Eby each slammed homers into left field for some
insurance going into the last inning.
Bart Bickerton allowed six hits through 5 2/ 3 innings
for the victory. Rodd Kurtz notched the save.
Dean Schwartz allowed 10 runs, nine of them
earned, and 12 hits in five-plus innings for the loss.
The Broncs took advantage of a depleted pitching

staff from the Panthers en route to a 15-4 victory, which
was called off by Prairie View Head Coach John
Tankersley in the fifth inning, in Saturday's first game.
Panther pitchers .Marcus Wesley, Christopher Deal,
Archie Richmond and Bruce Shepard walked a total of
16, threw five wild pitches and knocked down three
hitters before Tankersley had seen enough.

Tankersley, trying to save Yuri Hall for the final game
of the series, sent out Schwartz to replace Shepard.
Schwartz was the losing pitcher of Friday's second
game, in which he pitched for five-plus innings while
allowing 12 hits and 10 runs. But, Tankersley requested the game be stopped because of the shortage
of able-bodied pitchers.
The Broncs' 15 runs came courtesy of only five hits.
The big blow was Morrison's second homer of the
season, a 365-foot grand slam, that highlighted a
seven-run fourth inning.
Eby slugged four runs-baned-in-one on a fielder's
choice in the first, another one on a bases-loaded hit
batsman in the second and two more on a fifth inning
single.
Ranucci collected two hits and scored a run.
Every Bronc batter, except Ranucci, drew at least
one walk. Stolle and .Michael Edwards each collected
three.
Eiffert 0-1) pitched the complete-game victory for
l:TPA. \'{"esley (0-1) was tagged for the loss after giving
up six runs in one-plus innings.
Mike Dear took a perfect-game into the fifth inning
and a no-hitter into the sixth and Armando Fuentes
slammed a pair of two-run <lingers to lead the Broncs
to a 9-0 win that closed out the four-game series in
Saturday's second game.
Dear (2-0) retired the first 14 batters before second
baseman Edgar Salazar was charged with an error after
bobbling the ball that was hit far to the right side by
Clarence Grimes.
Jonathan Parker hit a solid shot up the middle in the
sixth, that ended Dear's no-hit bid.
Fuentes opened the scoring in the first with a deep
shot that sailed into the net in left field. The second
homer came in the fifth with another hoz:ner that also
found it's way into the left field net.
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Rebollar makes Pan Am golf history
with victory at Monterrey Invitational

:::

·.•

collegiate tournament, and this be- Bronc team to an 895 fourth place
ing my last semester of eligibility, it finish in the tournament.
was
a big factor, other than the
:\'orth Texas won the 23-team
Sports E"'tor
prestige of the tournament," Rebollar event with a score of 880. Texas
said.
Tech was second with 887, folDaniel Rebollar fired a 4-under
TonyGuerrero,
Bronc
head
coach
lowed by Southwest Texas at 892.
par 212 becoming the first Bronc
and
tournament
organizer,
was
Sun Belt Conference foes Lamar
golfer to win the 20th Annual Interpleased
with
Rebollar's
perforand
South Alabama ended up at the
national Intercollegiate Invitational
mance.
sixth
(898) and ninth (904), respecGolf Tournament las~ weekend at
"The
most
1rriportant'tlting'
is
he's"'
tively.
the 6;900 yard, par 72 Club
Bronc golfers finishing behind
always thinking," he said. "He's
Campestre Golf Course in
very
disciplined.
He
had
no
eagles,
Rebollar
in the 104-player field inMonterrey, Mexico.
but
he
was
very
consistent."
eluded
Genaro
Davila and Charles
Going into the final hole of the
For
the
tournament,
Rebollar
shot
Yoo,
who
tied
with
four other for
tournament, Rebollar was 1-up over
a
71
on
Thursday,
a
69
on
Friday
17th
(225).
Steve
Bazan
andJoakim
North Texas' Mike Mccaffrey.
and
a
72
on
Saturday.
He
also
sank
Peterson
tied
nine
others
for 76th
Rebollar hit what he considered his
Daniel
Rebollar
a
30-foot
putt
on
Thursday
to
add
to
(236).
best shot in the tournament-a chip
Rounding out the top five indishot that stopped within four feet of birdied the hole to win the tourna- his 60-footer on Friday.
Guerrero
considered
the
win
his
victual
finishers include Dennis
ment by two strokes.
the hole.
biggest
thrill
in
20
years.
Hillman
from Tulsa, who finished
"One of my goals was to win a
McCaffrey parred while Rebollar
Rebollar joined some elite com- third, with a score of 216. Tom
pany with the tournament win. PGA Keney from swr was fourth with
golfers Ben Crenshaw and Tom 217. Chance Blythe of Texas Tech,
Kite from the University of Texas, Bob Kalinowski of Colorado and
Hal Sutton from Centenary and Fred Bren Snortland of Lamar tied for
Couples of the Gniversity of Hous- fifth with a 219.
ton are previous winners of the
The next scheduled meet for the
Monterrey event.
golf team is the Stephen F. Austin
Rebollar's performance paced the Invitational in Nacogdoches.
Pregnancy Testing

David Hinojosa

Do
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Meed,,,

Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

Professiona[
Screenprinting ·
& rr'ropliies

-,
•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082

MULTI COLOR PRINTING• ATHLETIC SPORTS WEAR
T-SHIRTS• CAPS• AIRBRUSHING• MURALS• LOGOS
1414 W. UNIVERSITY DR.• EDINBURG, TX 78539

(216 N. 12th)

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

383-4900

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N . Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

C:

Ask for Robert Beattie or Walter De La Rosa

DELI
ELECTRONIC TAX FILING

j'or j'aster ~funa $ $ $

MONEY
· FOR
COLLEGE

MEETINGS CATERED
DELI TRAYS • PRICES VARY

Dine In• Take Out• We Deliver
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9: a.m.-1:30

Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid

p.m.

12 3 E. McIntyre on the Square

Phone: 380-1474

TAXES INCLUDED IN OUR PRICES

For Fast Delivery, Call Early

(512) 687-7225
*From IRS Direct Deposit Acceptance

$25 to students w/UTPA I.D.

• EayTolJH - ,..mateh<4>S1WenlSl0
awa>ds based on rlom1a11on prtM<i.d
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Caraveo
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left-handed students. ~. .aoors.
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Hair Center

• G1aran. . - - WIii fin:l at leas1 . ...,,
&OI.M'c»c of pnvatt wc:tor Wnoat aid.
or ,.. MIi ratunl 'fOJf money

"A Great Cut at a Great Price!"

For more infOC'mahon and our FREE
brochure, please complete and mail
the coupon below.

Haircuts

----------

WHY WAIT?

5111 N. 10th Street
McAllen, TX 78504

381-9335

• Comp,9tw . . tw ~ - ,,,,_ 200,000
ksl'"9S 19P,_. CNflt S10 b<lloon n pr!llllle
--,r IIIW10al ..S

DIRECT DEPOSIT
REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS
(As Little As 24 Hrs!!*)

Mm

Locked Out?

~ Wecanhelp
~ youfind

BUSY CORNER

$3.00

Please send FREE scholarship

I informat10n to:

I,_ ____ _____

Perms

I1

(long hair extra)

I

CAy _

I

Phare l

I

I
I

$9.99

- - -- - - -_ -z.o _
_

_ _ _ _ SIII,

Mon - Sat

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

v~~ScN,c, _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!_ __

_ __

_

_

911 East University
(Across 1rom Auto Zone)

Mail To:

Edinburg, Tx

COLLEGE FINANCIAL RESEARCH

RT. 2, BOX 81-A

I

L!:!_A~~!~~_.,~_ _J

383-7792
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Men's basketball

Netters dominate .
UTSA tournament

UTPA notches victory
over Florida Atlantic,
breaks 12-game streak
20 minutes of play, the Broncs went
David Hunter
to the locker room with an eightStaff
point lead and a title wave of momentum at their backs.
Coming into the second half the
Most UTPA students missed a rare
thing last Saturday--a Bronc victory. wave w as still surging as the Broncs
In front of a sparse crowd of 626, stretched the lead to 13 points.
the men's basketball team won its Chris Jones slammed the ball on
third game of the year against Florida two more times to keep the Owls at
Atlantic University, 67-66 breaking bay. Then, UTPA had some problems.
a 12-game losing
"We made
streak.
some misThe victory
We're real pleased with the takes when
ups the Broncs
we had a
record to 3-21 for win. I don't care how it
chance to pull
the season, while looked. It had to help the
the lead out to
the Owls, from
15 and it hurt
Boca Raton, Fla., team's spirits.
us.•
Wall said.
fall to 9-13.
Kevin Wall
FAU's leadFor
Head
ing scorers
Coach Kevin
W a y n e
Wall the year has
been one of losses in both the Baxley, Elvin Hazell and David
record and player categories. Each Cargill hurt the Broncs with 15,16
win has been by one point and and 12 points, respectively. In the
Saturday's contest was no different. last 12 minutes of the game the
"We're real pleased with the win," Broncs were outscored 27-15.
Wall said. "We said going into last
Demetrius Hughes followed Jones
Saturday's game that we had felt with 10 points. Jones also had nine
that we had made some real rebounds and six blocked shots.
progress, and for the first 30 minutes it really showed. All in all we
The Broncs return to Sun Belt
did a real good job defensively. A play with a date against the Jackwin is good. I don't care how it sonville Dolphins 7:30 p .m. Saturlooked. It had to help the team's day at the Field House.
spirits.•
"We've had a week to .prepare for
During the first half of the game them,• Wall said. "We're changing
the Broncs were in control of the a couple of things offensively. 1bis
game. Three minutes into the game, late in the year, a lot of teams have
center Chris Jones exclaimed the had a chance to watch films and see
team was ready with a thunderous our offenses.
slam du nk for the Broncs first points
"On defense, we're looking to
of the game. Jones led the team in keep up the pressure, not so much
the first half with 11 points of 22 that
as .changing it. We want
keep
he wou ld gain. The Broncs also domg what we've been doing but
dominated in first half rebounds better. These guys have been doing
w ith 16 to FAU's eight. After the first it better.•

t?
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David Hinojosa
Sports Editor

Michel Fabry and Chris Beevers
notched singles wins to lead the
men's tennis team past six other
schools in points at the UT-San
Antonio Invitational Tennis Tournament
The Broncs unofficially chalked
up 19 points to the host school's 17
for the "win.• Team standings were
not kept.
•we were the most dominant
team in the tournament up until the
final day,• Head Coach David Cross
said. •we were in seven finals, and
had an opportunity to show the
quality of our team.•
Fabry recorded a 6-2, 7-6 victory
over UTSA's Leon Bax to take the
No. 2 singles flight championship.
He beat Jon Howland of Trinity (62, 6-3) and stomped Bernie Gade of
Southwest Texas (6-1, 6-2) to get to
the final.
Beevers, who filled for an injured
Mike Morse, got by U1SA's Giovanni
Casanova 3-6, 7-6, 7-6 in the No. 3
singles flight title match. He swallowed both Chad Turner of Lamar
and Jesse Turner of Baylor with
identical 6-2, 6-2 scores before facing Casanova.

The Pan American/laura K. Kertesz

Pan Am's Desi Howard (11) and Chris Jones (40) battle for a board
•
,
•
•
.
during Saturday s one-point victory against Florida Atlantic at the
Field House. The win broke a 12-game losing streak.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seb:ed:

89 Mercedes............ $200
86 Mvw....d................ ··$·$5
87 erce es............ 100
65 Mustang............... $50
Choose from thousands starting $25. Free 24 hour
recordingrevealsdetails801-379-2929copyright#TX19KJC.

°

Alaska Summer Employment:

•

Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. For employment program call
Student Employmnet Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 315.
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3-POINT SHOOTOUT
SAT. FEB. 22 • STARTS AT 12 NOON

RULES
FOR

I

I
I
I
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DON'T WAIT! REGISTER NOW FOR THE

.

sHooTER wILL HAVE o NE MINUTE To s HooT BAsKETs
FRO M 3 PREDETERMINED . Pos 1T10 Ns AND DISTANces
ON COURT. SHOOTER WILL MOVE FROM 1ST POSITION
To NEXT PosITION IN A c Loc KwIse MoTION. sHooTER
MAY NOT RESHOOT MISSED BALLS. ASSIGNED FOUL
uNEs wILL BE oBsERv ED. EACH BASKET couNTs As
ONE POINT.

3 -POINT
SHOOTOUT

rnE ToP sHooTER IN EAcH DIvIs ION wILL BE AWARDED
NIKE BASKETBALL sHoEs. PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

r.====r====i1

To ToP s IN EACH cATEGoRY.

A.fil

ff';;;=======
-

HELP

SHOOTING DISTANCE

UNDER a YRs
8-10 YRS
11-14 YRS
15-1a YRs
19 YRS & OLDER

us

13
15
15
n

BASKET HEIGHT

s FT

FT
FT
FT
FT

8 FT
10 FT
10 FT

19 FT

10 FT

RAISE MONEY FOR CHARITY!

ALL PRocEEos ro BENEFIT "TEACH THE cH 1LoREN"
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I
I
I

I

I
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Fast Fund.raising Program. Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive
a $1000 bonus for yourself. And a free watch just for

Typing Serv.k:ez Research papers, reports, etc. Grammar correction. Proofreading & editing. Over 10 years
experience. C.all 585-2838·
Addressers wanted immediately. No experience necessary. ProcessFHAmortgagerefunds. Work at home. Call

1405_321_3064.
B..uys, research composition, mechanics, grammar. Call after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.
Privafletutoring $2.00/hour. Kinder through 4th grade.
Any subject. 380-1563. After 6:00 p .m.
College rep wanted: To distribute "Student Rate• subscription cards at this campus. Good income. For
information and application write to: COllEGIATE
MARKETING SERVICES, P.O. Box 1436 Mooresville, NC
28115.
For R.ent: Rooms in prlV2te home
Wddag Services1

calling 1-800-932-0328 Ext. 65.
~~~tinburg. Females only.Reasonable. 383-6773 or381FastEasylncomel Earn l OO's weekly stuffing envelopes.
Send self-addres.sed stamped envelope to: Extra Income! Need
help
with
research
papers?
1
.-P_.o_._Bo
_x_8_1_1~__c_
h _b_g_o_,_n_~__1-_1_~
_._ _ _ _ _ _
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Sun Belt conference rivals Lamar, Texas Lutheran and Monterrey Tech
come to the Cox Tennis Stadium on campus to take on the Bronc and Lady ••
Bronc tennis teams in three separate dual matches this weekend.
UI'PA battles Lamar at 9 a.m. Friday before coming back to take on
Texas Lutheran at 1 p .m .
Monterey Tech completes the weekend's tennis action against Pan Am
with a dual meet starting at 9 a.m.
The Broncs and Lady Broncs can each gamer a second dual match
victory for the season in the SBC against Lamar. The Broncs have already
defeated Arkansas-Little Rock, while the Lady Broncs scored a win over
Louisiana Tech.

Budget cuts tromp. 1 -

1,-----------------------------,
~o
~
I
I c.'. v '-NP
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THE NEXT
A

In the doubles flights, the Broncs
recorded two second-place finishes
with Mainella/ M. Fabry and
Jacquemin/Jarrett falling in the Nos.
1 and 3 flight championships, respectively.
Beevers/A. Fabry lost a semifinals match to Trinity in the No. 2
flight title match. .

UTPA
hosts 3 dual meets
..
at Cox Tennis Stadium

added safety for the student, Salazar said.
Nevarez said the mone y for the construction does
Salazar said the department is understaffed, and not come from the same pool that funds classes and
could use another officer.
salaries.
"We could not use that money for faculty and staff,•
Salazar said, however, he has seen and heard e very
sort of excuse from students trying to get out of p aying he said.
ldi
d
be
Nevarez also said that the b ui ·ngs nee to
a ticket. He gave his most humorous excuse.
"A (student) came in ... and she said she didn't constructedbecausethe unive rsityhasfallen behindin
· up w1·th the gro wth o f the uruvers1
·
·ty.
deserve that ( ticket) simp1y because her ma1·d drave k eepmg
the car and parked it."
G

"Chris filled in for Mike and proceeded to power his w ay through
the flight w ith his serve-and-volley
game,• Cross said.
The Broncs recorded three second place finishes with Richard
Mainella getting by Schreiner
College's Craig Smith and U1SA's
Ryan Reber before dropping a 6-3,
6-3 loss to Trinity's Jentry Poss in
the No. 1 singles flight.
LaurentJacquemin fell to UTSA's
Nandor Bajusz 6-3, 6-7, 6-4 after
being victorious over SWT's Owen
McDonald and Trinity's Jeff Clark in
the No. 4 singles flight.
Steve Jarrett lost 3-6, 6-0, 6-3 to
Baylor's Ryan McGrenera in the No.
5 singles flight championship after
tallying triumphs against Trinity's
Leo Oei and Sc~einer's Barrett
Nelson.
Alain Fabry 6-1, 6-7, 7-6 won a
fifth place match over Schreiner's
Scott Aston 6-0, 6-1 .

1 R
•
Sweet 'Temptations
I1
eprodUC f,ve
Homemade: ~
• Soups
.
I Ser•11·ces
613Sesame0r.West
• Breads
. ~ '{~)
If
Harlingen, Tx 78550
• Sandwiches f
I\}
Quiche
'• ~
1I
Ad
. Aff·i· t
•• Ice
creams
~
I ...In Association with option
I 1a es
• Hand-dipped :::
I ...Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
Chocolates
i
5500
II
• Pregnancy Testing .
~·=~.~~:~:~~~~~~-0307
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
- I
• Pregnancy Termination (1 st & 2nd Trimester)
•"1.iffwt.JIJIS•
I
• Family
Morning After Treatment
, c iiii.,.:;.;T;.;H;;:;E;;::S,;A;.-L;;;Oi=.N ====Planning/Birth Control Counseling
FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER
I
Speakers for Educational Programs
Student
I
Adoption Services
Haircut
I
$5.00
I
,
For Information Call:
· OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • sat. 8•5
I
428-6242 - 428-6243
Walk-Ins are welcome!
I
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
1406 w. University• Edinburg•
I
318-3572
"<>4._r:>-_o_<_"-_,-c-w._)_o_c_w._)_o_c_(_')4._~-(-')4.-,..i
I 0<)00()00()00()00(K>4~K>4~0CJ00CJQQ()00000000
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Facuity, Staff and Students to a p o1·1·
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I
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Entitled

WHERE TO REGISTER
McALL EN SPORTS DOWNTOWN
109

s.

17TH

McALLEN SPORTS NORTH
N. 10TH & NOLANA

HARLINGEN SPORTS

FIRST PLA CE WINNERS
IN EA CH DIVISION
WILL RECEIVE
T
SHOES
NIKE BA SKE BALL
WHO CAN REGISTER

VALLE VISTA MALL

ANYONE

BROWNSVILLE SPORTS

$3 FEE
$8 WITH T-SHIRT

1136 E. WASHINGTON

"Speak on Current Issues''

1
I1 ,.,.

I ,.,.,.
,.
• ,.
,.
I •,.
I ,.

~-----------------------------·

Invited speakers include:

Senator Eddie Lucio, Senator Carlos Truan
Mr. Juan (Choy) Hinojosa and Valley Representatives

.,. .,. ..... .

Tuesday, February 25, 1992
12:00 to 1:00 p.m. (Activity Period) • LA 101

All Students

Mandatory advisement
continues through March 6;
contact your major department

: :1 .tti:: :1 :::Enti:n.iinmip.J::;::I:::::::::::u:::::: : : : : : : ::::::::::: : rn::;: :1: : ::: : : : : : : :;: : : :: ::::::m: :::::::::::)rn:::

Lady Broncs romp
Prairie View, 82-47

'Frogs' drama dropped
after Marquis' departure

Page 5

Page 4
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Senatorial candidates court
college vote in debate here
"I will continue to support every effort to fund higher education in the
Valley."
Sta.ff
Lucio said he will continue to work with the UT System to ensure
UTPA gets its fair share of funding from the system.
Several legislative candidates discussed their stands on current issues
"We joined that system with the understanding that we would be part
Tuesday, but no other candidate. received as much attention as State of the educational resources they had,• he said.
Senator
Hinojosa said he will vote to increase taxes before cutting
Eddie If you would know the legislative and political
funds from UTPA.
Lucio of
"We have a tax structure that is outdated," he said. "It is not
Senate process, which evidently you don't know, you
able to generate the revenue necessary because it does not
District wouldn't be asking that question
reflect the changes that take place in our economy."
27.
State colleges and universities have never been able to
Eddie Lucio, In response
Lucio
recover from a cut in funds during 1987, Hinojosa said, and
to Dr. Samuel Freeman, political science professor the state ofTexas spends $1,000 less per student as compared
drew
boos
to the national average.
and jeers after responding to a political science professor's question on
"Which means that we have a lot of students who are not able to
lack of leadership in the state legislature on taxes.
graduate from college because they don't have the courses available,"
"If you would know the legislative and political process, which he said. "California has six universities of the first-class. There is no
evidently you don't know, you wouldn't be asking that question," Lucio reason why the state of Texas has only two."
said in response to Dr. Samuel Freeman's question.
Others present at Tuesday's forum were Renato Cuellar, state
Freeman is teaching a class on the American legislative process this representative of District 39 in the Mid-Valley, and his opponent U'IPA
semester.
political science lecturer Mario T. Garcia.
The forum was sponsored by the Texas State Teachers Association and
Cuellar, a three-term legislator, was attacked by Garcia because he
Texas Faculty Association as a way co inform students, staff and faculty felt Cuellar had lost contact with the people.
about the issues surrounding this year's election. It was also a chance for
"He reminds me of Ronald Reagan," Garcia said. "He says something
people to meet and listen to the candidates they will be voting for.
and does another."
Cuellar said he has been a fighter for education.
One of the biggest issues discussed centered around higher education
"I received the TSTA's endorsement because I have always stood up
and the funding for it.
for teachers,• he said. "I stand up more for children than teachers and
"I truly believe that education is the best equalizer that we have in our I also stand up for administration."
society," said Lucio's opponent for state senator Juan "Chuy" Hinojosa.
Mark Crawford, candidate for the state senate District 20 position
Hinojosa was also co-counsel in the lawsuit filed by LUI.AC against the presently held by Carlos Truan, was also on hand.
state of Texas for discriminating by way of funding against South Texas
He said the education system works but needs readjusting and that
colleges and universities.
he is a supporter for tort reform.
Eddie dela Garza, current state representative who represents UTPA in
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, chair of the political science department, spoke on
his District 40, made similar comments.
Truan's behalf since he was not able to attend.
"I'm committed to higher education and for student rights," he said.
·Other candidates present were Sergio Munoz, running unnopposed
De la Garza also said that state employees, university faculty, staff and in the newly formed State Representative District 36 in the Valley, which
paraprofessionals deserve pay increases and better benefits.
ranges from Sullivan City up to South Padre Island; District 41 State
Lucio was questioned on the choice of raising taxes for higher Representative Roberto Gutierrez of McAllen; Hidalgo County Demoeducation or not raising taxes and cutting funding for higher education. cratic Chairman candidate Joe Garcia; and local]ustice of the Peace and
"I am not for cutting higher education in any form or fashion," he said. constable candidates.

Tony Mercado

Sophomore John Brooks greets a life-size poster of Albert
Einstein at the LAC lobby Monday as a jet attacks In the
background. Ross Rolnson's 1992 cross-country poster-print
exhibit will continue tomorrow from 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. and Saturday from 1 • 6 p.m.

Make a pledge

State prison could benefit
criminal justice department
Trinidad Gonzales

Drug Awareness Week to begin March 2
Jaime D. Gana
Staff

Staff

Boasting the largest major in the Liberal Arts section here, the
criminal justice department and corrections majors will benefit if a
proposed state prison is built in Edinburg.
Linda O'Daniel, chair of the criminal justice department, said there
would be an advantage in job opportunities for students.
"We have about 550 majors,• she said.
Although detention officers only need a high school degree,
O'Daniel said, the university can play a role by providing the
pretraining for detention officers as well as consulting for the prison.
"We have an internship program in our department,• O'Daniel
said. "We can place our graduating seniors for a semester as an intern
there."
Most criminal justice professors agree on the advances of having
the prison available for research.
Dr. Daniel Dearth, criminal justice professor, said research opportunities for faculty and students "make (the prison) a welcome
addition to the Valley."
Dr. Philip Ethridge, another criminal justice professor, said that a
prison that could house 1,000 inmates, would leave room for many
different types of research.
"I was at Sam Houston,• Ethridge said. "There were several
programs where the university did get involved in doing research
with the prison system."
Although professors and most corrections majors feel the prison
is a good idea, one student expressed concern.
"I am totally against it," Ricardo Castaneda, a sophomore from Elsa,
said. "Too much of our own money is going into a prison which we
really don't need. We could use the money for other things."
Senior Mary Lou Salinas Codina from McAllen supports the
proposal.
"I think we need another prison site," she said. "I don't think it
makes a difference whether a prison site is he re,• or in any other
place.
Corrections major Jaime Vidal Garcia said the proposal would offer
jobs.
"It will be a great opportunity when (students) graduate,• the
McAllen senior said. "They could probably find a job with the prison
either in consulting or as probation officers."

A question-and-answer session
with substance abusers, live music,
pledge tables and a student skit
highlight activities planned here for
National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week March 2-6.
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program, the Office of Student Development and UPB are sponsoring
the week-long events. Deborah
Sullivan, director of the Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Program, said she hopes
to rally interest in Drug Awareness
Week.
"Maybe (this will) give incentive
to students who really are trying to
quit," she said. "If we help just one
student, we've done our job... it's a
success.•
Monday, Charter Palms Hospital
will do a presentation on alcohol-

ism and addiction, 11:45-12:35 p.m.
in the UC Ballroom.
Tuesday, the Palmer Drug Abuse
Program will show a documentary
video on substance abuse and available support services in the Cafeteria Overflow from noon to 1 p.m.
A student skit, live music, and a
discussion with Sullivan will be
sponsored by UPB Wednesday,
noon to 1 p .m. at the UC Circle.
Thursday, the campus counseling center will sponsor a panel
presentation and discussion from
noon to 1 p.m. in the UC Ballroom.
The campus Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Center will sponsor a Friday
question-and-answer session with
testimonials from several substance
abusers. The event will be held
from 11:45 a.m. to 12:35 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom.
Movies will also be shown in the
UC Recreation Room, Tuesday and

Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday's showing will be "Point
Break" and the Thursday's showing, "Weekend at Bernies.•
Manuel Arredondo, UPB vice
president of general membership,
said this week will be an important
one.
"All we can do is make students
aware of the problem on campus,"
he said. "It would be naive for
students to think we're a drug-free
campus."

available, Silva said his prime concern is alcohol abuse. Marijuana
and cocaine use would probably be
the next most common.
Alcohol is a large problem because of its easy access and availability, Silva said. He said he ~opes
Drug Awareness Week will serve as
a conscious-raising activity and stress
the importance of faculty and staff
involvement, as well as the participation of students.
Individuals with problems should
seek help, Sullivan said.
"Ifyou have a problem and you're
Dr. Santiago Silva, coordinator of
the counseling, guidance and aca- really trying to quit, then get some
demic advising center, said that of help," she said.
the 55 to 60 people seeking counStudents interested in the field of
seling per week, 50 to 60 percent
are in some way involved with substance abuse should get involved
in the fight, Sullivan said.
substance abuse.
For more information about the
"A lot of men and women are
experimenting (with drugs)," he NCDA or the alcohol and drug
awareness program, contact Sullivan
said.
Though no actual numbers are at UC 303 or call 381-3669.

Nearly 150 prospective employers
to attend largest 'Career Day' ever
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Staff

More than 148 representatives from different companies and agencies
will be on campus taking part in the 19th annual Career Day from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Tuesday in the Fieldhouse.
Placement Director Derly Guajardo encouraged students to attend
"Career Day '92" to meet prospective employers.
"Students deciding on a field of study, as well as graduating seniors
preparing for their first professional jobs, have much to gain from
attending Career Day," Guajardo said.
The event, designed to provide opportunities for all students is by far
the largest of the last 19 years, Enedelia Kidd, placement specialist, said.
"We want all students to be able to explore opportunities and learn
about the different careers that are out there for them," she said.
Career Day is an informative type of event, Kidd added. The recruiters

give students information regarding courses they should take and what
students need to focus on depending on their career choice, she said.
The ·various representatives are invited to career day by UTPA's
Placement Office. The office has a listing of recruiting companies and
agencies which is constantly updated. The trend for visiting companies
and agencies has been increasing through the years.
"This year the Placement Office sent out many invitations, " she said.
Some companies have visited the campus for years, and it is through
these companies that the word gets around, Kidd said. In general, more
and more representatives visit the campus each year.
Visiting agencies and companies include: Abilene Independent School
District, AT&T, Big Springs I.S.D., Carl's Grocery Co., City of Edinburg,
Comptroller of Public Accounts, Exxon Co. U.S.A., Houston Police
Department, Kraft General Foods, McAllen I.S.D., Social Security Administration (Chic;ago and McAllen), State Farm Insurance, Texas A & M
University and Texas A & M Graduate Studies and U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
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Black History Month celebrates spirit of humanity
s the month of February comes
to a close everybody of
•
•
course knows that the month
'
set aside to commemorate
black history is also coming to a close. Or
do they? Do they even know that February is Black History Month?
·
·
In an area as concentrated with H1spanics and devoid of blacks as the Rio Grande
Valley l·s , there 1·s noth1·ng wrong wi'th the
fact that not that many people know
.
· there.?
ab out bl ack h1story
... or 1s
The struggle of the Afro-American be·
gan more than 200 years ago when, with
the signing of the Declaration ofindependence the founders of the country stated
'
that, "All men are created equal." Unfortunately, this 'equality' left out the mem-

A

bers of the nation who were of color. For
nearly 100 years after the United States of
America was established, the black was
assigned to a position of involuntary servitude.
In the middle of the 19th century, the
American public soon became influenced
with the thinkings of the abolitionists and
freed blacks who were showing their
d f
f h
f I
Th
is avor o t e institution o s avery.
e
slave-driven south and the abolitionist
· h the c·1v1·1
north came to a f.ma I cIas h wit
War. This war ended with the Emanciration Proclamation and the redefinition of
the word "black": a citizen with supposed
equal rights.
But these rights were just a fa~ade and
the Black American was subjugated to

·
f
·1" h U · d St t
"Why should I care? I'm not black,"
was a ume o turmoi ior t e nite
a es.
.
.
Stop, Look and
With the need for equality, Black Ameri- someone aught ask.
.
.
d
I
Th
of February as Black History
cans turned to violence an proteS t- t
e use
k
1ac s. It
Listen
th
I
D
M
·
L
th
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h
Month
does
not
celebrate
b
O
was e ate r. arun u er mg w
d h bT
. .
David Hunter
used the philosophy of peaceful protest celebrates the hu~an spmt an t _ea/ ity
d
d · th
'd 1960
fa people to stnve over centunes 1or a
.
r...;._.....;
to get th iogs one, an m e mi
s O
cl
f O le
.
0
the Civil Rights Amendments came into better hfe. Whenever a ass d pe P
d
affect
can lift themselves up from the ungeon
another form of slavery-intense iscrimi· . .
.
f ve throu h steps and ladders of
nation and violent acts to instill fear.
Now it 1s the present. February is Black O s1a ry . ~ . .
d . . 'd _
his went on until the 1950s History Month. There is a national holiday prejudice, discnmmauon . an . mttmi bea
b . th b' hd
f M rti L th
ti to a plateau of equality, 1t must
when Rosa Parks would not ce1e raung e irt ay O a n u er
on
· up her sea t on a n Alabama King·
celebrated. eo le should think of every
give
.
.
11 P P
·
bus to a white person. With her
Blacks are moving up m every level of
be
· t
month of the year as a way to
jailing, the Alabama Bus Boycott gan. soCJe y.
..
.
.
celebrate equality and peace
The landmark decision in the case of
What does this have to do with the Rio
d od •11
? And 1r th
h t
and harmony an go w1 to
G
Brown vs. The Board of Education abolrand e VaIIey.
or at matter w a
.
h
d
. h
d
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bod h O . 't
11
Let's JUSt use February as t e
ished the separate-but-equal clause and
oes it ave to o wit any
Y w isn
a ~en. .
start1ng pomt.
the civil rights movement began. This black?
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Editorial

Openadm~sionshurls
our quality of education
ith enrollment figures showing a steady increase, no
new buildings immediately in sight and no junior
college nearby, administrators must realize our university lacks elbow room. Capping enrollment by changing to a closed admissions policy is the inevitable solution.
Since PAU merged with the UT system, enrollment has steadily
been increasing and already classes are filling beyond capacity.
Professors who taught classes with 80 to 90 students now lecture to
more than 300 students at a time. This is not a quality education.
Between Texas Southmost College and TSTC, a number of prospective students can continue to educate themselves; however,
neither of those colleges can handle a large influx of students who
would be turned away from here. Perhaps closing admissions
would create a stronger need for building a junior college.
In the past, the open admissions policy worked the way it was
designed to- let anyone who wants to get an education enroll;
those who lack the desire will gradually get weeded out. The
school mission policy states it provides "access to all who wish to
participate in the pursuit of knowledge and ideas." Because of a
seven percent cut in funds, and the physical limitations of the
university, we can no longer afford to use this tactic.
Texas is not the only state with colleges and universities facing
budget cuts. According to a report by the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities, 19 states have already cut allocations for colleges and universities this year. Nine more also expect
to make cuts in the near future. Many colleges and universities
have opted to limit enrollment.
President Nevarez also said last week the university is looking
into limiting enrollment by September 1993, but he said the option
is premature at this point. The option is not premature, the administration had not expected _the student population to reach near
capacity so soon.
In an article in the Valley Morning Star, Feb. 15, public information director Bruce Erickson said the school keeps accommodating
the increase by making classes larger and doubling up the instructors' teaching assignments.
We can no longer accommodate. We have reached the point
where we have· to take responsibility for the quality of education
we offer students and closing the admissions policy is a responsible
step in the right direction.

Why don't you
offer leadership?
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Social conscience: alive and well?

hanks to the zealous philosopher John Dewey, 20th century America has been bestowed with a problem solving, self-centered, me generation. In the
1930s, Dewey's philosophy of experimentalism, euphemistically dubbed "Progressive Education, n was implemented
into the educational system of America
and by the '60s the fruit of this experiment
ripened.
Dewey professed that there is no absolute truth; rather truth is produced by
finding the successful solution to a problem through logic and experiment. He
held to the theory of 'Pragmatism' which
suggests that what is good or evil, true or
false, depends on the problem and its
solution. In other words, truth and morality are constantly evolving, the conclusions of science should guide human
conduct, and there is no reality in the
supernatural.
For the past few decades this philosophy has been basic to our educational
system, and most of us are products of this
philosophy. The other day, I saw a television commercial encouraging parents to
help their children with schoolwork. It
said children spend seven hours a day
with teachers and four hours a day with
parents. Whether this is accurate or not, it
does seem teachers have a major influence on our makeup. I believe most
teachers are not aware of Dewey's influence in their training. They are simply
trained in progressive education methods
and are oblivious to its philosophical
foundation. Also, I am not opposed to all
of Dewey's methods, just the foundation
that there are no absolutes.
The fruit of this philosophy manifested
itself in the '60s. We were a generation
who could see the problems of society
and had a burning desire to fix its injus-

T

Voice in the Wilderness
Bruce Peterson
tices. We were determined to solve these
iniquities. The catch was, while having
been taught to solve problems by "whatever works for me," we found it difficult
to agree on what the solutions should
look like. What was right? We didn't
know; at least we couldn't agree. So after
getting maced a few times, our idealism
was overcome by our whatever-worksfor-me mind-set. After all, we were a me
generation.
"If it feels good, do it, n was our slogan.
Thus we attacked the restraints that traditional principles placed upon us, but
since our philosophy had no foundation
in absolute truth, nor any principles worthy of conviction, our idealism waned.
Faced with problems that defied solutions, solutions we couldn't agree upon,
our eyes irritated by mace, we fell victim
to our selfishness. Soon we were wearing
suits and making payments on silver
BMWs. The prophet of our generation
had sung to us about the personal price
each of us would have to pay for change
to occur. The "forever young" bard said,
"everybody must get stoned," but we
thought he meant marijuana, not rocks!
isillusioned and unable to
tolerate a suit, I headed for
the woods.
"What the hell," I said. "You
can't change anything unless the hearts of
people change," and that looked impossible. If utopia couldn't be obtained for
everyone, I'd try to find it for myself. It
was along the road from civilization to the
wilderness that I ran into Jesus of Nazareth.
He changed my heart.
"Here is the answer to the heart prob-

D

!em," I said. I immediately joined up! But
it wasn't long before I figured out that
most people who claimed to be followers
of Christ didn't want to get stoned either.
Religion is all right as long as it helps life's
problems better than marijuana, but if it
caused you trouble, it couldn't be God. I
mean, He's supposed to get you out of
trouble, not into it! Nevertheless, I did find
some people in the halls of religion who
were willing to sacrifice their lives because Jesus sacrificed His.
he other night a friend of mine,
one of those "chosen few,• got
egged because he was out on
the street telling people that
Jesus is the answer to your problems and
those of the world. I was overjoyed when
I heard about it. It was the first time in a
long while that I had heard of anyone in
America enduring public persecution for
something they believed. Now, I know
what you're thinking - "Egged? Getting
egged isn't exactly persecution!"
I agree, but it"s the first sign I've seen
that living for a conviction, because you
believe it to be truth, is a concept that is
still alive in America. You never know, it
might even start to grow. Soon people
could be getting maced again, and who
knows; then even stoned! The first time I
saw the movie "Flashbackn and Dennis
Hopper said, "The '90s will make the '(i()s
look like the '50s, n I knew I had heard
prophetic words.
I think a spirit of social conscience may
be alive in the land again, but I wonder if
there is enough conviction to see anything through to a change. A look at
history tells us that the price of change is
peoples' lives. Men and women gave
their lives to see the world change. Some
changed it for good and some for evilwhatever good and evil is. My friend
Jesus seemed to know.

T
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Letters Policy
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.
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must
be signed and include the writer's major, classification at lITP A and be typed. An address and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than three pages, double spaced
and typed. Those that are 100 long will not run. Leners and guest columns can be edited for
style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be
changed. Leners can be brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

topless dancers to finance their educations to "better" themselves, however, do
surprise me. The general female population has never earned the respect of many
males, as well as some females. These
topless dancers are most definitely contributing to this lack of respect for fe.
.
males. It IS ve~ sad when m 1992 a
woman has such little respect for herself,

as well as her body and can convince
herself that she is earning an honest dollar
to finance .her college education so she
can become a better person and make a
difference in this world by sharing her
knowledge with the rest of us. ·
I am sure that they can come up with
101 reasons as to why they think their
work is justified - whether it is the good
money, the fantastic hours that allow
them to come to school during the day
and -..,ork at night, or whatever else they
can come up with to convince themselves
that this is okay and just as good, if not

better, than any other job. They claim
they are doing whatever it takes to earn
a living. Is the stripping considered
doing 'whatever it takes?' I am sorry
that they do not feel they can finance
their educations by applying for financial aid and/or loans like many other
college students have done. I am sorry
they do not possess the ability or skills
to go out and get a job that allows them
to keep their clothes on.
These strippers are knocking the fe•

See Letters p. 3
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Social work gains departmental status
Arminda Munoz
Sta.fl
After a ribbon-cutting ceremony
last week, the sociology and social
w o rk department split into separate
concentrations, giving social work
a departmental status for the first
time.
At a January meeting of the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating
Board, a proposal to separate the
sociology and social work departments was approved. Social work

Letters

faculty members at UTPA elected
Dr. Fernando Galan as chair and
program director for the new department.
"We were always the little pro-gram under (another department)"
Galan said, "for us to be our own
department... it'skindofneat." Since
1970, the social work program has
existed as a unit of academic study
under various departments, including history, political science and
behavioral sciences departments.
With the elevation of the bachelor of social work degree, new
curriculum and requirements are

being set, Galan said. New courses
will include statistics and human
behavior in social environment II.
In the academic year 1990-91,
two chairpersons from the sociaJI
work and sociology department
went to the coordinating board
meeting and proposed the separation.
"Right now, we are in a transition
between the new degree plan and
the old degree plan," Galan said.
"Ever since the split occurred, we've
discovered that we (social work)
are a very large department."

Approximately 300 students are
enrolled as social work majors, he
said. One reason for the increase is
because UTPA offers the only
bachelor's degree in social work in
this region, according to Galan.
One social work major said the
new s~paration will not affect her
since she falls under the old degree
plan.
"I understand it could help," Clara
Alvarez, senior from Sanjuan, said,
"but I want to graduate already."
Alvarez said some social work
majors are happy with Galan's election to chair of the department

_cont. rrom p. 2

male population WAY BACK to a time wh~n women were to be seen and
not heard. It seems that our culture and our ways of living may never
change as long as women continue to allow themselves to work in such
degrading fields. At this rate, the female population may never progress
and equality between men and women will never exist.
Melissa Flores
sophomore

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized:
89 Mercedes ............ $200
86 vw....................... $50
87 Mercedes............ $100
65 Mustang ..... ..........$50 $
Choose from tfiousands starting 25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals details 801-379-2929 copyright
#TX19KJC.
Alaska Summer Employment:
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free

transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. For employment program call Student Employment Services at 1-2o6-S45-4155 ext.
315.
Fast Fundraising Program.
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus for yourself.
And a free watch just for calling 1800-932-0328 Ext. 65.
Fast Easy Income! Earn IOO's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Extra Income! P.O. Box 811699
Chicago, II 6o681-1699.
It's not just for Shakespeares any-

Typing Service: Research·papers, re-

ports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. Over 10 years
experience. Call 585-2838.
Addressers wanted immediately. No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgagerefunds. Workathome. Call
1-405-321-3064.
Essays, research
composition, mechanics, grammar. Call
after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.

Writing Services:

Private tutoring $2.00/hour. Kinder
through 4th grade. Any subject. 3801563. After 6:00 p.m.

Fundralser looking for top fraternity,
sorority, or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1500 for one
week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working.
Call Marla (800)592-2121 ext.112.
$40,000/yrl Read books and1Vscripts.
Fill out simple 'like/don't like' form.
Easy! Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. Free
24 hour recording 801-379-2925
copyright #TX19KEB.
Need help with research papers?
Essays? English Lit~ Qualified Tutor.
B.S. M.A. 630-3492.

more! Prose, Poetry, Art, and Photography submissions needed for Found men's prescription glasses.
GALLERY'92, A ,student Literary , Aviator style. Gold frames. Tora brand.
Magazine. Prizes awarded. Submit Black case. Payless Optical. Call 381to CAS 266 before March 30th.
3321 aftern<xms 1-5p.m. Monday Wednesday and Friday.

Police Reports
Febn,,ary
7 A student filed an assault complaint against her ex-husband.
Warrants were issued for assault.
9 A Staff member reported unknown person(s) had tampered
with the lock on the storage .room by the south side of the baseball
field. No damages or items missing.
11 A student reported his 1986 Toyota pick-up truck stolen from
parking Lot F. Pick-up was recovered the following day.
13 A student's textbook, valued at $3S, was stolen from the LRC
fourth floor. Book was left unattended.
•
A student reported his 1987 Ford Bronco was scratched with
an unknown object in Lot G.
14 A disorderly female student inside the Payments and Collections Office was using profane and vulgar language toward a staff
member. Student was referred to Judy Vinson, dean of students.
•
A money changeF machine was damaged at the LRC lobby
area. No entry was gai'1ed.
•
Two male students were caught inside the women's dorms
after hours. The case was referred to the dean of students.
16 A juvenile was taken into custody for tearing posters down.
Juvenile was released to parents.
17 Unknown person (s) broke four cover guards to some water
fountains. Damages estimated at $34.
•
Unknown person (s) broke into the storage room at Jody
Ramsey Stadium and stole five batting helmets. Helmets valued at
$150.
18 A 1991 Jeep was broken into while vehicle was parked in Lot
F. A black leather jacket, windbreaker, and five cassette tapes, valued
at $330, were taken.
•
A student's 1986 Ford Mustang's windshield was broken by
unknown person (s), while vehicle was parked in Lot C.
•
A student reported eight text books stolen from inside BA
212-D. Theft occurred one week ago. No suspects at this time.
19 A student reported some posters removed from the covered
walkway. No police action taken.
•
A student -repo~d 'twc;> text books stolen from inside the
Math Building, Rm 106. Books valued at $75.

That's why now is the right time to take a new
look at TIAA-CREF - the retirement system for
higher education.

Make a sound choice.
TIAA has the stability. sound investments. and
overall fi nancial strength you need from a
retirement company. Three independent ratings
agencies - A.M. Best. Standard & Poor·s. and
Moody·s Investors Service - have given us their
highest ratings for financial strength and ability
to pay claims.

Additional opportunities with CREF.
CREF is the largest
variable annuity in the
,, orld. with some S-lO
billion in assets. It
offer, you four distinct
inve,tment a,·counts so
you can further
di\'er, ify your
retirement savings.

A winning combination.
Combine this with all the other advantages. Such
as our wide variety of retirement income options,
featuring lifetime annuities, fixed-period payments,
and cash withdrawals. Our extensive services,
including an Automated Telephone Service to
find out infonnation and make transactions. Oneon-one col\nseling from our professional
retirement specialists. Free booklets, reports and
information. Personalized retirement income
illustrations. And our remarkably low expenses.

Compare for yourself.
If you 're currently with another retirement
carrier. we invite you to make your own
comparison. Call for our FREE KIT, including
the booklet .. Selecting a Retirement Company,"
and the "'Retirement Company Comparison
Chart" so you can add up the differences. If
you·re already a TIAA-CREF participant, call
for our FREE Retirement Investing Kit, with
information about how TIAA-CREF can help
you achieve your retirement goals.

Call us today.
1 800 842-2733, ext. 8014.
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Febn,,ary
27

Movie, "Focus on 1900-1909," 7 p.m ., Edinbu rg Public

Library.

• J. Quinn Brisben, presidential candidate for the So cialist Party
USA will speak to Solidarity, a student democratic socialist fe minist
organization, during activity period in LA 10 1.
• REHAB student club, (reach, edu cate, help, advocate and
broadening (minds), will meet at 5 p .m . in Nursing Bldg. 214. All are
welcome to attend. For more information co ntact To m She fcil 3812291.
• Submit your art, prose, poetry or photogra phy to GALLERY, the
Student Literary Magazine, at CAS 266. Deadline is March 3 1.
• Political Science Association w ill meet d uring activity period
in IA 107.
• REHAB club, Reach, Educate, Help, Advocate , and Broadening
(minds), will meet at .5 p.m. in Nursing Bldg. 214. For further
questions call Tom Shefcil 381-2291.
• Student Action Committee will have an organizational meeting on issues concerning student issues during activity period in LA
111.
• The music department will present a vocalist recital at noon
in the Fine Arts Recital Hall C-103. The performers are Pamela
Zapolsky, Carlos Alfaro, Melissa Martinez, Marcia Hernandez, Jolene
Westbrook, and Alicia Martinez.

28 Bronc Baseball team v. UT San Antonio at 3 p .m . in Jody
Ramsey Stadium.

29 Bronc Baseball team v. UT San Antonio at noon and the
Broncs v. Central Michigan at 3 p.m. in Jody Ramsey Stadium.

March
1

Intercollegiate Knights will have inductions of new members

at 6 p.m. in the University Chapel. Everyone is invited. For more
information, call 318-3532.

•

Men's Basketball team v. New Orleans at 1:30 p.m. in Field

House.

2

Bronc Baseball team v. Bellevue at 7 p .m . in Jody Ramsey

Stadium.

3 SAVE the Earth Organization, (Students Association for a
Viable Ecology for The Earth), will meet noon to 1:00 p .m., in PSB
103.
• Prelaw Society will have a speaker to talk about "Citizens
Against Lawsuit Abuse, • during activity period in LA 207.
• Dr. Gomez, vice president of academic affairs, will speak
to the Philosophy Club during activity period in LA 111. Gomez will
discuss "Philosophy of Education as it applies to UTPA. •
• Bronc Baseball team v. Central Michigan at 7 p .m. in Jody
Ramsey Stadium.
4

Bronc Baseball team v. Bellevue at 4 p .m. and Broncs v.

Central Michigan at 7 p .m. in Jo dy Ramsey Stadium.

Deadline for submission is 3 p.m.
.,, Tuesday at Emilia Hall 100. ·
/

Find Out How
TIAA-CREF
Can Help
You Protect
Your Retirement
Nest Egg ...
These are tough economic times. Banks are
going bankrupt. and businesses are failing. So
it's more important than ever that your retirement
savings are working for you. You 'II want to be
sure you ·ve entrusted your future to a financially
strong. stable company - one that knows how to
weather any stonns that may be ahead.

Bulletin Board

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it :M

'Frogs' cancelled after Marquis depa·rts from cast
slave , Xanthias, visited Herakles for advice and then proceeded to the river
Styx. On the voyage Dionysus encountered the frogs , amphibians who
Arts & Entertanment Editor
did not care for change. "Why change?" seemed to be what they sang.
Once in Hades, however, Dionysus met Shaw and Shakespeare. A contest
"The Frogs" Original Greek drama by Aristophanes; adapted by of writing ability then took place to determine who would go to Earth and
Burt Shevelove; musk and lyrics by Larry Gelbert and Stephen write for Dionysus.
As Dionysus, Jeff ("Amadeus") Marquis delivered a solid portrayal of the
Sondheim; directed by Marian Monta Originally starring Jeff
Marquis, Cindy Ransom, Ruben Ramirez II and Carter Robinson. god of wine and drama. His expressive face and carefree trot across the
Choreographed by Doria Avila; musical direction by Danna Skip- stage anchored the audience to th·e play's humor throughout the opening
-· . ·ping; student design projects by Paul Roberts (scenic design) and performance Monday night. Unfortunately, Marquis stepped down from
· Linda Alexander (costume design). The musical has been can- his role. Monta momentarily vacated her directing spot to replace Marquis'
part although the contingency plan fell through.
celed.
Cindy ("Murder in Mind") Ransom played Dionysus' slave-with-anSlapstick humor and sharp remarks made "The Frogs" a fun experience. attitude, Xanthias. Albeit a man's role, Ransom played the part well and
· ·. Too bad you won't be able to see it. Due to a family illness, Jeff Marquis, added a significant amount of comic relief to the production. Her comic
timing and overall filthy appear· who plays the starring role of
ance helped in her ensemble abiliDionysus, stepped down from the
Because of an illness in the family, Jeff Marquis has ties, especially with Aekos, Pluto's
part and in doing so, the producdeputy; played by Sean
tion has been cancelled. Dr. Marian
stepped down from his starring role. When an attempt inebriated
Roberts. Roberts' constant spitting
Monta, artistic director, planned to
to fill-in for Marquis failed, Dr. Marian Monta and the of words, clumsiness and weakness
replace Marquis, but as of Tuesday
she did not accept the part.
Unjversity Theatre decided to cancel the production. for wine provided kegs oflaughter.
Pluto was played by Carter
"I tried to work with the part, but
Robinson with a thick Barry White
it just didn't work out." Mon ta said.
The musical featured a chorus of Kermit-looking frogs which, although bass. Pulling double shifts as Pluto and Charon the boatman, Robinson
not very comprehensible, sang and danced at times with alien movements delivered well.
Cast member Ruben Ramirez wowed the weak of heart in his muscular
and at times with very amphibious dance steps. The production kept a
steady flow of laughs the first half of the play, yet the scenes leading up role of Herakles. Clothed as a Barn-Barn Rubble look-a-like, Ramirez's
to the literary contest between the dead playwrights, William Shakespeare thick, musclebound body made up for the mediocre lines he had to trudge
and George Bernard Shaw, lost all frivolity. With no intermission-a through. His abilities took light as he doubled as a frog/chorus singer.
Along with Ramirez, Stephanie Hall, Monique James, Donna Petrocco,
mainstay in ancient Greek theatre-:...the 90 minute play wound down from
the hilarious half to a pleasant, if not anticlimactic ending. The players Diane Salter; Melinda Marroquin and Javier Cardenas were entertaining as
frogs and an assortment of other supporting roles.
did the very best with what the text offered.
Having the least humorous roles in the production, Mark Watson (Shaw)
The plot was simple and to the point. Because of mediocre plays of
the time·, Dionysus decided to venture into Hades to find and retrieve and Chavez Ransom (Shakespeare) did good in delivery and believability.
Musical direction and execution was handled with ease by Danna
Shaw in order to revitalize the ancient Greek theatre. Dionysus and his

Omar I. Rodriguez

Courtesy the University Theatre

Jeff Marquis and Cindy Ransom starred in the ill-fated, yet ·
hilarious musical, ''The Frogs."
Skipping whose synthesizer tickling gave the entire musical a wonderful,
playful tone.
The set was comprised of marble-looking wood and muslin columns.
The design was sound and solid yet a bit too thick, to the point that actors'
faces were obscured by the columns. Overall, a believable and versatile
set by Paul Roberts.
Linda Alexander's costumes were excellent. Detailed ·with intricate
design and bold in color and character, the togas and jerkins added the
right air for the mythic musical. Alexander's and Roberts' designs were
part of a student design project.
After this disappointing tum of events, the University Theatre will focus
on the next and last production of the 1991-92 season, "Wind in the
Willows." "Willows" is due to hit the stage April 29-May 2.
For information, call the University Theatre box office at 381-3581.

Wayne's movie, book, soundtrack and overall presence lacks humor - (Not!)
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor
".Music From the Motion PictureWayne's World" various artists;
executive album producers, Michael Ostin and Ted Templeman.
"Wayne's World Extreme Close-up" by Mike Myers and Robin
R~; photographs by Norman Ng; published cader Books;
Hyperion with perm)ssion by Broadway Video. B & W, 96 pages.

$7.9S.

(j/J11,t.Z41
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The finest in
Designer Casuals,
Cocktail & Formal Wear
&Swim Wear.
Also Accessories,
Jewelry&
Leather Goods.

There's "Wayne's World" the movie (in excellent LucaSound), Wayne's
World the book ("Extreme Close-up"), Wayne's World the cap and now
... "Music From the Motion Picture Wayne's World," the party album of
the 90s.
The foremost thought on most people's minds is: Sell out. Wayne
Campbell and Garth Algar selling out? Two of late night's most revered
cable access 1V hosts sell out to the commercial world? Shyeeah Rrright,
and monkeys might fly out of their butts!
When Mike Myers and Dana Carvey (Wayne and Garth, respectively)
teamed up as the two 1V hosts on Saturday Night Live who knew they

.91.{fen !f{ora{

by iJ3etty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

,;sfJVew-fffoncejtt' fn~g?""~,,
Monday - Saturday
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Main Place Shopping Center
1800 S. Main Ste. 470 • McAllen, TX
630-5957
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Do -.od

Meed...

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
~

•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082 (216· N, 12th)
McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

Locked Out?

381-9335
$25 to students w/UTPA I.D.

would lay the roots for a cultural revolution parallel to the psychological,
social, and physiological ramifications of sliced bread.
With a humorous vocabulary (including catch phrases like "Shyeeal)
Rrright," "Schwing!," and "You're pail") and the sharp tongues to wield
such words of power, the duo have won over the affection of the college
crowd to the point of commercial exploitation. All of this has led to the
Para,mount Pictures motion picture and ultimately, the "Wayne's World"
,
album and "Wayne's World Extreme Close-up" book.
"Wayne's World" features recordings from artists like Cinderella, Eric
Clapton, Alice Cooper, Jimi Hendrix, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Queen and
yes, Myers and Carvey singing the extended version of the "Wayne's
World" Theme. The variety of music, headbanging one track and easy
listening the next, gives "World" a party flavor which makes for a good
musical selection for parties.
The selected tracks offer explosive heavy metal music that create an
audio simulation of the Wayne World C;\nvirons.
"Extreme Close-up" is a hilarious compilation of old Saturday Night
Live material and new gags. The overall A to Z format gives the
impression that the literary masterpiece (Not!) was compiled with Xerox
copies and jagged computer graphics. The photographs are effective
albeit most are badly processed.
Like Wayne, "Extreme Close-up" is a fun concoction of parodies, top
ten lists, shameless fillers and macaroni & cheese recipes. A must buy.
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Sinc~ours

2002 W. University • Edinburg, Texas

383-9133

Yvonne

Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

Marty

Walk-ins Welcome
Annabele
15% Discount for UTPA Students & Faculty
wim this coupon.

Diane

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
4221/2 E. University

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

Edinburg

383-9035

•AI1Vl~@t.
THE SALON

FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER

41

Student
Haircut

$5.00

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 8-5
Walk-ins are welcome!
1406 W. Universi!Y_•Edinburg•

LEAP
TALL
BUILDINGS
$25

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE !

318-3572

Mission - 585-4575 (1 201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N . Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (101 7 Pecan)

,

Reproductive
Services

613 Sesame Dr. West
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1 st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:

428-6242 - 428-6243
Lice nsed by the Texas Departm ent of Health

Trying to go it alone?
Christ Jesus, who had th e
toughest /'ob in history, didn't try
to go it a one. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, "The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do."
Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.
The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.

Rise above city traffic.
Set your own schedule.
Make better time. Arrive
relaxed and refreshed,
faster than a speeding
bullet,more powerful than
a locomo'tlve.
If you've ever dreamed
of teaming to fly, now's the
time. Because for the special Introductory price of
Just $25, you c an
take the controls
in your first flying
lesson. It's a super
way to travel.

You're invited to explore this
community resource.
Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N.Main St. • McAllen,Texas
686-4241

MeCREERY AVIATION CO., INC.
McALLEN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(512)Ml-1774
0 1118& n,. Gonffll '-vlollon T-

, Inc. Al Rl"11a R...,.,,od.

Roommates Will Delight In The Savings!
Oar one bedroom apartments are
spacious enough for two! (Of coarse we
also havci two bcidroom floorplans.)

♦

Wa lking Dista nce To Pan Am Unive rsity
♦

Tw o Pools, Lush Landsc ap,ing
♦

♦

O n-Site Ma na gem e nt

24 Ho ur Em ergenc y Ma inte na nce
♦

On-Site Courtesy O fficer

fisl< Our Leasing Staff To Show Yoo How
You Con Share The Space find The Savings.

EL BOSQUE
APAR TM E NT S
1609 West Schonior
(512) lJl-6162
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Tennis teams secure
Sun Belt victories

Women's basketball

Lady Broncs blast Prairie View, lose to USA, Tech
David Hinojosa

Both tennis teams tallied Sun Belt Conference victories in dual meets

Sports Editor

against Lamar last weekend.
The w in over Lamar put the Lady Broncs at 2-0 against conference
oppone nts, as they had earlier defeated Louisiana Tech.
The men's tennis team also hosted the same three schools, defeating
Lamar 9~0 and Texas Lutheran 5-0 before falling to Monterrey Tech 45. The victory over Lamar put the Broncs at 2-0 in the Sun Belt as well.
The Broncs had previously defeated Arkansas-Little Rock
"For two weeks we had focused on how to play Lamar's lineup as we
expected it to be," Anthony Hampton Lady Bronc coach said.
"Historically, Lamar has won most ~f the dual match~. We had a
game-plan going into the weekend, and we were ready to play. I think
we took them by surprise."
In the victory over Lamar, five singles players for UTPA won their
matc?es, as well as the No. 3 doubles duo of Gigi Estacio and Rachel
Rodnguez. Tabbing singles wins were No. 1 Ellen Nelissen, No. 3
Michelle Hardiman, No. 4 Kim Butler, No. 5 Laura Gonzalez and No. 6
Rodriguez.
Hampton praised the team's fantastic effort.
•After the first win over Lamar, the players could have bailed out and
had a letdown, n he said. "They showed a lot of character coming back
to sweep the weekend, especially against Monterrey Tech, since we lost
to them in the fall.
"The players can look back on this weekend as a turning point. They
proved they can put it together-a great team eftort-for two or three
days in a row. That's what they will have to do at the conference
tournament. n
The Broncs had no trouble with their win over Lamar, the first meeting
of the two teams in dual-match format. The singles players of Richard
Mainella, Michel Fabry, Mike Morse, Laurent Jacquemin, Steve Jarrett
and Freddy Taina didn't lose a match.
For the doubles victories, Mainella teamed up with Fabry at No. 1 and
Jarrett with Jacquemin at No. 2. For No. 3 doubles, Alain Fabry paired
with Chris Beevers.
The Broncs compete next in the UT-Tyler Invitational March 6-7. That
same weekend, the Lady Broncs will be in San Antonio for the UT-San
Antonio Invitational.

It's been a real tough year for
Prairie View A&M fans this season.
Going into Monday's contest
against the Lady Broncs, its women's
team was winless in 24 games; the
Panther men's team is 0-26 entering
the Southwestern Athletic c;onference Tournament today in Baton
Rouge, La; and the football team
went 0-11 last fall. Plus, its baseball
team was swept by the Broncs two
weeks ago.
The Lady Panthers didn't do much
to help Panther fans quench their
thirst for a win.
Lady Bronc Head Coach Tun Hicks
was able to give all his players
valuable playing time as the Lady
Broncs blasted Prairie View 82-47
in a non-conference game Monday
in the Field House.
Monique Cook scored 13, including three treys, to lead a balanced
scoring attack from the Lady Broncs
for the victory. Belinda Bonhomme
netted nine and Tammi Odom,
Araceli Rios and Jackie Kilian each
added eight. Odom also grabbed
eight rebounds.
The victory raised the Lady Broncs
record to 9-15, while the Lady Panthers, playing their final game before the conference tournament,
fell to 0-25.
The Lady Bronc win comes off
the heels of two Sun Belt Confer-

ence losses to South Alabama Saturday at the Field House, and Louisiana Tech last Thursday in Ruston,
La.
In UTPA's loss to South Alabama,
Iris Garza made a desparation shot
UIUIOC
one second too late.
tMiOQ
Up 67-64, Lady Jaguars' Monica
l . 0 ¢,.~
Thigpen missed the front end of a
one-on-one with four seconds left
in the game. Garza took the rebound and proceeded down the
court to heave a would-be tying
shot from 23 feet. However, the
officials ruled the buzzer sounded
before the shot and waved off the
score.
Four Lady Jaguars scored double
figures with LaWanda Black and
Metta Christensen leading the way
with 12 points. Thigpen followed
with 11 and Chanta Powell had 10.
Alyya Abdur-Rahman scored 16,
AnaCarroll had 15 and Robin Sloan
and Bonhomme each added 10.

Nil.RC

Louisiana Tech, however, had little
trouble handling the Lady Broncs
last Thursday at the Thomas AsseQibly Center as it crushed UTPA 89-·

33.
The Lady Broncs scored 12 first
half points on 5-27 (19 percent)
shooting from the field, while the
Lady Techsters had 45.
Carroll had eight points to lead
the Lady Broncs.
The Lady Broncs travel to Or- .
lando to take on Central Aorida
Saturday in a Sun Belt contest.

Broncs collapse in second half, succumb to Dolphins
David Hunter
Staff
It seems evident that the men's
basketball team is on the road to
recovery, despite a 73-74 loss last
week to Jacksonville.
The Broncs came into the game
on fire putting the first points of the

Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches •'
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

game on the scoreboard and not
stopping from there. Demetrius
Hughes was the gasoline and the
wood as he roared to 17 of his
game-high 27 points in the first half.
Hughes also ripped down seven
first half rebqunds a number which
he would equal in the second half.
The Broncs went into the locker
room at halftime with the score 4530.
Corning out of the' locker room
into the second half the flame was

still burning as the Broncs pulled
the lead out to 17.
The Jacksonville took out the fire
extinguisher and began to cool the
Broncs down. They chipped the
lead down to a six point Bronc
advantage with eight minutes to go.
Following a Bronc timeout, the
Broncs' fires seemed to spark up
again with points by Hughes and
Jones and a phenomenal jam by
Desi Howard.
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l he ~an American/Tony Mercado

Lady Bronc Robin Sloan (30) looks to dish out past South Alabama's
Chanta Powell in UTPA's 67-64 loss to the Lady Jaguars Saturday
at the Field House.
Remaining Intra.mural Spring Schedule

Activity:
Entries Due: Games Begin:
Jacksonville wouldn't give up and
Tennis
Feb.27
Feb.28
kept grinding away at the lead until
4-on-4
Volleyball
March
6
March 10
at the 2:00 mark in the game the
Softball
March
27
March30
lead was down to two points.
Racquetball
March
27
March 31
Howard had a chance to pull the
5-on-5
Basketball
April
10
April
14
lead out to four points but missed ·
Table
Tennis
April
24
April
Z7
two free throws. Alonzo Harris
capped his team high 17 points with
Key: M•Male F•Female C•Co-Ed
a drive to tie. Then Kelly McKinnon
made one of two free throws to give
Mandatory Clinics for Team Captains:
the Jacksonville a one point advanVolleyball
March 6
r
tage with five seconds to go.
Softball
March 27
For the Broncs, however, the five
5-on-5
Basketball
April
10
seconds was not enough. UTPA
Times
for
clinics
are
at
1
p.m.
at UC 320
missed a long shot and Jacksonville
Entries can be picked up at UC 320
came away with the win .

Strong pitching leads Broncs
past Sam Houston, Illinois
David Hinojosa
Sports Ed#or

Led by strong pitching and a solid
defense, the baseball team swept a
two-game series from Sam Houston
State Friday and Saturday and took
a single game from Illinois Sunday
at Jody Ramsey Stadium to run its
winning streak to seven and raise its
record to 10-4.
"It was just a matter of time,"
pitcher Mike Eiffert said. "We didn't
get to practice on the field at the
beginning of the season. It's like
Coach Al (Ogle tree) said, we we re
going to have to play into shape. "
Sean Hickman (3-0) hurled 11
strike outs, matching his career gamehigh total for the second time in as
many weeks, and allowe d only two
hits to highlight the Broncs 5-0
victory ove r the Bearkats Friday.
Michael Edwards led the way at
the plate hitting 3-for-4 with three

runs b atted in. David Ranucci hit 2for-2. Travis Stolle w as 2-for-4.
On Saturday, Edwards' single to
right field in the fourth inning
brought in Frank Ake rs for the goahead and winning run against the
Bearkats to give the Broncs a 3-2
victory.
The Broncs jumped ahead 2-0
early in the first when Eiffert b ounced
in Travis Stolle and Edwards scored
on a wild pitch.
Sam Houston tied it up in the
third on runs by Richard Hare and
Bryan Biagiolli.
Bart Bickerton (2-1) gave up three
hits an d n o earned runs for the w in.
Richie Beard (0-1), w ho allowed
three hits, was tagged with the loss.
All three of his runs were earned.
A missed squeeze sign turned out
for the better for the Broncs in their
3-2 w in against Illinois Sun day.
With the score tied 2-2 in the
eighth, Rios missed a squeeze sign,
but still managed to make contact
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and grounded out to the s hortstop
as Clint Morrison raced from third
for the w inning run.
"It took me 21 years to beat
Itchy," Ogletree said, referring to
Illini Head Coach Itch Jones. "He's
one of the coaches I enjoy playing
against.
"Illinois is the best team we've
played this year."
Jones, as coach of Southern Illinois, beat Ogle tree's Bron cs twice
in the 1971 College World Series.
Jimmy Eby put the Broncs on top
in the second w ith a solo blast that
sailed over the left field net. The
Fighting Illini tied it up when Andy
Small b atted in Dave Wohlwend in
the third w ith a single in shallow
center.
Ranucci squeezed in Rios in the
fifth to give UTPA a 2-llead, then
Larry Sutton, a Collegiate Baseball
first team pre-season All-America
pick, singled in Mike Ju rack.
Eiffert (2-1) pitched eight-plus
innings allowing five hits and striking out five for the win. Tim Jones
picked u p his first save pitching a
flawless ninth inning. MattArrandale
(0-1) allowed seven hits and two
earned runs for the loss.

Caraveo
Hair C e nte r

• a ....n... - ....... fi<'d at least .....

Please send FREE scholarship
intormatron to:

Division:
.M, F, C
C
M,F,C
M,F,C
M,F,C
M, F,C

ALL SUTUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO ATTEND

•A Great Cut at a Great Price!"

MANDATORY ADVISEMENT

Hairc u ts

FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 6, 1992

Pe rms

$3.00

$ 9 .99

(long hair extra)

Mon - Sat
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
911 East U n iversity

JacroH from UTPA)
61 8 N. 10th McAllen 630-4376

102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625

Contact your •MAJOR" Department
early for an appointment.

(Across from A uto Zone)

Edinburg, Tx

383-7792
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Baseball team plays host Track team sends 15
to Palm Valley Tournament to conference meet

Bellevue, an 'AJA outfit from Nebraska, and Central Michigan from the
Mid-American Conference come down next week as the Bronc baseball
team hosts the Palm Valley Tournament next week.
Bellevue, who is 15th in the NAIA preseason polls, won its third straight
District XI title with a 39-18 record and advanced to the Area 3 Regional
last season.
The Bruin starting rotation includes: Senior Brent McEntee, who set a
team record with 11 wins last season; Senior Mark Keele, who was 10-3
a year ago; Scott Standish, a sophomore transfer from Iowa State;
Freshman ScottMatulka; Junior Dwayne Adams and Junior Keith Dunckel
round out the six-man rotation.
All-American Tim Stutheit, who hit .457 with 48 hits and 31 RBIs leads
the offensive attack for Bellevue.
Central Michigan Head Coach Dean Kreiner is looking for some
answers when he takes his Chippewas for their annual spring trip to
Edinburg.
They were 33-27 in 1991 and finished at 16-16 in the Mid-American.
Heading the group of pitchers is sophomore Aaron Knieper (7-5, 3.91),
who figures to be the ace of the staff Steve Nowak, Scott Cook and Karl
Reineke will get a long look on the mound as will Scott Neilson, Jason
Reams and Troy Novak.
.
While performance on the mound may be a question mark, Kreiner
should be excited about the rest of his position players.
Senior Darin Dreasky (.347, 23 RBI) was first team all-MAC in 1990,
while Epple (.324, 4 RBI) can play shortstop as well as pitch. Dan Berman
(.291 13 RBI) and Tony Carroll (.297, 5 RBI) will give the Chippewas
offensive spark.

CA$H IN A FLA$H™
$$
$$
ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING SERVICE

sented by Tonya Bailey, Delilah
Johnson, Elizabeth Ortega, Sylvia
Rodriguez, Cathy Tanner and
Anthelma Vasquez.

Christine Diaz
Staff
Fifteen men and women will represent UTPA at the Sun Belt Conference Indoor Track Championship
at Jonesboro, Ark. this weekend.
No depth to bring home a conference team title is found in either the
Broncs or Lady Broncs this year.
Coach Reid Harter and Assistant
Coach Keith Hutson narrowed down
the team to 15.
"The focus of this year's team is
going to be on the outdoor conference championship," Harter said.
The Lady Broncs will be repre-

UTSA, CMU play Broncs this weekend
The baseball team will host UT The Broncs play UTSA at 3 p.m.
San Antonio and Central Michigan Friday and noon Saturday, and the
this weekend at Jody Ramsey Sta- Chippewas following the second
dium.
game against UTSA.

LADIES
You have seen them in PLAYGIRL a nd
CHIPPENDALE CALENDERS; They've been
featured on DONAHUE, GERALDO, &
JOAN RIVERS SHOW,
NOW See them live at KLUB-X
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After competing in the conference meet, Johnson will represent
UTPA at the National Indoor meet
in Indianapolis.
The Broncs competing are Martin
Arteaga, Eddie Calderon, Dennis
Chapman, Brain Ginder, Roger
Gonzales, Rene Guillen, David
Hunter, Robert Nation and].B. Pruitt.
"We are redshirting several key
performers to come back for a fifth
year, so we will be stronger in
indoor track in 1993," Harter said.
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5111 N. 10th Street
McAllen, TX. 78504
(512) 687-7225
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LOVE 'EM!
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NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE
DRUG
AWARENESS
WEEK

Monday, March 2, 1992
Charter Palms will have a speaker and a question and answer session.
11:45 a.m.-12:35 p.m. • University Ballroom
Tuesday, March 3, 1992
Palmer Drug Abuse Program (PDAP) will show a documentary on services and hold a question and answer session.
Noon - 1 p.m. • University Center Overflow Room
Wednesday, March 4, 1992
Music and a skit in the circle.
Movies on the second floor of the University Center: Presented by the
Office of Student Development and the University Programming Board.
Thursday, March 5, 1992
Panel Presentation and Discussion by the Counseling Center Staff.
Noon - 1 p.m. • University Ballroom
Friday, March 6, 1992
Testimonial with a question and answer session from the Palmer Drug
Abuse Program an_d Charter Palms.

BE INVOLVED!
Sponsored by:
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program , The Office of Student Development and
The University Programming Board.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON TBBSB
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your selfconfidence. And makes you a desirable candidate in
the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you'll ?ave what it takes to
succeed - in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Major Gary L. LaFevers, Southwick Hall, Room 204, (512) 381-3600.

